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Preface 

 “Given the roots of sociomateriality in a practice perspective, with its focus on the 

everyday lived experience, it is perhaps ironic that it has, to date, very little to offer the 

practitioner. We need to identify new ways to study the flows of social and material 

entanglement. We advocate spending more time and energy on identifying the practical 

implications associated with understanding the co-constitution of the social and the 

material and the performative role of technologies developed and implemented.” 

(Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014, p.1437)   

The goal of this research at the outset was to apply the concept of sociomateriality as a 

social theory to a case involving Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data management. 

The intent of this research is not to restate what has been developed in 

sociomateriality theory over the last 25 years but to apply this theory to ERP systems as 

it has been developed and implemented and through this process, develop 

contributions not only to sociomateriality theory but to ERP master data management 

methods, and practices.   
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Summary 

Since the 1990’s, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems software has been deployed 

at companies seeking to optimize their supply chain, finance, operations and other related 

business operations.  Illustrating the importance associated with ERP, companies 

worldwide spend over $200 billion a year on ERP systems and supporting infrastructure.  

During this same period sociomateriality has emerged as an important social theory that 

provides a more holistic approach towards analyzing social environments.  This coincidence 

in terms of both ERP deployment and advancements in social theory, provides a unique 

opportunity for this research into master data management.   

One of the key foundations of a successful ERP system is master data.   Gartner (Gartner 

2019) defines master data as the consistent and uniform set of identifiers and extended 

attributes that describes the core entities of the enterprise including customers, prospects, 

citizens, suppliers, sites, hierarchies and chart of accounts.  However, challenging a 

successful ERP is simply this:  master data is rife with usability and data quality issues that 

introduces challenging situations for companies deploying ERP to manage their business 

operations.   

The thesis provides a framework for classifying sociomaterial concepts that include 

common use cases, assemblages, and resistance and accommodation associated with ERP 

data management.  This dissertation reviews past social theories and argues for taking a 

sociomaterial perspective.  The research presents insights gained by conducting content 

analysis of 92-hour long ERP practitioner interviews and deepened further with over 40 

hours of observational evidence-based case study analysis and discussion.   New concepts 

associated with sociomateriality are introduced in the research including routine and 

technology-oriented clusters, assemblage types, and resistance and accommodation 

factors which may have applicability to analysing other business processes. 

https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/master-data-management-mdm/
https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/master-data-management-mdm/
https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/master-data-management-mdm/
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 ERP Systems & Master Data Management 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems have been deployed globally since the mid-

1990s.  An ERP system is essentially computer software which an organisation uses to 

manage and integrate key operations including budgeting, planning, supply chain, 

operations, finance, and human resources. Companies worldwide spend over $200 billion a 

year (Mirchandani 2014) on ERP systems and supporting infrastructure.  However, poor 

ERP master data management leads to data quality issues due primarily to the complexity 

associated with ERP processes (Marsh 2005). Although they have been widely adopted and 

used in practice since the early 1990s,  ERP systems are inextricable from people, processes 

and technologies, which must content with issues related to usability and data quality 

leading to extensive accommodation scenarios, and growth in shadow IT (Azad & King 

2008; Ignatiadis & Nandhakumar 2007; Azad & King 2008; Marsh 2005; Drum et al. 2017) . 

Shadow IT refers to all hardware, software, or any other solutions used by employees 

inside an organisation where there was no formal IT program sponsorship, approval or 

even awareness (Györy et al. 2012; Behrens 2009; Silic & Back 2014).  

To further illustrate this, a recent audit of a multi-year ERP installation in the State of New 

South Wales Department of Justice completed in November 2017, estimated that ERP 

master data management and process workflow issues will cost Australian taxpayers $25M 

AUD to fix (Boyd 2017). The reasons given for this failure include a lack of a formal 

assessment of skills of key project personnel, absence of an effective ongoing project risk 

management, insufficient focus on change management, and insufficient quality 

management over the project.  While it may be issues relating to a wide range of potential 

ERP challenges contributing to the failure cited in this article (Boyd 2017), this research 

suggests that a key issue to deeply investigate would be how ERP system failures could be 

attributed to assemblages in both the creation and maintenance of the ERP master data.  

Focusing on assemblages associated with creating and maintaining ERP master data by 

understanding the challenges or resistance they encountered along with the associated 
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methods to accommodate this resistance using shadow technology or systems may 

contribute significantly to overcoming the failure associated with deployed ERP systems. 

This thesis investigates ERP data quality concerns (later referred to as dirty master data) 

associated with the management of ERP master data management.  The focus of the study 

is not on data delta loads, nor initial data loads, nor transactional data processing.  The 

study is not focused on challenges associated with aggregating data for reporting, nor data 

warehousing.  This research focus highlights the need to reduce the complexities 

associated solely with the ERP master data management by providing a classification 

scheme.  To achieve the understanding of the complexities associated with master data 

management, the method(s) – outlined in chapter 3 - used in this research centered 

around qualitative research consisting of 92 interviews with master data users and 

managers and an in-depth case study of a master data governance group for a large 

multinational mining company.  To accomplish the development of a classification scheme, 

the thesis draws on concepts related to sociomateriality. Sociomateriality is a theoretical 

approach which has been gaining acceptance as a lens for understanding the holistic 

relationship between people (the social) and technical artifacts (the material).  This 

approach provides a theoretical basis for classifying ERP master data management systems 

and the people who implement and use them.   

The growing literature surrounding sociomateriality (Leonardi 2013; Cecez-Kecmanovic et 

al. 2014; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008) has given rise to  a range of philosophical debates 

(Mutch 2013).  Despite the ongoing debates though, there is general acceptance that the 

sociomaterial concern is with the entanglement of the social and the material in practice  

to the point where there is an ontological fusion in which “any distinction of humans and 

technologies  is analytical only and done with recognition  that these entities  necessarily 

entail each other in practice” (Barad 2003, p.816).  The argument for this research to take a 

sociomaterial perspective is highlighted in chapter two by identifying approaches, 

concepts, issues and concerns reported in the literature and in practice.  Before applying a 

sociomaterial lens to investigating ERP master data management, the following section 

examines the concept of dirty master data in ERP.  Chapter two will provide a review of 
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social theories highlighting how ERP master data management processes may be classified 

using a sociomaterial perspective.  Chapter three will cover methods and design while 

chapter four and five will present findings from research conducted over the last five years 

consisting of a comprehensive set of data analysis, concluding with a discussion of the 

findings in chapter six.   

1.1.1 The Impact of Dirty Master Data on ERP Systems 

Companies have invested over a trillion dollars, nearing the GDP of Canada, over a five-year 

period in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems software deployment and 

maintenance (Ganly 2014).  Organizations use ERP to automate their finance, supply chain 

and human resource functions because it provides a system of record for all structured and 

unstructured business data. However, conflict with existing business processes does occur 

when implementing ERP systems because often the practices prescribed in the software 

code require the business to adapt or change their processes to accommodate.  This 

accommodation leads to business process misalignment directly impacting the quality of 

data, and thus negatively affecting the insights that drive critical business decision-making 

(Berente et al. 2007) .   

ERP systems rely on accurate and timely ERP master data. ERP master data, a type of 

structured data, is defined as core business data elements or objects. These include 

materials, customers, vendors, employees and cost/profit center data used by different 

ERP business applications across a spectrum of organisational functions. Additionally, ERP 

master data comprises a complete set of metadata, attributes, definitions, roles, 

connections, and taxonomies (Magal & Word 2011). 

Well-managed master data is essential to any ERP supported business process.  Master 

data represents core business data elements or objects and therefore incorrectly entering 

master data can be catastrophic to business operations due to the widespread integration 

of this information across business processes.  Dirty master data is defined as data that is 

simply keyed into the system incorrectly or the data is incorrectly interpreted and entered 

into the ERP system or that the data is researched incorrectly resulting in information that 

does not reflect the actual status of that entity.  Dirty data exists when there are 
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inaccuracies or inconsistencies within a collection of data or when data extraction is 

inconsistent with intent (Vosburg and Kumar, 2001).  The Data Warehouse Institute 

estimates that the cost of incorrectly entered ERP master data exceeds $US 600 billion 

annually (Eckerson 2002).  These facts coupled with the expansion of data via megatrends 

such as big data present a critical challenge for organizations regarding accurate data and 

related business decision-making (Saha & Srivastava 2014). This research focuses on ERP 

master data management processes that are directly related to these dirty master data 

challenges.  Well-managed ERP data is at the core of any successful ERP system. High 

quality data – meaning accurate, correct, timely and well organized – is critical for any 

business routine to process as it was planned within any type of organization, small, 

medium or large (Otto et al. 2012). 

Continuous changes related to business and market conditions exacerbate the dirty master 

data challenge associated with the manual entry of ERP.  These changes necessitate the 

ongoing adaptation of people, processes and technology – in this case, ERP systems and 

data changes. Sometimes this is referred to as scope creep (Lorenzi & Riley 2000) where 

these practices often necessitate more changes than planned to ERP business processes 

and often master data processing. Typically, users rely on the IT department to implement 

these changes effectively, depleting IT resources.  Ongoing ERP system adaptations may 

generate application development project backlogs and possibly drive up overhead costs 

due to increased demand for IT resources (Ignatiadis & Nandhakumar 2007).  

Another hurdle leading to dirty master data and associated processes occurs when 

business users responsible for defining master data needs have to rely on IT programmers 

to implement these changes (Marsh 2005). In such instances the IT programmers are 

usually not as well-versed in the specific master data business processes they are required 

to codify.  This potential expertise misalignment invites significant tension between 

business users and IT programmers leading to ongoing program rewrites, inaccurate 

processes, delay, and hindered productivity (Wagner et al. 2011). 

These misalignments result from complex, multi-departmental information gathering and 

ad-hoc governance processes leading to massive amounts of manual master data entry and 
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maintenance processes (Sia & Soh 2007). Herein this leads to the widespread user 

resistance, which then leads to ERP system accommodations, and shadow IT.  

Accommodations may include methods to reduce the delays, processes to improve the 

negative impact on data quality, routines to manage the high volume of transactions 

and/or automation to streamline the complexities associated with the ERP systems and the 

people bound to them (Botta-Genoulaz & Millet 2005).  

The challenges associated with ERP systems are the motivation for this research. The goal 

of the study is to provide an alternative approach to analyzing and classifying ERP master 

data management processes drawing on sociomateriality as a theoretical lens. Using this 

approach enables a holistic perspective of the complexities of social and material 

entanglements in ERP master data management which forms the basis for a classification 

framework.  This resultant classification framework provides a theoretically-based and 

richer approach to understanding the routines and processes associated with ERP master 

data management processes.  This approach provides both important theoretical 

contributions for academics and pragmatic application for practitioners. 

1.1.2 Approaches to Dirty master data and ERP in the literature  

Data management was of limited priority in most organizations until the early 2000’s 

(Marsh 2005). Fueled by the effects of globalisation, mergers, acquisitions and universal IT 

dependence, a significant challenge with ERP master data management has since occurred 

as more information systems have become integrated and thus share data more widely.  

Essentially what this means in terms of ERP master data management and the idea of dirty 

master data is simply if that data was incorrect in one system, the data’s integration with 

other systems propagated the associated dirty master data contamination making a bad 

situation worse. 

The ERP literature also suggests that over 90% of ERP implementations run past their go-

live date and just over a third deliver on time and under budget (Norton 2015). 

Furthermore, the published literature reveals that the high ERP failure rate is due to a lack 

of management around ERP data (Glowalla & Sunyaev 2014; Glowalla & Sunyaev 2013; Cao 

& Zhu 2013; Haug et al. 2013). Norton (2015) suggests that data quality and management 
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are essential for mitigating risks associated with an ERP system and are therefore critical 

success factors.   

Together with critical success factor approaches, various frameworks, classification 

systems, and taxonomies are discussed as approaches to deal with the high ERP system 

failure rates associated with ERP and Dirty master data (Botta-Genoulaz & Millet 2005; 

Haug et al. 2009).   Classification approaches based on both software maturity and strategic 

deployment directions have been used to illustrate company positions regarding their ERP 

use (Botta-Genoulaz & Millet 2005).   Another approach reported in the literature is to 

classify ERP master data management and quality in terms of dimensions such as accuracy, 

timeliness, completeness and consistency – in addition to intrinsic data quality, 

accessibility, and usefulness (Haug et al. 2009).  Collectively, the academic literature 

referenced here broached the challenge of classifying the ERP master data management 

challenges using varying dimensions of time, quality, complexity and volume. 

Previous literature includes an overwhelming variety of terms and definitions used to 

describe poor or dirty master data dimensions.  For example, (Laranjeiro et al. 2015) 

describes the development of different classification structures and dimensions of data 

quality problems.  Dirty master data was classified according to problem type (source, 

level), data quality problem – and related dimensions (accessibility, accuracy, 

completeness, consistency, currency).  Paradoxically, the issue of dirty master data and 

providing tools such as classification frameworks and taxonomies still is not fully embraced 

by organizations (Li et al. 2018). Even with taxonomies where 30+ dirty master data types 

have been identified, it is argued that this still does not fully or holistically cover the issue 

(Li et al. 2018).  Here the research introduces a matrix based on data quality dimensions 

(e.g. accuracy, completeness, currentness, consistency and uniqueness) and maps 38 

predetermined dirty master data types that are related to these dimensions.  Reviewing 

this literature holistically begins to highlight the degree to which the problem with dirty 

master data has evolved and the depth and breadth of approaches to classify and rectify 

this challenge.   
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In summary, insights from the literature illustrate the costs associated with dirty master 

data, and the need to provide classification frameworks that help to breakdown the 

complexities associated with the people, processes and technologies associated with data 

management. Despite the enormity of research associated with dirty master data and the 

variety of classification schemes, the issue of dirty master data, still, continues to be a 

significant challenge for organizations, indicating that the various approaches to 

eliminating or even reducing dirty master data have yielded less than favorable results.  

Previous literature has paid minimal attention to thinking of dirty master data in terms of 

how people interact with materiality.  The review indicates a heightened focus on the 

technical – or the social – but rarely on the combination of the social – and – the technical.  

This underscores the problem this research seeks to address which is the need for a holistic 

lens on the social and the material.  While there have been a significant number of studies, 

frameworks and classifications relating to ERP systems in general, a persistent problem 

remains which is addressing the social – and – the material as it relates to ERP master data 

management and: 

1. How can sociomaterial concepts be used to describe and classify ERP master data 

management use cases? 

2. How can the sociomateriality concepts such as resistance and accommodation be used 

to further classify ERP master data management resistance and accommodation?   

1.1.3 The Need for a Sociomateriality Perspective 

Given the issues associated with ERP master data management process complexities and 

their associated ERP dirty master data problems– there is clearly a need for a broader 

approach to understand and mitigate these issues.  

1. The justification for taking a new approach can be found in mitigating, reducing, or 

even eliminating dirty master data and the billions of dollars spent annually.  A social 

and material framework provides a holistic perspective thus providing better insights 

into ERP master data management use cases, resistance and accommodation. 

2. Earlier classification schemes focus only on the social – and attempt to classify human 

behavior without a view to the materiality or technical aspect of ERP master data 
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management and thereby does not provide the practitioner with the necessary insights, 

guidelines and tools to readily identify common accommodations to given ERP master 

data management challenges. 

3. Taking a sociotechnical perspective focuses only on the technical or material aspects of 

ERP master data management which very well could be a disadvantage in terms of fully 

understanding how the social or people interact with the system - the frustrations they 

encounter and the accommodations they develop to overcome this resistance.  This 

disadvantage is related to the recursive (not simultaneous) shaping of abstract social 

constructs and technical infrastructure.  This difference in the recursive (not 

simultaneous) shaping illustrates the difference from the assemblage in 

sociomateriality where there is imbrication of the social and the material and the 

duality of the sociotechnical where the social is separately evaluated from the material.  

The sociomaterial imbrication includes technology's materiality and people's localized 

responses to it – it reflects an integrated or deepened view of the overall assemblage 

consisting of the entirety of the imbrication of the transaction.  With respect to ERP 

master data management this includes the socially accommodating and/or resisting to 

the processes required by the software, the documents, stickers, notes, catalogues, and 

the interactions with other humans in processing ERP master data.  The linkage here to 

the sociomaterial approach will be further explored in Chapters 2 and in Chapter 3. 

Thus, a framework or classification scheme with a social and material holistic lens is needed 

for the following reasons:  

1. A critical need to classify use cases. An ERP system and the associated data 

management routines or use cases consists of hundreds of common transaction types 

like MM01 (Material Create) and MM02 (Material Maintenance) and additionally, 

millions of specific transactions.  In practice, the organizational routines associated with 

ERP when people encounter them in their day to day work life are known as ERP use 

cases. The term use case was mentioned in the 1990’s by Jacobson and others 

(Jacobson et al. 2016) and has since then been used to describe actors that interact 

with a system to achieve a defined business goal (Schubert & Glitsch 2015).  Examples 
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of ERP use cases include product lifecycle management, updating new price changes in 

the ERP pricing application system, engineers creating new parts in the ERP material 

management module, or human resource analysts updating new dependent 

information in the ERP Human Capital Management module for employees. These use 

cases are dependent both socially as well as dependent on the technology associated 

with ERP.   I state this here because there is a significant aspect to ERP master data 

management in the example of say an MM01 material data creation transaction.  This is 

highlighted extensively in study 2 where John Doe spends a high percentage of time per 

transaction conducting research, and interpretation of material data requests.  He must 

look up information in catalogues, discuss uncertainties with vendors and clients, 

interpret parts information to see if there is another type of part that may 

accommodate the request.  There are several accommodations illustrated in this case 

study (study 2) where the dirty data scenarios manifest themselves.  Throughout all 

these interactions – there is significant social interaction taking place with minimal to 

no interaction with the actual ERP system or the materiality associated with the 

technology. 

2. Distilling these types of transactions into a common set of use cases simplifies 

interpreting and classifying these transactions into groups of common practices (Haug 

et al. 2009; Szostak 2015).  These classified use cases then provide a basis for which to 

examine the involvement of the social and material aspects of ERP master data 

management. 

3. A critical need to examine and classify the involvement of people and technology – why 

is this critical?  Analyzing the social and material separately where teams of people 

engage in collecting, researching, interpreting, validating, extracting, maintaining and 

entering data creates an exponential level of complexity.   Additionally, the critical 

integration, interaction or sometimes referred to as imbrication of the social and 

material cannot be examined, and thus key insights cannot be obtained.  Leonardi 

advocates the use of the metaphor of imbrication – that of intrinsically interwoven 

roofing tiles - as a valuable approach to think about a given process by which the social 
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and the material become inextricably interwoven as a sociomaterial use case (Leonardi 

2011).   It is there in that imbrication that the social and material agency come together 

temporarily to enable a routine or practice.  This perspective of agencies imbricating 

over time is directly in line with the critical realist approach as opposed to the agential 

realist where agency is not considered an attribute of either humans or technology.  

This critical realist perspective is explored further in chapter 3.  That said, a holistic 

social and material classification framework provides a lens for understanding this 

critical yet temporal integration, interaction or imbrication.  Therefore, classifying these 

patterns significantly enhances understanding ERP master data management, leading 

to the elimination of dirty master data, reducing significant costs and mitigating bad 

decision making based on dirty master data. 

4. Additionally, a critical need exists to identify and classify patterns of accommodations – 

why?  Of interest for this research is how people interact with the technology in the use 

cases. Investigating use cases and associated patterns of accommodation focuses 

attention on understanding where breakdowns occur, identifying patterns of 

breakdowns and common challenges people encounter (Drum et al. 2017; Azad & King 

2008; Azad & King 2012), as well as how they overcome them or work around them 

(e.g. cheat sheets, post it notes on their displays, create keyboard macros, use software 

tools to automate data entry).  Classifying accommodation takes on a wide spectrum 

when it comes to analyzing types of ERP master data transactions such as creating 

versus maintaining data.  Classifying accommodation has a similar benefit to classifying 

imbrications of the social and technical – classifying these workaround patterns 

significantly enhances understanding ERP master data management thus providing 

significant cost benefits. 

5. In addition to the importance of classifying ERP use cases outlined in #1 there is a lack 

of published research which provides an empirically grounded approach to identifying 

ERP use cases that could provide ERP practitioners and researchers with a framework 

for optimizing ERP master data management associated with these use cases. This gap 

extends across the disciplines of organisational behavior, organisational 
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communication, and organisational theory.  Orlikowski and Scott (Orlikowski & Scott 

2008) documented this trend stating that “less than 5% of social science papers had any 

consideration of the role of technology”, commenting that researchers do not consider 

themselves “scholars of technology” (Orlikowski & Scott 2008, p.433).  

These five points as laid out stress why it is so important to have a broader or more holistic 

classification framework designed to reduce the complexity associated with analyzing ERP 

master data management use cases, accommodation and resistance.   

1.2 A More Holistic Approach to Understanding ERP master data 

management Resistance and Accommodation 

The goal of this research is to provide an ERP master data management empirical 

framework for professionals and academics that classifies common use cases, practices, 

and resistance and accommodation. ERP master data management processes are 

extremely complex to implement and manage, (Guido & Fryling 2010; Berente et al. 2007) 

and because of these complexities extremely costly data calamities occur in companies 

worldwide, as illustrated in Section 1.1.1 with the Department of Justice of New South 

Wales (Boyd 2017).  A classification for ERP master data management can simplify the 

complexities and through simplification provide a basis for better understanding and 

implementing ERP systems. 

While the practical problems associated with ERP master data management are significant, 

such problems are rarely investigated theoretically.    And as previously pointed out, there 

are gaps associated with various social theories and their applicability to information 

systems, particularly enterprise resource planning and related master data management 

processes, which this research aims to explore.   

The research position herein is based on interpreting and analysing enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) data management processes.  The research is based on critical realism as an 

ontology providing theoretical insights and practical applications based on sociomaterial 

concepts for both theoreticians and practitioners.  This study differs from other 

sociotechnical approaches by taking a sociomaterial approach – explained further in 
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chapter two - to develop a theoretical framework for better understanding ERP master 

data management challenges.  Guiding the research are general questions about the 

essential components of sociomaterial theory - a theory of sociomaterial practice exhibited 

by sociomaterial concepts including resistance, accommodation, and assemblages.  These 

questions are: 

• How can sociomaterial concepts be used to describe and classify ERP master data 

management use cases? 

• How can the sociomateriality concepts such as resistance and accommodation be 

used to further classify ERP master data management challenges and 

accommodation?   

These questions relating to ERP master data management practices and the application of 

sociomateriality are analysed and interpreted from 92 interviews conducted with ERP 

master data management practitioners and one case study, resulting in an ERP master data 

management classification framework that provides both practitioners and academics with 

an approach to analyzing complex business processes resulting in better data and thus 

better decision making.    

1.2.1 Research Question – Using sociomaterial concepts to describe and classify 

ERP master data management use cases 

Extremely complex use cases, such as data creation and maintenance, associated with ERP 

master data management results in costly installations.  This research focuses on reducing 

the complexity associated with analyzing ERP master data management use cases by 

providing an ERP master data management classification framework using a sociomaterial 

lens.  As discussed in section 1.1.3 the importance of this classification scheme using a 

sociomaterial perspective is found in mitigating the impact of dirty master data by 

enhancing ERP master data management insights.  Prior classification schemes focus on 

either the material aspect or the social aspect with none focusing on the imbrication of the 

social and the material.     
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Therefore, this research develops an ERP master data management classification 

framework based on sociomateriality approaches to fill knowledge gaps around ERP master 

data management use cases and offer managerial insights and guides to mitigate the 

associated risks. 

1.2.2 Research Question – Applying sociomateriality concepts such as resistance 

and accommodation to further classify ERP master data management resistance 

and accommodatino 

Section 1.1 describes the conflicts associated with ERP master data management use cases 

and furthermore revealing widespread user frustration associated with ERP system 

processing complexities.  This frustration manifests itself in common scenarios including 

ERP master data management process complexity, volumes of transactions to be 

processed, system availability and time to process, and overall quality expectations 

associated with the ERP data processing.   

This research extends the ERP master data management Classification to classifying 

common patterns of ERP master data management resistance and the accommodations 

associated with those challenges.  Classifying resistance and accommodations focuses the 

attention on both the social and the material aspects which enhance the understanding 

where breakdowns occur along with common patterns of breakdowns in addition to how 

accommodations are developed and deployed to mitigate these breakdowns.  The 

importance of taking a social and material holistic approach is that if one solely focuses 

only on either the material or only the social aspect and thus overlooks the imbrication, the 

frustrations related to the social aspect and the accommodations they develop to 

accommodate this resistance could be entirely overlooked.  Without a classification 

scheme based on a sociomaterial perspective for resistance and accommodation, these 

insights cannot be realized. 

Expanding on the importance of a classification scheme for accommodations, these issues 

surrounding ERP master data management use cases like pricing update complexity 

requires a deeper understanding of these patterns of challenges and work arounds.  By 

classifying these patterns, this research provides a practitioner with tools and insights, 
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while theorists can begin to apply these classification techniques to other complex 

organisational routines analysis. Therefore, a secondary position associated with the 

research deals with classifying resistance and accommodation patterns and how this 

classification identifies whether these patterns are unique to a given practice or routine. 

Another factor in this research position is how these classifications map to a framework 

that betters our understanding of ERP master data management use cases while mitigating 

the outcomes that occur today with dirty master data and the impact this has on ERP 

system utilization. 

1.3 Contributions 

1.3.1 A Sociomaterial Classification Framework for ERP master data 

management  

The theoretical contribution of this research is the empirical application of a sociomaterial 

lens to the temporally emergent nature of ERP master data management use cases, 

resistance and accommodation.  This research provides theorists and practitioners with a 

classification framework to study imbrications associated with ERP master data 

management social and material components, including software tools that provide 

automated content analysis, data aggregation and analysis and statistical analysis of 

qualitative data. 

This research departs significantly from most other sociomaterial research in that it is 

based on interpretation of empirical data through practitioner insights on ERP master data 

management processes. As such, this research provides unique insights into use cases, 

resistance and accommodation associated with ERP master data management.   

1.3.2 Leveraging Automated Content Analysis 

The challenge in this research is in drawing out overriding themes and concepts from large 

amounts of empirical data.  Methodological contributions resulting from this research 

include introducing innovative methods for dealing with over 1000 pages of qualitative 

research interview insights to identify key themes and concepts, leveraging software 

analytics and automation tools.  Despite advancements in new processes and technologies, 
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sociotechnical research and the related approaches to data analysis continue to rely on 

manual and subjective qualitative research methods.  What is needed are new methods for 

studying the flows of ERP master data management social and material entanglement 

(Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014). An example of a new method used in this research is 

Leximancer, a computer software solution that provides automated content analysis, data 

aggregation and analysis and statistical analysis of qualitative data.  This process could 

serve as a basis for narrowing the interpretation of key concepts, thus producing patterns 

of assemblages, accommodation and resistance associated with the gathered data.   

1.4 Chapter Conclusion - Providing Practitioners with ERP master data 

management Insights 

This chapter concludes with these following insights: 

A managerial contribution resulting from this research is a classification framework for 

master data practitioners to readily identify common ERP master data management use 

cases – and their associated resistance and accommodation scenarios.  ERP professionals 

struggle with ensuring data quality management.   Data governance methods are difficult 

to implement and failed approaches to addressing data management riddle the 

organisational landscape.  Challenges exist for practitioners to prepare their organisations 

for data management people, process, and technology readiness.  Compounding this is that 

relatively no  published research references provide practical insights relating to ERP data 

and process management practitioners. 

And thus there may exist a better approach for ERP master data management that uses a 

sociomateriality lens. 

1.5 Towards A Potentially Better Approach for ERP master data 

management using a Sociomateriality Lens 

The remainder of the thesis analyses, interprets, and develops a potentially better 

approach for managing ERP data.     

• Chapter two explores literature associated with the various approaches of social 

theory to help in taking a more encompassing view of how people (social) interact 
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with technology (material).  Additionally, the research explores the ideas and 

importance of classifying ERP master data management practices – especially 

determining what are the social aspects and what are the material aspects.  

Integrated with this exploration of the social and material are the concepts and 

ideas associated with what conditions cause frustration or resistance interacting 

with the technical, and which drive these accommodation or accommodations 

previously mentioned and how these become patterns of resistance and 

accommodation.   

• Chapter three embodies the methods used by the researcher for developing the 

approach for analysing and interpreting the collected data both regarding 

interviews with leading ERP practitioners and an in-depth case study.   

• Chapter four provides the in-depth analysis of the interview data and the results as 

they relate to the identified constructs for clusters, assemblage types, resistance 

and accommodation factors. 

• Chapter five reviews the analysis, and interpretation results from the in-depth case 

study.   

• Chapter six discusses the findings and their contribution as well as describing 

limitations of this research, areas for future research, and study conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Chapter 1 presented an argument for the need, to undertake pragmatic and data-driven 

research that provides a theoretical basis for simplifying complex ERP master data 

management use cases. The objective of this research is to develop an empirically 

grounded and theoretically-based approach to understanding and managing the 

complexities of ERP master data management. Specifically, this research uses 

sociomateriality as a theoretical lens and is a departure from the mainstream approach to 

ERP master data management which emphasizes either social or technical considerations in 

isolation (Boudreau & Robey 2005; Benders et al. 2006; Fryling 2010). 

Sociomateriality has emerged from a long tradition in the sociology of technology and in 

organization studies (Leonardi et al. 2012). Sociomateriality is defined as a social theory for 

analyzing and explaining the constitutive entanglement of a given process (or assemblage).  

An assemblage consists of the social (agency), the materiality, and the associated 

resistance (e.g. resistance encountered) and accommodation.  Orlikowski’s interpretation 

of sociomateriality (Orlikowski 2000; Orlikowski 1992) is based on a relational ontology that 

assumes the social and material are inseparable in contrast to a substantialist ontology 

which assumes that the social and the material exist as separate and self-contained 

entities.  Later in section 2.3, the review focuses on Orlikowski’s inseparable agential 

realism approach is being challenged by Leonardi’s critical realism approach (Leonardi 

2013) along with key concepts associated with sociomateriality and their role in this 

dissertation. Table 27 defines these key concepts while also using a pricing assemblage to 

provide further context.  Additionally, each of these concepts is explained in further detail 

in section 2.3.   

In addition to the previously reference ontological debate surrounding agential and critical 

realism there is ongoing debate in the literature regarding what constitutes material or 

matter; and the degree of materiality involved in social structuration (Carlile et al. 2013).  

As Carlile (2013, p.2) notes “organizational sensemaking, cognition, knowledge, learning, 

and perceiving, just to mention a few mental activities in organizations, are not merely 
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situated in the ideational realm but deeply implicate sociomaterial practices through which 

they are enacted.” This is further explored in section 2.3. 

More debates extend into the variety of meanings associated with entanglement – first 

introduced by Pickering (Pickering 1993). Care must be taken when describing the 

emerging sociomaterial ways of thinking and related terms such as entanglement.  For 

example, a type of entanglement is inseparability. This is where there are no circumstances 

in which it would be meaningful to consider the social and the material as independent of 

each other (Jones 2013).  Just this one term with its multiple derivatives (e.g. inseparability, 

interpenetration, relationality and or embodiment) which is widely used in the 

sociomateriality literature illustrates the complexities associated with the discussion 

around sociomateriality and related concepts like entanglement and how they can lead to 

inconsistent ontological claims.  Given the conceptual complexity of the sociomateriality 

debates and the research objective of applying sociomateriality to ERP master data 

management, this chapter aims to identify sociomateriality related concepts which can 

serve as foundation for classifying ERP master data management use cases.  

Therefore, the literature review is structured into three sections. Firstly, literature in which 

both ERP systems and technologies and sociomaterial concepts are explicitly considered 

are reviewed.  This section is organized into two perspectives, one a practice orientation 

labeled ERP Usability Literature and a second perspective labeled ERP & The Conceptual 

Nature of Sociomateriality.  Secondly, the theoretical frameworks which have traditionally 

been used to understand ERP systemsand use are examined.  Thirdly, the development of 

sociomateriality as a theoretical lens is examined with reference to the features of this 

perspective that are relevant to ERP master data management.   

2.1 ERP master data management and Sociomateriality  

As discussed in chapter 1, much of the research literature related to ERP dirty master data 

focuses on key aspects of data quality classification schemes, critical success factors, with 

very little on the overall social and material aspects of dirty master data.  In this chapter 

the view is towards ERP master data management and sociomateriality and its coverage in 
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the literature.  This section, as summarized in table 1, underscores the actual themes of 

literature uncovered in the review, ideas and concepts that helped to spur ideas leading to 

this research’s contribution. The literature in the following two sections are grouped by 

ERP Practice Orientation and Technology & The Conceptual Nature of Sociomateriality. 

2.1.1 Practice Orientation - ERP Usability 

A consistent theme with the practice orientation - ERP usability academic research which 

included these examples (Singh & Wesson 2009; Babaian et al. 2010; Topi et al. 2005) 

tended to deal with ERP usability (material agency) instead of addressing more holistic 

human and material agency approach.  This literature provided valuable insights into the 

material agency aspect leading into the discussion of sociomateriality. Continuing with the 

ERP usability theme of the literature review, significant research into ERP system utilization 

and the Collaboration Method took place in the early 2000s where the focus was on the 

usability aspect of ERP systems and to a lesser degree on the holistic – or social and 

technical aspects (Babaian et al. 2010).  Wagner comes closest to providing a practical ERP 

system analysis with a case study focusing on accounting practices using a sociomateriality 

perspective (Wagner et al. 2011).  This was particularly insightful in how this case study not 

only provided meaningful insights into the importance of accommodation but the ideas 

surrounding the entanglement of users and technology – as opposed to a technology 

feature focus or a completely human agency centered analysis.  

Some of the academic literature reviewed here highlights a traditional technology 

acceptance perspective to overcome end user ERP system acceptance – an example of 

which is Berente where he describes how technology acceptance factors are important 

determinants of process compliance and their relationship to improving an individuals’ 

willingness to work (Berente et al. 2007).     

An approach was suggested to address resistance associated with ERP systems by 

developing sets of templates for configuring ERP systems to support teamworking; in other 

words, by establishing frameworks and templates that are not only technical in nature but 

consider the team or people aspect of an ERP implementation (Benders et al. 2006).  This 

idea of providing templates for practitioners in fact has become one of the key 
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contributions of this research – leveraging the classification scheme based on the 

sociomaterial perspective. Additionally, the idea of classifying usability attributes provided 

insights into the research contribution in terms of identifying classifications of use cases, 

resistance and accommodation. 

ERP Implementations as a Research Topic without a Sociomaterial Lens 

A subset of academic research did cover topics relating to ERP implementations and were 

for the most part grounded in sociotechnical theory.  For example, Dechow and Mouritsen 

illustrate the control issues surrounding the implementation of an ERP system with two 

different case studies (Dechow & Mouritsen 2005).  An important insight here is that 

management control in an ERP environment is not a property of the accounting function 

but a collective affair between a variety of critical and often global stakeholders.  Along this 

same line of thought dealing with ERP implementations, Boudreau and Robey highlight the 

impact of an ERP system on people; how they chose to avoid using the system; how 

reinvention took place to create work arounds to the system; and how improvised learning 

was used by management to adapt to changes brought about by the ERP system (Boudreau 

& Robey 2005).  This literature highlights both the social resistance with ERP, what they did 

to overcome these issues to accommodate the situation.  

ERP - using organization and software package misalignments as a basis for 

classification 

In this strand of literature, a common theme emerges where academics advocate taking an 

entire institutional theory and systems ontology approach to assess the misalignments 

between ‘best practice’ packaged software implementations and organizational citations.  

By taking this perspective to the point of characterizing the types of misalignments (e.g. 

imposed-deep, imposed-surface, voluntary-deep, and voluntary-surface) these authors 

may be able to predict the resolution of these ERP packaged practices and organizational 

process misalignments (Sia & Soh 2007; Wagner et al. 2011). These readings provide 

further insight into how classification schemes can be used to help manage and understand 

very complex processes and mitigate accommodation associated with them.   
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ERP Frameworks and Tools for Practitioners 

Finally, an example of providing frameworks and tools for ERP practitioners is found in 

(Fryling 2010) where a formal simulation model that enables theory testing, scenario 

exploration and policy analysis is used to evaluate tradeoffs between different ERP project 

management decisions and their impact on post-implementation total cost of ownership.  

This type of research represents an ideal combination of practical application (modeling 

tools and frameworks) with a basis in social theory as a contribution to controlling post ERP 

implementation costs and thus managing resistance that is encountered in ERP systems 

and ongoing maintenance.  In summary, the following table illustrates a sampling of the 

academic literature supporting the previously discussed themes that focus on ERP and the 

associated social theories published within the last 15 years. 
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Table 1: Example Literature covering ERP - Theme, Focus and Methods 

Article Citation Brief  Key Theme Theory Focus Method / Analysis 

(Orlikowski 2000) Using technology and constituting 

structures: A practice lens for 

studying technology in organisations 

Advances the idea that structures are not 

located in organizations or technology but are 

enacted by users. 

Sociomateriality Lotus Notes User Case Study 

(Babaian et al. 2004) Collaborating to Improve ERP 

Usability 

Suggests that existing theories of usability 

must be extended to address ERP challenges. 

Collaboration 

Method 

Presents an example of a typical ERP – 

User Interaction. 

(Dechow & Mouritsen 

2005) 

Enterprise resource planning 

systems, management control 

and the quest for integration 

Illustrates that the quest for systems 

integration is an unending process – 

highlighting how ERP management control is a 

collective affair. 

Actor Network 

Theory 

‘Cross Case Comparison’ case study of 

two different company ERP 

implementations. 

(Boudreau & Robey 2005) Enacting Integrated Information 

Technology: A Human Agency 

Perspective 

Uses an ERP implementation case study to 

highlight change in enactments based on the 

concept of improvised learning. 

Sociotechnical Case study using grounded theory 

research methodology. 

(Benders et al. 2006) First organise, then automate: a 

modern socio‐technical view on 

ERP systems and team working 

Discusses the use of templates for ERP 

configuring that support teamworking – and 

the impact on the organization, arguing for 

adopting a sociotechnical perspective. 

Sociotechnical Empirical insights from practitioners and 

literature review. 

(Berente et al. 2007) Process Compliance and 

Enterprise System 

Implementation 

Describes how technology acceptance factors 

are important determinants of process 

compliance and their relationship to improving 

an individuals’ willingness to work. 

Technology 

Acceptance 

Theory 

Single case study, multiple interviews, 

survey.  

(Sia & Soh 2007) An assessment of package–

organisation misalignment: 

Misalignments in ERP packaged solutions and 

organizational structures are often remedied 

Institutional 

theory and 

Two hospital case studies 
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institutional and ontological 

structures 

by organizational adaption. systems 

ontology 

(Nyberg 2009) Call centre integration Exposes the dynamics and fluidity underlying 

categories and actors while describing how 

employees make sense of their surrounding 

call centre technology. 

Sociomateriality Eight-month ethnographic fieldwork of 

practices 

(Singh & Wesson 2009) Evaluation criteria for assessing 

the usability of ERP systems 

Suggests that specific criteria for determining 

ERP usability does not exist and goes about 

proposing a set of metrics which can be used 

to conduct such a usability assessment. 

Collaboration 

Method 

An analytical usability evaluation was 

conducted in the form of a heuristic 

evaluation. 

(Fryling 2010) Estimating the impact of 

enterprise resource planning 

project management decisions on 

post-implementation 

maintenance costs: a case study 

using simulation modelling 

The product of this research is a formal 

dynamic simulation model that enables theory 

testing, scenario exploration and policy 

analysis relating to ERP maintenance 

scenarios. 

Sociotechnical ERPMAINT1 Case Study 

(Wagner et al. 2011) Accounting logics, 

reconfiguration of ERP systems 

and the emergence of new 

accounting practices: A 

sociomaterial perspective 

Extends previous accounts of accounting 

change processes by emphasizing how these 

modifications are dependent on the 

entanglement of users and technology rather 

than a specific focus on a technology feature 

or a specific focus on the humans involved. 

Sociomateriality ERP Implementation; Higher Ed Case 

Study 

(Oborn et al. 2013) Distributed leadership as a 

sociomaterial practice 

Using a sociomaterial lens reveals how and 

why leadership is distributed across practices 

showing how legitimacy and trust are enacted 

 Sociomateriality Case study of health policy formulation 

in London, UK 
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and shape leadership in public policy. 

(Pritchard & Symon 2014) Exploring the use of smartphone 

photography in a distributed 

work practice 

Illustrates how images establish truths and 

how these truths challenge engineers verbal 

accounts leveraging a sociomaterial lens. 

Sociomateriality 39 interviews 
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2.1.2 Technology & The Conceptual Nature of Sociomateriality 

Another common theme with the literature focusing on sociomateriality is the 

conceptual nature of the arguments presented and to a lesser degree the lack of 

empirical data analysis, interpretations and findings. Some examples of these published 

documents include (Orlikowski 2010; Boudreau & Robey 2005; Barad 2003).  In widely 

cited review of the state of sociomateriality four years ago (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 

2014) points out the need to be practically relevant.  In this research document she 

articulates how the sociomaterial research community recognizes this disjunction 

between theory and practice.  Further examples of this disjunction are described by 

Orlikowski, a leading academic and sociomaterial theorist whose research and writings 

are formative to sociomateriality (Orlikowski 2010; Orlikowski & Scott 2008; Orlikowski 

& Yates 2002; Orlikowski 1992; Orlikowski & Baroudi 1990).  In this strand of literature, 

Orlikowski only rarely engages in an empirical discussion evaluating a particular 

technology. It is this lack of pragmatic and insightful empirical data and resulting 

classification frameworks in the literature that presents a compelling opportunity to 

bring forward in depth empirical analysis and resulting contributions for sociomaterial 

theorists and ERP master data management practitioners alike. 

 Technology-based Sociomaterial Research 

An additional category of literature uses sociomateriality as a lens for technology and 

organization analysis but without the context of ERP master data management.  

Examples of this literature include (Pritchard & Symon 2014) dealing with a 

sociomateriality perspective towards smartphone usage illustrating how images 

establish truths and how these truths challenge engineers verbal accounts.  This 

approach is like this research in terms of the data analysis approach using qualitative 

interviews as a method for better understanding the contextual nature of the 

assemblages, and related resistance and accommodation.   Oborn (Oborn et al. 2013) 

applied sociomateriality as a lens to public policy leadership revealing how and why 

leadership is distributed across practices showing how legitimacy and trust are enacted 

while shaping leadership in public policy.  Oborn’s approach is similar in nature because 

he states, “one cannot fully understand the leadership task by examining separate 

entities… but rather through the relationality that is established between them” (Oborn 
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et al. 2013, p.268).  This important concept maps to the analysis of ERP master data 

management – one cannot fully understand an ERP master data management use case 

without a holistic perspective of the full relationality of material and human agency 

involved (computers, chairs, post it notes, catalogs, human data entry clerks, data 

researchers, et al.).    

Another research document where the author did lean towards a more empirical 

analysis despite not being ERP-centric was when the author illustrated the use of an 

analysis of a Lotus Notes implementation as a basis for a constitutive entanglement 

sociomaterial concept  (Orlikowski 2000; Orlikowski 1995).  The ideas around analyzing 

the social and material in the context of technology provided impetus to focus this 

research on ERP master data management. 

2.2 Social Theory and Relevance to ERP   

The following historical overview provides background to understanding how past social 

theories have been used to address technology ERP and or people, while leading to the 

suggestion that a sociomaterial view provides an alternative to these approaches.  

2.2.1 Introduction - Approaches to Technology Acceptance 

Technology Acceptance (Davis 1985), a broad reference to a series of user satisfaction 

approaches to analyzing user and technology social theories is presented briefly here 

with the caveat that this is not core to this research and therefore most of the insights 

from the literature review are available in the appendix. Theory of Reasoned Action 

(TRA) (Budd 1987), and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen 1991), and their 

derivatives Technology Acceptance Method (TAM) (Koufaris 2002), and Use of 

Technology UTAUT (Venkatesh et al. 2003) are user satisfaction approaches that  focus 

on the individual's positive or negative feelings about performing the target behavior 

(e.g., dealing with ERP systems).  These approaches consider the person's perception of 

whether individuals expect him to perform the act in question (subjective norm). 

A central issue with approaches to technology acceptance is a minimal analysis of user 

or material infrastructure – the user is taken as a passive participant in the process.  

These approaches focus on the individual's acceptance of the subjective norm but tend 

towards neglecting the user and or material infrastructure.  User satisfaction theory 
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does not address the impact of system resistance – encountering thousands of pricing 

updates that need to be entered in a given timeframe - and accommodation – 

leveraging automation to overcome the timing, challenges, and the various human 

interests and roles in a use case or scenario.  The scope is too narrow to develop an 

overall understanding of the use case or scenario, and without this as a basis, any 

opportunity to address the resistance with the system would be challenging to 

overcome.  This narrow scope calls for a more collaborative approach – one that begins 

to examine the holistic view – of, in this research case - ERP master data management 

practices. 

2.2.2 User Satisfaction and Collaboration Method  

Two theories emerge from the literature review that may provide a basis to explore the 

ERP assemblage as it relates to usability: 1. User Satisfaction, System / Information 

Quality, Use, and Individual / Organizational Impact (Metrics) (DeLone & McLean 1992) 

and 2. Collaboration Method (Topi 2010; Babaian et al. 2010). 

User Satisfaction, System / Information Quality, Use, and Individual / Organizational 

Impact focuses on identifying common usability issues within existing ERP systems 

(DeLone & McLean 1992). This approach requires the use of suitable usability 

evaluation methods and usability criteria unique to the ERP systems’ usage and 

satisfaction. Establishment of these key criteria provides the basis for applying metrics 

to evaluate usage and satisfaction. The current challenge in this field is that existing 

methods and standards used to assess the usability of ERP systems are inconsistent and 

often disparate (Singh & Wesson 2009).  Additionally, User Satisfaction, System / 

Information Quality, Use, and Individual / Organizational Impact does not look at the 

intersection between the social and material perspectives, only measuring them 

separately. 

A second emerging area of research in ERP usability relates to leveraging the 

collaboration method to measure user satisfaction and the overall success of a 

computer system (Cooprider et al. 2010). The basis for this area of research maps back 

to the concept of shared cooperative activity (Bratman 1992), with the following 

proposed features of such events:  commitment to joint activity, mutual support, and 

responsiveness. 
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A key principle of the collaboration method is that designing systems to be collaborative 

means shifting more responsibility to the system so that less cognitive overhead is 

required for the user to learn or memorize how to use the system to accomplish 

business tasks effectively and efficiently (Topi 2010). What is unclear is exactly how the 

properties of shared cooperative activity affect the various attributes of usability, and 

how other factors (e.g., user's computer experience or prior experience with the 

system) might moderate these effects.  Also, what seems to be unclear is how to 

evaluate this human computer interaction in a multi-agent, multi-process scenario. The 

collaborative approach has core principles for computer–human interaction – but 

seems to lack in its comprehensiveness of understanding ERP master data management 

resistance, accommodation and, how perceptions lead to accommodation and how ERP 

master data management use cases or scenarios adapt over time. 

2.3 The Development of Sociomateriality as a Theoretical Lens for ERP 

master data management 

The focus of this section is to highlight various social theories and their key 

contributions to this research.  Additionally, this section illustrates the development of 

the sociomaterial turn in terms of how key sociomaterial concepts relate to ERP master 

data management. As previously discussed in the introduction chapter, the research 

questions to be addressed are: 

• How can sociomaterial concepts be used to describe and classify ERP master 

data management use cases? 

• How can the sociomateriality concepts such as resistance and accommodation 

be used to further classify ERP master data management resistance and 

accommodation?   

2.3.1 Relevant Social Theory Contributions 

The following is a discussion of key contributions from these social theories and their 

relationship to this research. 

Socio-technical approaches to ERP Master Data Management 

This social theory based on a substantive ontology preserves the duality between 

material and agency.  Material is defined as non-human artifacts. The sociotechnical 
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approach is a deterministic approach to analyzing agency and material. (Pasmore 1988) 

Agency is defined as the human actor participating in the practice or routine.   Material 

is defined as non-human artifacts. (Pasmore 1988)  

Current literature relating to ERP and the sociotechnical approach illustrates this duality 

in detail.  Take for example, (Ali and Miller, 2017)  - here given the duality of the 

sociotechnical approach the advantages of this approach provides or results in a set of 

critical success factors (e.g. top management support, good project teams, and good 

communications) designed to assist practitioners in identifying what is necessary for a 

successful ERP implementation.   Material expressed in the sociotechnical approach as 

non-human artifacts provides the ability to analyze benefits from an ERP 

implementation in terms of personnel reduction, better inventory management and 

improvements in ordering and cash management.  (Matende and Ogao, 2013) further 

illustrates how ERP implementation has shifted traditional information system 

development where the sociotechnical challenge has now shifted from a heavy 

emphasis on traditional systems development towards a more business process 

designed incorporating human elements.  Here again, the emphasis is on the 

sociotechnical duality – rather than the social and material imbrication of human and 

technology. 

 uses a sociotechnical approach to develop a conceptual model, Process-Variance and 

Adapted SocioTechnical (PVASST) which is designed to provide practitioners an 

advantage to measuring ERP project performance at every stage of its lifecycle.  The 

conceptual model here in this case uses critical internal factors such as organizational 

context, stakeholders, culture, processes and external factors like globalization, 

competitiveness and customer requirements as measures for overall ERP performance. 

Sociotechnical duality prevails in (Ram et al., 2013) where critical success factors 

including ERP vendor support, top management support, careful package selection and  

charismatic leadership are some of the highlighted CSFs that are attributable to 

measuring an ERP system implementation’s success.  Even in  

(Tarhini et al., 2015) where 51 critical success factors for a successful ERP 

implementation is analyzed based on an extensive analysis of ERP implementation 

literature relating to success determinants – the author explains “many articles have 
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studied the CSFs that influence the ERP implementation but very few or none has 

considered them from the stakeholders point of view” (Tarhini et al., 2015, p.37) 

Some of the disadvantages of the sociotechnical theory approach is this recognition of  

the recursive (not simultaneous) shaping of abstract social constructs and technical 

infrastructure.  As this research in the next section (2.4) illustrates, this differs from the 

assemblage in sociomateriality where there is imbrication of the social and the material.  

It includes technology's materiality and people's localized responses to it – this 

deepened view of the overall assemblage consisting of the entirety of the imbrication of 

the transaction. Those include accommodating and/or resisting to the processes 

required by the software, the documents, stickers, notes, catalogues, and the 

interactions with other humans in processing ERP master data.  The linkage here to the 

sociomaterial approach will be seen further in Chapter 3. 

Practices:  Agency, Interactions 

The idea of an interaction between entities as an event is a key idea and basis for 

Gidden’s seminal contribution of the idea of ‘practice’ in structuration theory 

(Whittington 2010) ultimately leading to the sociomaterial concept of an assemblage.  

Structuration (Giddens 1984) practices are shared by people, and thus a collective 

process of ongoing accomplishment and production.  Later in this discussion we will see 

how agency actions emerge as a basis for central concepts of human and material 

agency in sociomateriality (Whittington 2010; Giddens 1984; Orlikowski 2010).   

Giddens concepts relating to human agency places heavy emphasis on the idea that 

people’s actions matter.  As a result, these actions or practices need study because they 

make a difference in activity outcomes.  Practices emerge as a basis for central concepts 

of assemblages, resistance, and accommodation in sociomateriality. 

From Practice to Actor Network 

Practice Theories depict the world in relational terms (Nicolini 2012) by emphasizing the 

importance of practices and routines as units of work to analyse while Actor Network 

proposes a nuanced view of practices that entities have no inherent qualities, but 

acquire their form and attributes only through their relations with others in practice 

(Latour 1987; Callon 1986).  Practice theory stresses the critical nature of agency in a 

“vast array of performances” consisting of social and material (Nicolini 2012, p.2).  
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Practice theory provides the entrée for the notion of the emergence of human and 

material agency which are constitutively enmeshed in practice by means of a dialectic 

of resistance and accommodation (Pickering 1993; Smith et al. 2008) – where the 

concepts of resistance and accommodation are introduced.   

Actor Network Theory (ANT), is a theory that emerged out of the post-structuralist 

movement, can be described as a material-semiotic method (Law & Hassard 1999). In 

an ANT perspective, both material objects and humans have agency (Wagner et al. 

2010).  ANT explores relational ties in each network, which can include a multitude of 

different things.  From this perspective, there are no distinct social or technological 

elements that might shape, or be formed by, each other. Rather, technological artifacts 

symmetrically treat (equally, balanced, proportional) humans as equal participants in a 

network of people and non-humans that temporarily align to achieve effects (Latour 

2005; Callon 1986; Law 1992).  ANT is a methodology for studying the "co-evolution of 

sociotechnical contexts and sociotechnical content"(Orlikowski 2010, p.12). Actor-

network theorists adopted critical observations such as the development of any new 

technology as the product of contestation and negotiation among groups and “once an 

artifact has stabilized, it is difficult to change” (Bijker 1995, p.645).  They support the 

redefinition of problems and alignment of interests by powerful actors (Callon 1991), 

and what it means to say that a technological artifact works (Pinch 1996).  

Figuration 

Actor Network takes practice theory further by emphasizing the importance of 

figuration which provides the basis for recognizing routine processes and thus a basis 

for potential classifying sociomaterial assemblages (Latour 2005; Leonardi 2013).  

Figuration is defined as the process by which agencies take on observable properties 

(Leonardi 2011).  Latour indicates that we must be mindful about observing processes 

because they take on distinct figurations (Latour 2005).   A figuration is based on past 

human-material imbrications (observations or figurations) and how the past figuration 

influences how a figuration is imbricated in the here-and-now.  For example, process 

occurring at time 1 has a set of observable properties or a distinct figuration which may 

influence a process of similar observable properties or distinct figurations occurring at a 

later stage or time 2 which begins to define an emerging pattern associated with this 
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process.  Figuration is important to this research as it provides an important basis for 

the ontological direction of this research by laying the foundation for an ERP master 

data management classification system.  

Ontological Debates – Agential vs. Critical Realism 

Actor Network treats technology as symmetrical to humans and through this alignment 

achieve specific results. (Law & Hassard 1999; Latour 1987).  Eventually this symmetry 

of alignment becomes the basis for the agential realism ontological perspective 

supported in seminal sociomateriality research (Feldman & Orlikowski 2011; Orlikowski 

& Scott 2008; Orlikowski 2007).  In recent literature, (Mutch 2013; Leonardi 2013) 

contrasts the agential realist ontological perspective with a critical realist perspective 

where important considerations such as time or the temporal nature of practices and 

routines and the ability to perform empirical studies that demonstrate sociomateriality 

exist.  These contrasts between agential and critical. 

Academics, both in recently published academic literature and ongoing discussions, 

continue to debate the ontology associated with sociomateriality.  One camp which 

includes Orlikowski and Barad advocates an agential realism approach to 

sociomateriality while the other camp which includes Mutch and Leonardi advocates a 

critical realism approach.  The following is a brief description of both positions 

concluding with this research’s ontological direction. 

An agential realistic perspective in sociomateriality does not privilege either people or 

technology (in one-way interactions), nor does it link them through a form of mutual 

reciprocation (in two-way exchanges).  Instead, the social and the material are 

inextricably related – “there is no social that is not also material and no material that is 

not also social” (Orlikowski 2007, p.1437).   

On the other hand, critical realism recognizes reality beyond our knowledge – critical 

realists support the idea that mental states and attributes, although not directly 

observable, are part of the real world (Leonardi 2013).   Critical realism puts forth the 

idea that social and material are indeed separate entities that are put into relationship 

with one another and become imbricated through human activity over time.  Because 

the social and material are external in nature (as opposed to the agential realism view 
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that they are internal – inextricably interwoven) the critical realists can articulate 

materiality on its own while agential realists cannot. 

Time is another key idea associated with critical realism. “All agency takes place in 

conditions that predate action, forming logics that condition and shape what is possible. 

Time is therefore important in our analyses as certain conditions are more enduring and 

resistant to change” (Mutch 2013, p.36).   This view thus provides for the idea that what 

a material is would not change over time and space but the material agency or how the 

material is used does change over time and space.   

The agential realism presents problems for this research due to the following issues 

(Leonardi 2013): 

• Lack of explanatory power – the merging of the social and material with agential 

realism eliminates how and why the assemblage came to be. 

• Inability to perform empirical studies – for this research, determining what is 

material is essential to an empirical study of ERP master data management.  The 

agential realist can only focus on the sociomaterial. 

• Ignores time – agential realism negates the idea of a separation of material and 

agency thus does not account for the temporal nature of ERP master data 

management assemblages as they figurate in the past to inform the here and 

now, while evolving through resistance and accommodation to future states of 

betterment.   

• All relations are the same – does not account for the idea that structure 

predates action or people’s use of ERP master data management routines or 

practices. 

The issues with agential realism provides the basis for this research to take a critical 

realism approach.  This approach is important to this research as the ERP system is a 

static set of computerized instructions but until the material agency aspect of it comes 

into consideration – that is where the ability to understand how assemblages imbricate 

over time and space, what resistance is encountered based on the agency aspect, and 

what types of accommodation may exist to overcome this resistance.  With these 

principles and concepts now reviewed, the discussion turns to sociomateriality – 
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defining sociomateriality, key sociomaterial concepts and discussions centering on 

current sociomaterial ontological debates.  

2.3.2 Sociomateriality: A Lens for Analyzing ERP master data management 

Leveraging sociomateriality as a lens for understanding data management provides 

both social theorists and ERP data practitioners with insights and practices to adopt 

better data method optimisation.  Table 2 illustrates the key concepts of 

sociomateriality – which include agency, material, assemblages and resistance & 

accommodation.  Analysing assemblages and related resistance and accommodation 

leveraging a sociomaterial perspective leads to better ERP utilisation, better data, and 

more accurate decision-making.   

Table 2 Pricing – Highlighting Key Concepts of Sociomateriality 

Agency (Mutch, 2013; 

Orlikowski, 2010) 

Material  Assemblages Resistance & 

Accommodation (Wagner, 

2010) 

An element of an 

assemblage consisting of 

human and or material 

interaction enablement.  

Human agency in a pricing 

assemblage would be 

represented by a data entry 

clerk where the material 

agency aspect would be the 

keyboard and the user 

interface designed to enable 

the pricing interaction. 

Illustrating the material 

concept relating to 

sociomateriality and 

continuing with the example 

of the pricing update 

assemblage – this is where 

the underlying servers, 

computers, network along 

with pricing guides and 

vendor updates are 

considered imbricated with 

the human and material 

agency. 

The combination of human 

and material agency along 

with the materiality forms 

the imbrication or the 

assemblage.  The 

assemblage is temporal in 

nature bounded by time and 

space. 

Obstacles or challenges 

encountered in a given 

assemblage and the 

workarounds or 

accommodation used to 

overcome these obstacles.  

In the pricing situation the 

volume of steps 

encountered in the 

individual pricing update 

can lead to resistance while 

time associated with 

completing volumes of 

transactions could be 

extended as an 

accommodation to the 

resistance. 

 

Table 3 now relates these key sociomaterial concepts (e.g. agency, material, 

assemblages, resistance, and accommodation) and maps their relationship to the social 

theory contributions as discussed in section 2.3:  
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 Table 3 Relating Sociomateriality Concepts to Social Theory Origins 
 

Agency Material Assemblage Resistance, Accommodation 

So
ci

o
te

ch
n

ic
a

l Based on substantive ontology. A 
deterministic approach to analyzing 

agency and material. (Pasmore 1988) 
Agency is defined as the human actor 

participating in the practice or routine. 

This theory preserves the duality between 
material and agency.  Material is defined 
as non-human artifacts. (Pasmore 1988) 

Sociotechnical theory recognizes the 
recursive (not simultaneous) shaping of 

abstract social constructs and a technical 
infrastructure.  This differs from the 

assemblage in sociomateriality where 
there is imbrication of the social and the 

material. (Pasmore 1988) 

It includes technology's materiality and 
people's localized responses to it. Those 

responses include accommodating and/or 
resisting to the processes required by the 

software. (Pasmore 1988) 

St
ru

ct
u

ra
ti

o
n

 

Gidden’s conception of human agency 
affirms that people’s activity matters 

(Whittington 2010) 

People have more capacity for agency the 
more structural resources they hold and 

the more plural the rules they can 
negotiate. (Giddens, 1984) 

Structuration introduced a new way of 
conceptualizing routines and 

understanding the relationship between 
stability and change because of the 

internal dynamics of the practice (Giddens 
1984).   

Structuration is more attuned to inertia – 
and how routines don't change – ostensive 

aspects relate here.  (Giddens 1984) 
Sociomateriality does not take an 
ostensive stand, as it accounts for 

resistance and accommodation 
encountered. 

P
ra

ct
ic

e
 T

h
e

o
ry

 

Practice theory is primarily about the 
practice and not agency. (Nicolini 2012) 

The perspective is that practices cannot 
occur without a body or more and 

conversely practices cannot occur without 
forms of material. (Nicolini 2012) 

Central to practice theory is the notion of 
the body and the material entangled in 

performative activity – call it a routine, a 
practice – or an assemblage.  A routine or 
practice is temporary in nature.  A practice 

recurs.  A practice is relational to other 
practices.   

Practice theory provides the entrée for the 
notion of the emergence of human and 
material agency which are constitutively 

enmeshed in practice by means of a 
dialectic of resistance and accommodation 

(Pickering 1993; Smith et al. 2008) 

A
ct

o
r 

N
e

tw
o

rk
 

Based on a relational ontology approach.  
Human objects are not privileged above 

material objects. (Latour 2005).    
 

Material objects are not privileged above 
humans. (Latour 2005).    

People and technology are co-constituted 
through practice.  The practice is the unit 
of analysis – there is no ‘breaking’ down 
the unit into material or agency. Latour 

indicates that we must be mindful about 
observing processes because they take on 

distinct figurations (Latour 2005).   A 
figuration is based on past human-material 
imbrications (observations or figurations) 

and how the past figuration influences 
how a figuration is imbricated in the here-
and-now.   Figuration is critical to setting 
the foundation for concepts associated 
with classifying routine and technology-
oriented clusters, and assemblage types. 

ANT focuses on performance and how 
actors get enacted, however temporally.  

Figuration is critical to setting the 
foundation for concepts associated with 

classifying resistance and accommodation 
factors. Figuration (LaTour 2005; Leonardi 
2011) states that a past event consists of 
observable properties and therefore can 

take on those observable properties in the 
here and now.  As such those properties 
can be classified and framed in a given 
model associated with that practice. 
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2.3.3 Sociomateriality Concepts and Relationship to ERP master data 

management 

The following sections describe several important sociomateriality components expanding 

on the outlined concepts in Table 3.   

Mangle of Practice – Assemblages 

The first reference to a cluster of resistance and accommodation associated with a given 

practice was in the mangle of practice (Pickering 1993). Here Pickering describes a cluster 

of activity where resistance and accommodation were identified as an entanglement.  As 

reviewed Jones (2013), an entanglement may be of a certain type including inseparability, 

interpenetration, relationality, and embodiment.  Despite these types, the idea of the 

entanglement does provide a useful way to look at performativity, which Pickering 

describes as a dialectic process producing unpredictable transformations.  Pickering’s 

perspective is that by focusing on the entanglement of agency and materiality, we can 

better understand how people and technology are co-constituted through practice.   

Pickering’s view focused on a single actor – whereas (Barrett et al. 2012) extended to a 

multiplicity of actors.  In this literature, such processes are rarely constituted by a single 

human actor; rather, they involve multiple groups of actors and more importantly are 

temporal consisting of resistance and accommodation scenarios or factors.   

The idea of an assemblage evolved then to an entity with multiple artifacts and multiple 

agents.  The sociomaterial perspective provides evidence that people (agency) and 

technology (material) engage temporally as a given assemblage – and by accommodating 

(and again resisting, and again adjusting ad infinitum) – the assemblage consists of agency 

and material continues to evolve.  This even evolves to the idea that material can take on 

an agency perspective – material agency - as in data management automation where the 

technology and human agency imbricate into a single assemblage (Leonardi 2013) – 

providing an optimized accommodation for a given pricing assemblage. “The performativity 

of the sociomaterial assemblage is thus fleeting, fragile, and fragmented, entailing 
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uncertainty and risk, and producing intended and unintended outcomes" (Orlikowski 2007, 

p.1445).    

Resistance  

Resistance is at the heart of the sociomaterial assemblage, interacting between the human 

and material realms.  Resistance is the actual friction associated with completing a given 

task or project.  Pickering describes resistance as "the occurrence of a block on the path to 

some goal," adding that "resistances are central to the mangle – from a nonhuman agency 

perspective, situated within a space of human purposes, goals, and plans" (Pickering 1993, 

p.567).  Resistance is liminal (Pickering 1993). Resistance exists on the boundaries, 

resistance exists in nature and or physics, and resistance lives at the point of intersection, 

of the realms of the human and nonhuman agency.   

Accommodation and Shadow IT 

Accommodations are revisions of plans and goals. It is the active human strategy of 

responding to resistance in the form of material constraints, agency limitations (or 

restraints) resulting in temporary modifications to the assemblage (Pickering 1993).  In the 

face of each resistance, there must be a decision or some other approach to circumvent 

the obstacles toward realizing a result. Not only must an agent decide on avoiding or 

addressing this accommodation, but often, the situation calls for a sponsor to act as the 

political and resource.   If in fact decision-making and budget power are not in place to 

accommodate change then shadow IT  accommodation may take place where tribal power 

and resources will be leveraged to overcome people, process, and technology-based 

resistance in departments outside the IT sphere of influence.  

Resistance and Accommodation / Constraint and Affordance 

One may argue that resistance and accommodation may be viewed as being like Leonardi’s 

definition of affordances and constraints which exist in the sociomaterial perspective as a 

component of human and material agency (Leonardi 2013).   Because people come to 

materiality with diverse goals, they perceive technology as affording distinct possibilities for 

action. These perceptions (not enactments) of what functions an artifact (material) can 
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change across different contexts, even though the object's materiality does not (Faraj & 

Azad 2012). “Affordances are not exclusively properties of people or of artifacts; they are 

constituted in relationships between people and the materiality of the things with which 

they come in contact” (Leonardi 2011, p.153). In the case of human agency where goal 

seeking is the primary driver – affordances emerge as material agency designed to enable 

or realize a goal.  A simple example is that of a battery which powers many different types 

of devices – its use can change contexts, but the battery itself does not. 

The similarities associated with resistance and constraints, and accommodation and 

affordances somewhat begin with the idea of Pickering’s ‘mangle of practice’ assemblage 

described earlier in section 2.3.  In lieu of Pickering’s assemblage, Leonardi prefers using 

the term imbrication which means to arrange distinct elements in overlapping patterns so 

that they function interdependently (Leonardi 2013).  However, the differences start to 

take place when Leonardi (Leonardi 2013) further breaks with Pickering’s ‘assemblage’ and 

associated ‘dialectic of resistance and accommodation’ perspective by identifying two 

categories of imbrications.  One that leans towards human agency or ‘create or change 

routines’ while the other leans towards material agency or ‘produce or alter technologies.  

The differences continue with routines being calibrated by constraints where the material 

agency remains the same and the human agency adjusts.  On the other hand, technologies 

are calibrated by affordances which leverage changes in material agency while human 

agency rests.  

In this research, resistance and accommodation are the preferred concepts for describing 

how an assemblage deals with resistance and accommodation encountered in ERP master 

data management.  This is partly due to their meaning at a higher level nearly overlapping 

with constraints and affordances while also providing a more flexible classification 

framework that appeals to both theoreticians and practitioners alike.  Additionally, aligning 

use cases, systemic and non-systemic clusters with assemblage types, resistance and 

accommodation factors is a relatively complex approach for developing a classification 

framework.  Compounding this approach for developing an ERP master data management 

framework with additional classification layers (e.g. routines – constraints and technologies 
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– affordances) would add unnecessary complexity while not readily adding to clarity and or 

understanding of ERP master data management use cases.  It is the goal of this research to 

provide insights and tools for both theoreticians and practitioners – this decision upholds 

that direction. 

Figurations and Assemblage Types 

Latour’s figuration principle provides this research the basis for identifying categories – or 

classifying types - of assemblages.  As previously defined, a figuration is based on past 

human-material imbrications (observations or figurations) and how the past figuration 

influences how a figuration is imbricated in the here-and-now.   Leonardi makes it 

abundantly clear how figuration plays a critical role in how past imbrications ‘typify’ the 

here and now -“Because the interweaving of human and material agencies produces 

routines and technologies that are regularly used by organizational members, we can say 

that past human–material imbrications influence how human and material agencies will be 

imbricated in the here-and-now” (Leonardi 2011, p.152). 

Thus, an assemblage type is a classification of past human and material agencies producing 

routines and using technologies regularly used by organization members like ERP data 

collection, or ERP data interpretation which continue to be used in the here and now, and 

with variables such as resistance and accommodation - evolving their use in the future.  Of 

course, with each assemblage type there are variables associated with the material, the 

agency and the resistance and accommodation factors.  But the essence of the assemblage 

type is a common practice or routine evolving from a past imbrication.   

2.4 Classifying ERP master data management using a Sociomaterial 

Framework 

The importance of sociomateriality as a theory and basis for this research is that it provides 

critical concepts and components and thus a basis for holistically classifying ERP master 

data management using sociomaterial components such as routine-oriented or technology-

oriented assemblages, and patterns of resistance and accommodation.  Creating 

classifications (or taxonomies) involves arranging ERP master data management 
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assemblages into groups based on similarities in structure, purpose, agency, and resistance 

and accommodation (Szostak 2015).  Table 4 highlights the importance of classification and 

how classification enhances the understanding of ERP master data management for 

academics and practitioners alike. 

Table 4 ERP master data management Classifications Benefits 

Aiding the identification of 

assemblages 

When confronted with an unidentified assemblage, practitioners and theorists can 

look at classification keys which give hints to help provide a name or standard for 

it. (Szostak 2015)  For example, a practitioner would work with the data 

governance team and code various resistance and accommodation factors which 

then other ERP system team members can quickly spot and readily identify and 

understand their meaning. 

Illustrates evolutionary links Assemblages in the same group usually share characteristics since they have 

descended from a common assemblage type.  Classification can be used to predict 

how assemblages will evolve(Star and Bowker, 1999).  For example, an 

assemblage type based on data collection would have similar characteristics 

whether it is for customer data collection or vendor data collection.  Leveraging a 

classification scheme enables assemblage types to take on certain characteristics 

simplifying the understanding while still allowing for variants. 

Analyzing characteristics 

shared by similar assemblages 

If several objects in a group share a characteristic, another object in the group will 

probably share that characteristic. (Szostak, 2015) As practitioners familiar with 

common assemblages and their associated resistance and accommodation factors 

– over time other resistance and accommodation factors will emerge.  

Classification enables analyzing emerging types and factors. 

 

“Ambiguity could be substantially reduced by breaking complex concepts, which are 

understood differently across disciplines or groups, into their constituent basic concepts, 

which are understood in a broadly similar fashion across groups and disciplines.” (Szostak 

2015, p.593).  As illustrated in table 4, the value of classification is that it reduces ambiguity 

when dealing with complexity – classification breaks down complex assemblages into 

clusters, types, and factors and as a result practitioners and theorists can more readily 

understand and thereby analyze and optimize given assemblages. 

From a practitioner perspective, classification provides insights into ERP master data 

management use cases by providing classification keys which provide hints to help 
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establish standards.  Standards establish a common language that assists in better 

communication and understanding in terms of describing the use cases and more 

importantly mitigating resistance with classifications of accommodation factors.   

From a theorist perspective, it has been earlier pointed out that sociomateriality needs a 

common lexicon or a language that can be used to provide a common framework to apply 

to a wide range of use cases and related assemblages (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014).  

Additionally, new methods or approaches are needed to identify these assemblages, thus 

providing a classification framework addressing these needs such as outlined in a variety of 

publications.  Leading scholars are demanding that more time is spent on researching 

practical implications associated with understanding the social and material that would 

result in benefits to both academics and practitioners alike (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014).  

2.5 Chapter Conclusion 

The literature review as synthesized in tables 2, 3 and 4 provides a guiding framework for 

undertaking this study for the following reasons:  There is an opportunity to provide a 

classification for sociomaterial concepts that lends itself to a  framework for resolving ERP 

master data management problems.  As highlighted in this chapter, there is little in the way 

of published research relating to using an empirical approach for identifying ERP master 

data management processes. (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014).   

This chapter also highlights how an opportunity exists to provide sociomaterial theorists 

with a framework for better understanding master data processes using the 

sociomateriality perspective. In particular table 2 illustrates how key sociomaterial 

concepts map to an ERP master data management assemblage – in this illustration it is 

pricing management.  The literature review – synthesized in table 3 - also points out the 

departure from previous social theories in how the analysis of ERP master data 

management as an essential organisational process could use a sociomaterial perspective- 

and does so by exploring the relationality between the social and the material and the 

temporality of resistance and accommodation on routines associated with these ERP 

master data management assemblages.  The literature review – synthesized in table 4 – 
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illustrates how classification principles support the opportunity to apply a sociomateriality 

lens to ERP master data management and, through this process, developcontributions not 

only to sociomateriality theory but to ERP master data management methods, and 

practices by providing the basis for classifying these methods and practices. 
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Chapter 3 Method 

This chapter outlines the philosophical approach of the research and details the methods 

used to investigate the research problem.  The section includes presentation and 

justification of procedural choices and methodology concerning the literature and the 

contextual appropriateness.  The chapter outlines the research paradigms, followed by a 

reflection on researching within information technology and management disciplines.  

Following this section is an overview of the methodological approach taken, including 

identifying the data collected.  Finally, thematic and discursive approaches to the analysis 

and the study's relevant ethical considerations are discussed. 

3.1 Justification of Paradigm 

In formulating the plan for this research, what was needed were techniques for 

understanding ERP master data management processes, and participant relationships 

relating to ERP master data management processes. Further, this study uses a 

sociomateriality lens to understand all the various items (and impersonal forces) directly or 

indirectly impacting these ERP master data management process assemblages.   The 

justification for this research paradigm is to broaden the understanding of these ERP 

master data management processes – and to recommend interpretivism with a focus on 

social constructivism as the research approach.   

3.2 Social Constructivism - one strain of interpretivism 

Social Constructivism places importance in trying to understand shared beliefs held by a 

long-established group of people, their social structure, and their culture – to discern the 

social context of a given study.  One's beliefs about what comprises their world affects 

what one seeks to observe, how one explains the observations and the reasoning process 

by which one performs each of these (Mingers & Willcocks 2004).   An aim of social 

constructivism mode of inquiry is to look carefully at the inner workings of technologies 

and their histories to build context and understanding around these workings (Winner 

1993). Therefore, looking closely at different cultures and making sense of the historical 

events, the artifacts, and varieties of contrived technical systems.    
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This philosophical approach allows the researcher to explore how technologies and agency 

assemble to meet the requirements of ERP master data management processes.  

Resistance and accommodation constructions are in constant change and lend themselves 

well to an interpretive approach.  Additionally, using an interpretive approach may expose 

other social constructs in the minds of the subjects (Pinch & Bijker 1987).   It is possible to 

ask why some of the variants, or constructs aren’t used whereas others are used which 

provides those historical and cultural insights.   By taking a social constructivist 

philosophical approach – the various cultural and historical impacts may be interpreted 

using a sociomaterial lens lending more understanding to the resistance and 

accommodation encountered in each of the different constructs and their related and ever-

changing assemblages. 

A potential gap in the social constructivist approach may be that social constructivism 

tends to avoid the broader cultural, intellectual, or economic origins of social choices about 

technology.  Finally describing relevant social groups and social interests tend to be 

another pitfall with social constructivism. Who says what are relevant social groups and 

social benefits (Winner 1993)? 

Despite these gaps, a social constructivist approach provides a process for analyzing a 

spectrum of ERP master data management processes.   The positivist approach discounts 

the role of ERP persona engaged in workflow data management processes.  This means 

that there are numerous interactions between the human participant and the 

infrastructure where gaining understanding using a positivist approach would be unlikely.  

There is no single path – there is no single truth – there is no set use case when it comes to 

ERP master data management.  The extensive number of variables that change from 

assemblage to the assemblage negates leveraging a positivist approach.  Therefore, social 

constructivism better suits this analysis by providing a more holistic approach than the 

positivist and thus overall resulting in a better understanding of organizational business 

processes (Pinch & Bijker 1987).  

In social constructivism, an essential perspective is that members of a social group may or 

may not share the same set of meanings, attached to an artifact.  In the case of ERP master 
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data management processes, this may mean that a data management process has a variety 

of agents that may or may not share various associated levels of sub-meanings (what 

matters to them).  However, overall there may be a high likelihood that a shared 

understanding (meaning) exists which is that this ERP data is critical to business operations.   

On the other hand, using the sociomaterial approach as a basis for analyzing the social and 

material (assemblage) – mostly building on the social constructivist point of view – may 

provide the ability to better understand the temporal and evolving nature of ERP master 

data management processes.   This research analyzes what is occurring within ERP master 

data management processes.  This study necessarily warrants a more interpretive approach 

because the need to understand better the social and psychological circumstances and 

affectations may provide the basis to more clearly understand the manifestation of these 

assemblages more roundly than using a fact-based only approach (Douglas et al. 2012). 

3.3 Qualitative methodology 

The approach taken in this research is an inductive or theory building approach as opposed 

to a theory testing or deductive approach (Turner 2000).  Based on an inductive approach 

to theory building and leveraging existing literature, these insights or inferences were used 

to induce a potentially new perspective of ERP master data management processes 

(Fereday & Muir-Cochrane 2008).  Selecting a qualitative methodology better suits the 

social constructive nature and the critical realist approach for this research.  In 

acknowledging the epistemological position outlined in the previous section, a qualitative 

methodology would most adequately provide the most concern for security and sensitivity 

which would allow for greater participant involvement.   

In terms of study two, conducting a case study with an intense focus on direct observation 

was partially selected because of a significant number of published case studies identifying 

key success factors dealing with specific ERP implementation (Saade and Nijher, 2016).  

“Observations of the technology at work are invaluable aids for understanding the actual 

uses of the technology or any potential problems being encountered.”    
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The observational approach to this case study approximated 40 hours of onsite monitoring 

that added new dimensions for understanding the sociomaterial context of the ERP data 

management assemblage phenomenon being studied.  The use of photographs for 

example highlighting post it notes, catalogues, forms, lighting, folders, etc., provided a 

deepened appreciation for the complexities associated with managing ERP data – that in 

fact it is simply not just entering data into a field but complex ecosystem of reference, 

historical, and tribal capabilities imbricated into the succinct ability to enter a correct part 

number. The qualitative approach taken in this research combined an extensive set of one 

to one interviews with ERP master data management practitioners and the use of 

automated conceptual and thematic analysis which lends itself to achieving the rigor 

required to interpret meaningful conclusions (Crofts & Bisman 2010).   

These meaningful conclusions then provided the foundation to conduct an intensive 40+ 

hour onsite case study (study two) leveraging techniques of using ethnography or 

observational evidence – where the conceptual and thematic results were observed in their 

natural state.  This approach was taken because it provided the researcher with a way to 

examine the knowledge, behavior and artifacts that the case study participants share and 

use in their daily work with ERP systems.  “Researchers from a number of different 

theoretical traditions have begun to recognize the value of linking micro-level, interactional 

processes with macro-level structures”(Schwartzman, 1993, p.9).  This researcher selected 

this observational or ethnographic approach precisely because it provided the kind of data 

necessary to make these linkages from a sociomaterial perspective. 

Qualitative research asks the broad questions and collects word data from phenomena or 

participants. The interviews were selected by the research to provide this broad collection 

of word data from participants in ERP master data management to provide the scope of 

insights.  The collected data was gathered, and the researcher identified themes and 

concepts describing use cases unique to each of the participants (Given 2008).   

   

Finally, there is a scarcity of literature on the topic of using sociomateriality as a lens to 

better understand ERP master data management processes.  The qualitative approach 
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provides the methodology to interpret a broad swath of sociomaterial concepts such as 

assemblages, resistance, and accommodation that eventually lead to distilled observations 

of ERP master data management processes. 

3.4 Research Design for Interviews and Case Study 

The research is based on two main areas of content analysis – one (study one) being a 

series of qualitative interviews conducted with 92 ERP professionals.  The interviews were 

conducted with ERP practitioners with a specific focus on ERP master data management 

data management processes.  The specific names of the interviewees and companies have 

been anonymized.  The second content analysis (study two) involved an in-depth case 

study of an Australian based Resources Company’s ERP systems management organization.   

The objective of this approach to content analysis was due to the complexities associated 

with the subject ERP Data Management and resistance associated with “teasing” 

sociomaterial insights into assemblages, resistance and accommodation scenarios.  

Attempting to observe enterprise technical and business analysts and management 

engaged with enterprise resource planning software, hardware, business processes with a 

quantitative analysis at this level of scope would be unsuitable in terms of interpreting 

these ERP master data management assemblages due to the complexities associated with 

the number of variables. 

In fact, the very nature of sociomateriality – in this case the imbrication of ERP data 

management - involves many actors and related material infrastructure warrants a 

significant investment in content analysis (e.g. high volume of interviews) in order to 

discern patterns of assemblages, resistance and accommodation scenarios.   

Once these patterns were teased out of the 92 interviews conducted – there was then the 

basis to deepen the understanding of these assemblages by conducting an in-depth case 

study with a master data governance organization to further tease out the actors and 

materiality – study two served to validate or contrast the findings from the interviews.  In 

this research, study two highlights the use of an onsite case study conducted with a single 

team of ERP data governance specialists was selected because it uniquely provided a 
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contextual understanding of the master data management ecosystem - a way to observe, 

analyse, and interpret all the materiality embedded in given ERP master data management 

assemblages.   

3.4.1 Study One Research Design 

In study one, the contextual setting for ERP master data management processes research 

focused on a broad cross-section of participants that interact with ERP master data 

management either by line of business roles and responsibilities (e.g. SAP data manager, 

data entry clerk) or IT systems manager or analyst / programmer.  This approach provided a 

horizon of master data process management insights that created a foundation or basis for 

analyzing patterns of resistance and accommodation scenarios encountered in ERP master 

data management.   This horizontal process of collecting insights was based on questions 

focused on the interviewee’s perceptions of organization cultures, industry, role, 

responsibilities, challenges and objectives for the coming 6-12 months. Study one is 

covered in detail in section 3.6. 

The horizontal design, however, did not provide a level of analysis requiring a deeper 

understanding of assemblages at an organizational level.  The researcher conducted a 

second study addressing resistance and accommodation at a corporate level.   

3.4.2 Study Two Research Design 

In study two, the contextual setting for ERP master data management processes research 

focused on a discrete organization – an Australian resources company’s ERP systems 

management organization.  Study two leverages a vertical orientation  that challenged and 

deepened the insights gained from pattern determination in study one surfaced in the 

Leximancer content analysis.  Study two challenges and extends these themes and 

concepts both pre-existing and emergent from this unique organizational case.   The case 

study analysis and interpretation deepened the pattern insights that emerged in the 

semantic mapping in study one primarily due to observational insights gained in face to 

face settings within the organization’s facilities. For example, observing, identifying and 

classifying critical assemblage material such as catalogues, dictionaries, post it notes being 
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imbricated in a master data creation assemblage may or may not have surfaced during a 

virtual one to one interview.   Being in the presence of an assemblage and collecting 

insights, taking photos, and identifying material that was used in sociomaterial 

assemblages provided the ability to apply the sociomaterial lens to the ERP master data 

management process.  Other examples of materiality observed and or collected included 

parts catalogs, maps posted on the walls, cheat sheets attached to computer monitors and 

even how the user adapts to their environment regarding lighting, furniture settings and 

access to other knowledge workers.   

In study two, ERP system utilization was a significant contextual setting factor.  Here the 

considerations range from vendor to installed modules (e.g., finance, supply chain, 

operations, and human resources) to module configuration and the surrounding types of 

data collection, validation, and movement processes.  Fundamental research questions 

here centered on having the participant describe the process of creating a material – from 

the original request all the way through the various groups and departments to the final 

update into the ERP system. 

As outlined in both chapter one and two, sociomateriality based on an imbricated approach 

to analysis (contrasting to sociotechnical which leverages a dualistic approach) provides the 

optimal framework for gaining important insights assemblages of agency and materiality. 

Sociomateriality provides the basis for the justification of this research design which is 

found in the relationship of the findings between study one and study two.  The integration 

of the pattern findings from the horizontal approach in study one lent itself to providing 

the research with the contextual framework that allowed the vertical approach in study 

two to challenge, extend and deepen the understanding of those patterns for both pre-

existing concepts and emergent concepts.  The justification for this research design  is 

based on how study one / horizontal insights were integrated with the study two / vertical 

approach with that outcome providing the holistic sociomateriality lens for classifying ERP 

data management assemblages, resistance, and accommodation  
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3.5 Study One – Primary Interviews 

3.5.1 Data Sources 

The data sources consisted of two sets of interviews (totaling 92 interviews @ 40-45-

minute interviews) with ERP professionals.  Tables 5, 6 and 7 break down the interviewees 

into industry groupings based on service delivery segmentation (B2C business to consumer 

vs. B2B business to business) and persona segmentation (Line of business management, 

Line of business analyst, IT management and IT programmer/analyst).  Additionally, these 

tables illustrate the breakdown of most of the interviewees into thematic groups based on 

a process or data orientation to their response to the role and responsibility question.  Not 

all the responses clearly distinguished the differences but 61 of the 92 interviews could be 

interpreted as one or the other.  

Table 5 illustrates the near even breakdown of interviews with respect to companies that 

are business to business or business to consumer in nature.  With regards to both B2C and 

B2B, there is a heavy concentration of the interviews with line of business analysts.  

Contrasting to B2B, B2C has a higher concentration of interviews with both IT management 

and IT programmer / analysts.  

Table 5 Interviewee data breakdown by industry grouping and themes 

 Process 

Theme* 

Data 

Theme* 

By Industry / 

Role 

Industry Grouping – Business to Business   45 

- Line of business analyst 2 8 22 

- Line of business management  5 8 

- IT programmer/analyst 3  7 

- IT management 4 2 8 

Industry Grouping – Business to Consumer   47 

- Line of business analyst 10 6 18 

- Line of business management   2 

- IT programmer/analyst 5 6 14 

- IT management 5 5 13 
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Total 29 32 92 

 

Table 6 highlights the interviewees by gender and role.  It is interesting to note that 57 

interviewees were associated with line of business organizations (e.g. finance, supply chain, 

operations, human resources) while 35 were associated with information technology.  

Gender differences were marginal as it relates to business analyst and IT programmer roles 

however there is a significant difference in leadership roles with 35 male interviews 

compared to 4 female interviews.  There is no hypothetical question associated either with 

gender and or functional role pertaining to this research.  This could be the basis for future 

research.  The purpose of this breakdown is purely to provide an understanding of the 

context for study one interviews, data collected, and interpretation performed.  

Table 6 Interviewee data breakdown by gender and role 

Role – Gender Count of 
Gender 

Analyst 31 

F 18 

M 13 

Programmer 22 

F 9 

M 13 

Line of Business Management 26 

F 3 

M 23 

Information Technology Management 13 

F 1 

M 12 

Grand Total 92 

Table 7 highlights 23 industries and the breakdown of the interviewee by role across these 

industries.  Perhaps noteworthy here is the relative consistency of both the quantity of 

roles in the aggregate and the consistency of the number of roles for each industry group 

except for the consumer goods industry. 
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Table 7 Interviewee data breakdown by industry and role 

 
Analyst Information 

Technology  
Line of 
Business  

Programmer Grand 
Total 

Aerospace & Defense 
  

2 1 3 

Automotive 4 
 

3 
 

7 

Aviation & Aerospace 
  

2 
 

2 

Biotechnology 1 
  

1 2 

Chemicals 4 1 1 2 8 

Construction 1 
 

1 2 4 

Consumer Goods 3 4 3 2 12 

Entertainment 1 
  

1 2 

Financial Services 1 
  

1 2 

Food & Beverages 2 
 

3 4 9 

Government 2 1 
  

3 

Higher Education 1 1 1 1 4 

Hospital & Healthcare 1 1 1 1 4 

IT & Services 
  

1 1 2 

Life Sciences 2 
 

2 
 

4 

Manufacturing 4 1 
 

2 7 

Medical Devices 1 
  

1 2 

Mining & Metals 
  

1 1 2 

Real Estate 
  

1 
 

1 

Retail and Wholesale 1 2 1 1 5 

Services 1 
   

1 

Transportation & Logistics 1 1 3 
 

5 

Utilities 
 

1 
  

1 

Grand Total 31 13 26 22 92 

 

Study one interviews were completed virtually (using virtual meeting software and 

recording the interviews).  Using this approach allowed the researcher to overcome 

geographic constraints as a small percentage of the participants were based in Europe, 

Middle East, Asian and North and South American locales.   Interviews occurred during 

regular business hours for the participants.  One set of interviews dealt with ERP master 

data management as a critical discussion topic, and another collection of interviews 

handled ERP data creation and maintenance.  
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The calendar time to collect the first set of 42 interviews spanned two months from March 

to April of 2012 and involved one-on-one interviews with a total of 42 ERP users from 

various industries in North America (36 interviews) and Europe (6 interviews). Middle East 

interviewees were employed by subsidiaries of either North America or European 

companies.  Interviewees included business management and staff, information 

technology management, and ERP administrators and programmers.  

The calendar time to collect the second set of 50 interviews spanned a 1-month period 

which was October of 2012.  This involved one-on-one interviews with a total of 50 ERP 

users from various industries in North America (44 interviews) and Europe (6 interviews). 

Again, Middle East interviewees were employed by subsidiaries of either North America or 

European companies.  In this analysis, it is recognized that the disproportionate number of 

North America interviews and resulting analysis and interpretation of the themes and 

concepts will be reflective of North America (US and Canada) culture and work practices. 

The implications of this disproportionality is that the assemblages, resistance and 

accommodation factors, and identified clusters resulting in the data management 

classification may be applicable to only multinationals headquartered in North America and 

North America based companies. 

Finally, as in the first data set, interviewees included business management and staff, 

information technology management, and ERP administrators and programmers.  Section 

8.4 in the appendix highlights key characteristics of the interviewees including the date of 

the interview, the industry of the interviewee’s company, the interviewee’s title and 

gender, the employee count and revenue for the interviewee’s company.   

3.5.2 Criteria for focal participant’s interview selection 

The critical criteria for the selection of the meeting participants were that they were 

selected based on their role as given in section 3.5 – based on title data collected from 

sources such as LinkedIn and Hoover’s.  The focus for the selection was on segmenting by 

industry grouping, by organization role (worker or manager) and by responsibility area (line 

of business – e.g., finance, HR, supply chain, operations) or information technology.  For 

the general data management interviews, the criteria were the participants had to have a 
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direct role or responsibility in their day to day job for interacting with the corporate ERP 

system – and in all 92 cases, the ERP system was SAP’s Enterprise Central Component or 

ECC.  It is important to note that the limitations of this research include the fact that the 

only ERP system analysed was SAP’s ECC 6.0.  The insights gained from the interviews and 

case study with SAP practitioners resulting in the ERP data management classification 

framework could be applied as a starting point for content analysis with other ERP systems 

including Oracle Enterprise Business System, Oracle NetSuite, and WorkDay amongst 

others.  However, the relative degree and type of resistance, and accommodation 

associated with these ERP systems may vary significantly.  It is important to note that this 

potential variance does exist and that this research does not presume to provide a 

universal framework for all ERP data management systems. 

The goal was to conduct enough interviews – in this research 92 interviews – so that 

patterns would emerge, with valuable insights into ERP master data management 

practices.   These ideas then allow for the discernment of ERP master data management 

processes and their related resistance – accommodation scenarios thus enabling insights 

into the temporal nature of these assemblages.   

3.5.3 Participant Recruitment 

The selected titles/roles were extracted from a database of ERP contacts and were sent an 

email requesting a 30-45-minute interview to discuss their role, responsibilities as it relates 

to ERP, and their challenges with data management (or master data).  The email offered a 

small stipend ($25USD) in consideration for their time taken to conduct the interview.  

Gender equivalence was sought out from the beginning as names selected for the initial 

outreach were split as evenly as recognizable to ensure an even distribution by gender.  

Table 5.2 illustrates the breakdown of gender by persona where overall the number of 

male interviewees was 61 and the female interviews numbered 31.  The interested parties 

responded to the email request, resulting in a scheduled and executed interview at that 

time.  There were some minor changes during the scheduling process.    

By University of Western Australia (UWA) regulations, this research project received 

approval to conduct the interviews and case study research in an email dated November 
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2nd, 2011 for the project titled ERP Usability Research – Pre, Current and Post Optimization.  

At the outset of this research, the focus of the dissertation was on a wider topic dealing 

with ERP Usability – however, the scope of the dissertation, remaining in the overall scope 

of ERP usability, narrowed to the topic of ERP master data management and thus this 

narrowed the focus of the literature review, the method, analysis and discussion chapters.  

The UWA ethics approval case number is RA/4/1/4965. 

3.5.4 Data Collection, Interpretation and Discussion 

Study one interviews were conducted via virtual internet web conferencing technology.  

The online interviews were recorded using Go to Meeting recording technology.  

Similarities between study one virtual interviews and study two case study data collection 

processes included verbal descriptions and general question and answer format listening to 

changes in tone of voice and general patterns of verbal interest and disinterest.  

Differences between study one virtual interviews and study two case study data collection 

processes were significant due to the ability to not only gain verbal insights but also to 

observe the interviewee's physical environment.    

Leximancer content analysis provided key themes and concepts used to interpret the 

interview data collected.  The resulting semantic map served as a basis to interpret or 

identify patterns of key assemblages, resistance and accommodation factors.  The data 

interpretation provided the foundation for study two – a case study – where these patterns 

were explored, challenged and overall understanding of the assemblage was deepened. 

In all cases, the interviews were recorded either with Go to Meeting or hand-held iPhone 

recording devices, with all interviews transcribed.   

3.5.5 Interviews 

In both sets of interviews, each interview lasted approximately 30 to 45 minutes. The 

interviews were recorded with a handheld device and transcribed for further analysis.  The 

principal objective was to obtain primary first-hand accounts of how ERP users resisted and 

accommodated ERP master data management and master data creation and maintenance.  

In-depth interviews are the most fundamental qualitative approach for data collection and 
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the appropriate technique to gain insights into opinions and belief about a matter or 

situation from the respondent's perspective (Örtenblad 2002).  Given this research 

objective to investigate accommodation and resistance, this researcher conducted 92 

interviews with ERP users.  

3.5.6 Interview Protocol 

The interview protocol was based on a contextually related set of questions centered on 

describing the various methods used to collect, validate and move this data – (e.g., how 

was this data collected and communicated? Was the data collection process based on 

paper-based forms of collection, faxing of data, an email with the data inscribed in it, a 

conversation with a colleague about the data, or data extracted from within the ERP 

system and viewed on a monitor…?).  Another example of the interview questioning 

session centered around various aspects of resistance relating to ERP master data process 

and how the assemblage accommodated the resistance and the temporal nature of the 

resistance/accommodation – (e.g., was it a short-term situation, long-term). 

-on questions resulted from a generalized framework of issues which were followed for 

each of the 92 interviews.  They are as follows: 

1. Describe your roles and responsibilities as they relate to your ERP environment. 

a. The purpose of this open ended question is to gain insights into not just the 

primary definition of the interviewee role, but the context for their role in its 

entirety.  Using this as an opening question provides context to the type of data 

management / business processes, ERP transaction involvement, types of roles 

(research, process instigation, transaction approver) that cannot be reflected in 

a 2-3 word title.  

2. How is your ERP technology infrastructure currently implemented regarding modules 

installed, versions, and overall configuration? 

a. Although at first glance this may sound “too IT or technically centric” of a 

question, the interviewer found that whether the interviewee was IT 

management or programmer or Business management or analyst – their 

knowledge of the technical aspects of that portion of the ERP system applicable 
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to them was relatively deep.   In fact, the business analyst often times had not 

only the technical understanding of the transaction processing but a series of 

approaches or accommodations that illustrated the accommodation scenarios 

so important in sociomateriality.  On the other hand, interviewing those with a 

technical background about accommodations being managed by the analysts 

provided more insights into the varying degrees of IT support for these changes. 

3. Where are you now experiencing ERP master data management resistance (or master 

data management resistance) as they relate to your organization? 

a. This question provided details and insights into resistance encountered in ERP 

master data management. 

4. What are current ERP business process data managements (or master data usability 

improvements) that you are now engaged in implementing, updating, or evaluating for 

enhancement? 

a. This question also helped to further understand the significance of the 

resistance encountered and approaches being taken or at least considered to 

accommodate the resistance encountered. 

A link to an actual interview protocol is located in appendix 8.5. 

3.5.7 Data Analysis 

The data analysis was performed using a combination of software automation and hand 

coding techniques for interpreting the interviews to answer the research questions.  The 

software automation tool used was Leximancer, a software tool used for analyzing textual 

data in masse. 

3.5.8 Leximancer – Why content analysis software was used in Study One  

Leximancer, a software tool used for the analysis of textual data was selected for content 

examination by the researcher for a few key benefits.  One, Leximancer provides 

automated analysis of large volumes of interview raising analyst awareness of the global 

context and significance of concepts while reducing the tendency to fixate on insights or 

anecdotes (Smith & Humphreys 2006). This is a critical capability addressing the aim of this 
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research which is to determine how sociomaterial concepts may be used to describe and 

classify ERP data management use cases.  The automation associated with the research 

content analysis – over 1000 pages of interviews coupled with the tools objective approach 

to highlighted key themes and concepts by assessing contextual coefficients of words 

through metrics.  These metrics provided a semantic mapping of sociomaterial 

assemblages providing a foundation or framework to further explore by way of an in-depth 

case study.   

Additionally, this semantic mapping provided a distillation of organizational process 

descriptions into a more refined set of descriptors for the assemblages, and resistance 

factors identified.  For example, a material maintenance process in one organization may 

differ enormously based on key actors, approval processes and implementation.  However, 

with the semantic mapping one could discern essential process steps more clearly – e.g. 

instigating a data management request, researching data requests, interpreting data, 

updating data and thus be in a position through this clarity to formulate a classification 

scheme.  With the semantic mapping, there was the ability to tease out not only the 

semantic relationships but the underlying latent meanings of those relationships due to the 

tools ability to reference the underlying interview snippets leading to the semantic map.   

Additionally, although interviewees may face different processes being in different 

organisations, their use of technical “jargon” or industry “jargon” would be consistent and 

thus Leximancer would interpret how these are used commonly across all interviewees.  

All of these points support the sociomaterial approach enormously because it provided the 

mapping to identify key themes and concepts while still “drilling into” the imbrication by 

way of the interviewee’s descriptions of the assemblage, and the various accommodations 

performed.  Without the foundation of a semantic map, the process would be more 

interpretive in nature and more open to debate about why the assemblages, resistance and 

accommodation factors were selected and on what basis. 

Leximancer is designed to deliver content analysis automation where the program reviews 

documents and identifies critical concepts by assessing the corresponding contextual 

coefficients of words through metrics such as co-occurrence usage, position, and frequency 
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of essential text (Kamimaeda et al. 2007; Young et al. 2008).  Co-occurrence refers to how 

terms relate to each other in a given textual data set along with the frequency of terms 

produces which essentially seeds the thesaurus builder.  The system then computes the 

frequency of words appearing in the corpora and calculates the distance between the 

words in terms of co-occurrence.  The thesaurus builder then generates weighted term 

classifiers, which are referred to as concepts.  Next, the text is classified at high resolution – 

normally within a 3-sentence grouping, which in turn creates a concept index for the text 

and a concept co-occurrence matrix.  Through co-occurrence frequency calculations an 

asymmetric co-occurrence matrix is obtained.  This then produces a two-dimensional 

concept map, which provides the researcher with a macro-level two-dimensional picture of 

a three-dimensional design (Smith et al. 2002). This is visualization of the data analysis was 

a significant benefit to the research.  For example, Leximancer displayed the extracted 

information visually, using this semantic map.  

The semantic map represents the central concepts or themes in the text data and depicts 

the relationships among concepts. The output from the Leximancer process is the semantic 

map (e.g. automated themes, concepts identification) which provided key insights to 

classifying ERP master data management assemblages, and resistance and accommodation 

factors.   This framework provided a thematic analysis which was applied to the case study 

process in study two where these concepts were challenged, extended and deepened. . 

It is important to note that unlike grounded theory which involves construction of theories 

through the methodical gather and analysis of data – this research design simply begin with 

research questions dealing with applying sociomaterial concepts to ERP data management 

assemblages, resistance and accommodation.  The value to this research is that this 

approach to content analysis provides clusters of theme and concept meanings based on 

word groupings (Crofts et al. 2010) on over 1000 pages of interview results.  The 

Leximancer content analysis tool made it possible for this research to experiment with 

these metrics and inference algorithms to examine different aspects of the co-occurrence 

information (Smith and Humphreys 2006) while seeking to discover indirect relationships 

between concepts. 
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“The key to success or otherwise of a content-analytic method is often referred to as 

validity” (Smith & Humphreys 2006, p.265).  The choice of Leximancer is its grounding in 

established practices.  Stability is another factor for this choice – for example, coder 

reliability is not an issue because text segments are always coded in the same way, given 

the same parameter settings.  Finally, the content analysis automation tool’s strength in 

reproducibility – or showing similar patterns found from constituent data sets – is another 

key factor in terms of confirming the validity of a content-analytic method.  Smith (Smith & 

Humphreys 2006) illustrates Leximancer’s support for reproducibility using a variety of data 

sets – including structural validity, sampling of representatives, and predictive validity. 

3.6 Study Two - Case Study 

The case study was developed from a series of onsite interviews with an ERP master data 

management team employed by MineAus, a globally diversified producer of gold with 

operation mines located in Australia, China, Peru, and South Africa.   

3.6.1 Data sources 

As discussed in section 3.3 qualitative methodology, conducting a case study with an 

intense focus on direct observation was partially selected because of a significant number 

of published case studies identifying key success factors dealing with specific ERP 

implementation (Saade and Nijher, 2016).  “Observations of the technology at work are 

invaluable aids for understanding the actual uses of the technology or any potential 

problems being encountered.”    

The observational approach to this case study approximated 40 hours of onsite monitoring 

of three major functional areas that engage with an extended set of internal and external 

stakeholders.  These functional areas included the master data cataloging and profiling 

organization, the data management and governance team, and the ERP system 

administration team.  The 40+ hours of observation added new dimensions for 

understanding the sociomaterial context of the ERP data management assemblage 

phenomenon being studied.  Data sources observed included photographs of ERP screen 

shots, environmental photos of catalogues, desks, and related post it notes, forms, lighting, 
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folders, etc., which as insights and data sources for this analysis provided a deepened 

appreciation for the complexities associated with managing ERP data – that in fact it is 

simply not just entering data into a field but complex ecosystem of reference, historical, 

and tribal capabilities imbricated into the succinct abilittabley to enter a correct part 

number.  

These observational sources of data provided the researcher with detailed evidence in a 

way that allowed the researcher to examine the knowledge, behavior and artifacts that the 

case study participants share and use in their daily work with ERP systems.   

The interviews were conducted in the ERP professional’s working environment - a typical 

in-doors corporate working environment.  All the MineAus interviews were face to face.  

The participants were all full-time MineAus employees with anywhere from 5-20 years' 

experience working at MineAus.  All discussions were during regular business hours.   

The influence of the data sources on the research was to provide real-world insight for this 

researcher into the challenges of managing master data in a dynamic setting.  The real-

world context supplied into how these master data assemblages, resistance, and 

accommodation factors revealed themselves via the sociomaterial lens.  Additionally, 

insights surrounding the timing or temporal nature of the ERP master data management 

assemblage were helpful to explaining the overall processes leading to potentially more 

optimal solutions for dealing with ERP master data management. This interview scenario 

included analyzing what software they use on their computers, describing their reference 

books, reading their handwritten cheat sheets and post it notes.  Mainly identifying any 

material used in their working processes used to conduct their daily work and recording 

these identifications. 

3.6.2 Criteria for focal participant’s interview selection 

The critical criteria for the selection of the MineAus case study interview participants were 

that they were selected based on their role – in response to the request by the research 

team for personnel engaged in managing ERP master data business processes.  For the case 

study interviews, the criteria were the participants had to have a direct role or 
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responsibility in their day to day job for interacting with the corporate ERP system.  The 

goal was to conduct the face to face interviews in the actual environment in which these 

people work to get a holistic view.  This approach to interviewing means to not only be able 

to verbally interact with questions about their role, responsibilities, and challenges but to 

observe their computer interactions.      

3.6.3 Participant recruitment 

A request was sent to the senior ERP administrator at MineAus to conduct face to face 

interviews and observations at their corporate offices in Perth, Western Australia.  The 

senior ERP manager replied with a selected list of interviewees with the approval for the 

research team to reach out to said nominees.  The nominated interviewees were then sent 

an email requesting a 90-minute interview to discuss their role, responsibilities as it relates 

to ERP, and their challenges with master data.  The email asked that the interview is within 

their working environment and that the baseline purpose of the meeting was to observe 

them in their traditional working environment completing traditional ERP and related 

business processes.  The email offered a small stipend ($25USD) in consideration for their 

time taken to conduct the interview.  The interested parties responded to the email 

request, the appointment for the interview scheduled and conducted at that time.  There 

were some minor changes administered during the scheduling process.    

3.6.4 Data Collection Interpretation and Discussion 

All the MineAus case study interviews were conducted face to face at the location where 

the person worked (e.g., their desk in their cubicle, or in a conference room).  Data 

collected during the face to face interviews included verbal insights resulting from the 

questions asked by the research team.  Additionally, observations recorded the 

interviewee's physical environment, plus written notes regarding their facial expressions.  

In addition to their verbal cues, their working environment, their physical working tools 

(e.g., books, records, reference material, post-it notes stuck to their monitors, their relative 

positioning in the overall corporate office) were collected using photographs providing 

more contextual insights into the ERP master data management processes. 
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In all cases, the interview recording took place with a hand-held iPhone using a text 

recording application.  The transcribed Word documents were imported into Leximancer 

where a detailed semantic model and related data analysis were performed.    The results 

were interpreted resulting in a thematic and conceptual analysis of the interviews.  As 

outlined in section 3.5.4, the patterns that emerged from the content analysis were 

interpreted serving as critical insights to the development of the ERP master data 

management classification framework.  

3.6.5 Interviews 

The MineAus case study discussions dealt with a set of questions about ERP master data 

management data processes.  The data collection period began April of 2016 and involved 

one-on-one interviews with a total of 4 ERP users within the MineAus ERP master data 

management team. Each meeting lasted approximately 60-90 minutes. The conversations 

were recorded with a handheld device and transcribed for further analysis.  The principal 

objective was to obtain primary first-hand accounts of how ERP users resisted and 

accommodated ERP master data management processes. 

3.6.6 Data analysis 

The methodology to analyze the MineAus interviews differs from the approach outlined in 

section 3.5 for the 92 interviews conducted with ERP professionals.  The overall purpose of 

the interviews was to provide thematic guidance and insights into study two.  The overall 

purpose of the case study is to serve as the second stage of data collection to further 

validate the themes, concepts, insights and analysis as discussed in the methods and data 

analysis chapters of this research.  The case study processes were used to validate and/or 

compare resistance and accommodation scenarios that emerged from study one. 

MineAus's (not the real company name) data management team experienced similar 

scenarios during the 2013/2014 merger process and continues to experience these 

scenarios to this day in its daily role and responsibility to ensure a high degree of data 

quality compliance across all MineAus mine sites. 
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3.6.7 Participants – April 2016 

Overall, The MineAus Data Management (DM) team's principal focus is primarily in the 

management of Plant Maintenance, Material, Pricing, Customer and Vendor Master Data 

within their SAP ERP System.  For context, MineAus has implemented the SAP finance, 

plant maintenance, material management and sales distribution modules.  

3.7 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter highlighted how a social constructivist approach was used to investigate the 

research questions.  Details associated with the content analysis based on two research 

designs were illustrated and discussed.  The chapter outlines the research paradigms, 

followed by a reflection on researching within information technology and management 

disciplines.  Finally, thematic and discursive approaches to the analysis and the study's 

relevant ethical considerations were reviewed. 
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Chapter 4 Results and Analysis of ERP Practitioner Interviews 

Herein the key question to address in this chapter 4 and 5 is how the approach in using a 

combination of content analysis and thematic analysis of interview transcripts and a case 

study validates the value, importance and insight given by the sociomaterial lens.  

“Given the roots of sociomateriality in a practice perspective, with its focus on the everyday 

lived experience, it is perhaps ironic that it has, to date, very little to offer the practitioner. 

We need to identify new ways to study the flows of social and material entanglement. We 

advocate spending more time and energy on identifying the practical implications 

associated with understanding the co-constitution of the social and the material and the 

performative role of technologies developed and implemented.” (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 

2014, p.1437)   

The objective of this dissertation is to take a step towards addressing this irony.  The 

approach with the content and thematic analysis was due to the complexities associated 

with the subject ERP Data Management and resistance associated with “teasing” 

sociomaterial insights into assemblages, resistance and accommodation scenarios.  As 

previously discussed in chapter 3, attempting a quantitative analysis at this level of scope 

would be unsuitable in terms of interpreting these ERP master data management 

assemblages due to the complexities associated with the number of variables. 

In fact, the very nature of sociomateriality – in this case the imbrication of ERP data 

management - involving many actors and related material infrastructure warranted a 

significant investment in content analysis (e.g. high volume of interviews) in order to 

discern patterns of assemblages, resistance and accommodation scenarios.  Once the 

scenarios or patterns were identified then the basis existed to deepen the understanding of 

these assemblages by conducting an in-depth case study using a sociomaterial lens.  This 

approach provided even deeper insights into development of new constructs such as 

routine and technology-oriented clusters.   

This chapter encompasses the analysis of qualitative data pertaining to interviews 

conducted with 92 ERP master data management practitioners and further validated by an 
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in-depth case study (outlined in chapter 5).  This chapter covers the development of the 

semantic map with detailed descriptions of the data cleansing, concept rationalization 

processing and stabilizing the semantic map.  The chapter then continues with the 

interpretation of the semantic map where key themes emerge relating to process and data.  

The last section of this chapter concludes with a detailed thematic analysis of the process 

theme where assemblage types, resistance and accommodation factors are mapped and 

interpreted from interview snippets.  These results provide the basis for the key 

contribution of this research – an ERP Data Management Classification Framework.  

4.1 Leximancer Semantic Map Development 

This section describes the analyses process and outlines the data analysis and 

interpretation performed on the 92 interviews using Leximancer, a software tool that 

automatically analyses text documents to identify high level concepts.   

4.1.1 Data Analyses Process Description (link to detailed analyses document) 

Essentially, the Leximancer thematic and conceptual automated analysis resulted in the 

identification of key themes “data”, “process”.  The content analysis for the master data 

interviews had strong theme and concept support for data actions migration, integration, 

and extraction; with creation and maintenance blending a bit more with workflow themes 

and concepts.  Contrary to the data perspective, the workflow perspective had had 

correlation with concepts dealing with movement and validation while the idea of 

collection started to blend into some of the data concepts e.g. creation and maintenance. 

Then, there were strong patterns of resistance and accommodation that emerged.  Across 

all of the usage patterns – the assemblage(s) consist of agency and materiality temporarily 

enact a data, workflow or a data/workflow usage pattern.  The assemblage additionally 

contains a variety of resistance and accommodation factors.  For example, these factors 

may be related to master data collection and creation complexity driven by volume of 

transactions and/or steps; or data and / or process actions associated with human 

resources onboarding data integration and validation.   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tASzBvaRTB6LymrMNBl8wn-UKIfZZC5g/view?usp=sharing
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At this point in the analyses the researcher takes the themes and concepts derived along 

with the actual interview snippets and interprets the sociomaterial assemblage, and the 

imbrication of the resistance and accommodation encountered.  Additionally, taking note 

of the technology or routine orientation of the assemblage being analysed.  For each 

interpretation, there was a summary analysis performed. 

Summary of Analyses. 

1. Conducted 47 enterprise workflow interviews 

2. Conducted 45 master data interviews 

3. Cleansed word documentation and imported into Leximancer. 

4. To the right is the initial result set. 

5. Working on each theme (DATA – Complete; PROCESS – in progress)  

a. SAP, Management, Work, Change, Different Year remaining themes. 

6. Analysed each of the associated concepts to the themes and interpreting the results as 

it relates to: 

a. Research questions. 

b. Other contextual data. 

Process of discovery – see figure 1 for an example of this or page 44 onwards in the 

detailed data analyses document. 

1. Reviewed each of the highlighted interview extracts associated with each concept 

2. Identified each that map to the research question.   

3. Associated the supporting link to the interview. 

The following section details some of the essential steps for the study one data analysis 

process:  

4.1.2 Data Cleaning 

The 92 interview transcripts, numbering 1,104 pages of text, were prepared for the 

Leximancer import.  The interview documentation preparation process consisted of header 

and footer elimination, merging word variants (e.g. concept, concepts), eliminating 

extraneous document graphics and images, and renaming filenames of documents for 

consistency. 
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4.1.3 Concept Rationalization & Weighting 

The initial semantic map consisting of 10 themes and 40 associated concepts.  During the 

process of assessing the semantic map stability the relationships between the concepts 

emerged.  A theme is the more important concept within that grouping which is co-

occurring through the text.  An important measure of a concept is its weighting.  A concept 

weighting indicates how relevant each word is to the concept.   

 

One of the key parameters in terms of determining the validity of a content-analytic 

method is stability (Smith & Humphreys 2006). Stability is defined as a measure of whether 

the same data produces the same results, in this case – similar themes and concepts - in a 

series of mapping or modeling iterations.  Table 8 illustrates the series of concepts 

eliminated due to conceptual reasons. 

Table 8 Leximancer Iterations 

ITERATION MODEL CHANGE JUSTIFICATION – RESULTS 

1 

DEVELOP 

THE 

SEMANTIC 

MAP TO 

FOCUS 

CONCEPTS 

IMPORTANT 

TO THE 

RESEARCH 

PROBLEM 

Eliminated SAP/SAP This theme and concept provided no real insights as the 

terms were used to describe the company.  There was no 

real meaning or context associated with this theme and 

concept.  The word is used generally and not in the 

context of the research focus. 

Eliminated SAP/Use No clear contextual interpretation of the theme/concept. 

Eliminated 

Management/Manage

ment 

The word is used generally and not in the context of the 

research focus; Non-descriptive in interview context.  Of no 

value to overall themes and or concepts 

4 

 

Eliminated stuff and 

goes 

Based on interpretation of the original model – these 

themes did not provide additional thematic or semantic 

insights – therefore eliminated to focus the research.  The 

results were that all remaining themes and concepts 

mapped to interpretation tables.  The interpretation 

tables consist of the theme, concept and supporting 

interview snippets and related interpretation of the 

interview in terms of classification.  Theme count down 

from 9 to 7.  From this iteration through to the 25th 
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iteration the theme count fluctuated between 6 and 9.  

Additionally themes data, process, different, and things 

were the top 4 themes for 13 of the remaining 21 

iterations indicating map stability. 

5, 6 

CONCEPTS 

RELEVANT 

TO PROBLEM 

KEPT; 

SEMANTIC 

MAP RUN TO 

CHECK MAP 

STABILIY 

This iteration was run 

with no changes 

In reviewing Leximancer documentation and several 

associated academic literature, it is suggested that the 

number of iterations should be between 3 and 9 to begin 

to see stability.  At this iteration, data, process, different, 

and things were the top 4 themes 

7, 9, 10, 11, 

13, 14, 17, 

18, 19, 21, 23 

AND 24 

These iteration(s) were 

run with no changes 

These iterations had data, process, different, and things 

as top 4 themes.  Further supporting the thematic 

importance of these 4 were the sum of hits for all 

iterations resulted in data at 99,061 hits; process at 

95,446; different at 43536; and things at 26807. 

 

4.1.4 Assessing Semantic Map Stability 

Stability is a measure of whether the same data produces the same results and is an 

important check for reliability of the results (Smith & Humphreys 2006).  Table 9 is a pivot 

analysis highlighting the average of the top 10 concept hits for each of the 25 iterations.  

The key themes data and process appear in each of the iterations as the top 2 themes 

based on their average conceptual hits.   Further underscoring the strength of these two 

themes are two points 1 – the strength of their semantic context from the interviewees 

and 2 – the strength in terms of their polarity (table 9).  The color coding (dark red – 

highest results to dark green lowest results) provides a relative mapping of these top ten 

themes (based on the average of their numerical results) of the twenty-three identified 

themes. 
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Table 9 Leximancer Iteration Analysis 

 

 

The importance of this table and the data presented is the clarity for which key themes 

emerge from several hundred identified concepts.  The table illustrates how process and 

data were usually always the top themes and in fact nearly the same weighting on average 

(568.13 process to 553.41 data) which indicates the equal importance especially 

juxtaposed against different and things as concepts.  These two themes trailed significantly 

from process and data consistently through all the iterations.  The additional importance 

here is the stability of the findings in that the weightings (highlighted in red for most 

significant to green for lesser significance) are reasonably consistent throughout each of 

the iterations.  
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Leveraging content automation to analyze terms that could be loosely connected yet 

critical for interpretation is important here because of the reliability of the data and the 

resulting stability.  And it is this stability that lends itself directly to the validity of the data 

(Smith & Humphreys 2006). 

4.2 Semantic Map - Data Interpretation 

At this point in the content analysis process each of the key themes identified (e.g. data, 

process) and their associated concepts were analyzed and interpreted for meaning 

resulting in 142 pages of codified interview snippets associated with Leximancer generated 

themes (see figure 1).   
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Figure 1 Leximancer Theme and Concept Example with Data Interpretation and Quote 
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The semantic mapping revealed that the theme data had several concept associations–

team, create, vendor, customer and material.  In reviewing the actual interview comments 

to better understand the context of these associations, the researcher interpreted this 

theme and related concepts to be of the following nature:  The theme data and the concept 

customer had to do primarily with interviewees describing the creation of customer master 

data or performing customer data maintenance.  The thematic reference to data and 

material had a similar reference use case – that of material data creation and maintenance. 

The previous example illustrates what the researcher did with each of the key themes and 

their associated concepts – which was to analyze the Leximancer results to determine 

which themes and concepts to emphasize relative to the research questions and which 

concepts to remove from consideration to improve the semantic model stability while 

maintaining a consistent focus on the research question.  The full document of interpreted 

results is available on Google Drive at this link. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ece0HP_zdCn9-9sVx8tJmbmav3Cdpebhhdv0CLLdfn4/edit?usp=sharing
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Figure 2 Semantic Map - Key Themes and Related Concepts 
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4.2.1 Process Theme - Interpretation 

As previously described in the data analysis section the semantic map (figure 2) tends to 

emphasize differences and direct relationships and is best for discriminant analysis.  As 

previously discussed in the methods chapter, this is illustrated in the semantic map by heat 

mapping the colors associated with the most important themes.    Again, it is seen here 

that in this semantic map and throughout most of the iterations the process theme was red 

followed by the data theme which is colored orange in figure 2.  Additionally, within the 

process theme a key concept emerged (workflow) which after interpreting the interviews 

finds that the process is generally descriptive of data collection activities. 

4.2.2 Data Theme - Interpretation 

As far as the data theme, two concepts are highlighted here – customer, and material.  The 

insights gained from the data-customer and data-material theme-concept provided the 

research with enough data to support an ERP master data management empirical 

framework.  The following section analyzes the data and process themes, the patterns of 

use cases resulting in assemblage types and the associated patterns of resistance and 

accommodation factors that were derived from interpreting the associated interviews.   

4.3 Detailed Thematic Analysis of Leximancer Themes 

As highlighted in figure 2, the semantic map illustrates how the theme data had strong links 

to concepts customer and material and the theme process had its strongest connections to 

the concept workflow.  Average of NumResults represents the average of the number of 

hits for each of the theme: concepts and the results are illustrated here in Table 10.   

Median / Mean of the data and process theme hits across the 25 iterations – at least 2X the 

nearest theme (different)  
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Table 10 Themes/Concepts - Leximancer Average Number of Hits 

Themes/Concepts Median / Mean Average of 

NumResults 

Data 3779 / 3962.44 715.96 

Data  

 

 

1088.38 

Material 579.38 

Customer 430.03 

Process 3868 / 3817.84 689.88 

Workflow  

 

710.81 

Process 647.83 

 

The next phase in the analysis is to further understand the insights and details that drive 

the relative weightings of these themes.   

• Identify the association between (master) data and customer; (master) data and 

material; process and workflow.  These associations are referred to as use cases. 

• Document the ideas in the interviews being expressed are driving the power of this 

relationship of these themes to these concepts.   

• Describe the common assemblages that are related to the use cases.  The common 

assemblages then will become assemblage types. 

4.3.1 Development of Thematic Codes 

The research questions drive the need to understand not only key concepts (e.g. workflow, 

time, material, and customer) relating to themes data and process; but to interpret the 

context of these relationships by taking a thematic approach using the lens of 

sociomateriality.  In this analysis, this is achieved by:  

1. Analyzing the interviewees associated with themes data and process concept 

weightings.  
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2. Interpreting common patterns of assemblages associated with ERP master data 

management use cases and as a result, deriving common assemblage types. 

3. Identifying resistance and accommodation scenarios associated with the common 

assemblage types and as a result, deriving common resistance and accommodation 

factors.  

Essentially, by taking this thematic approach, the results become an ERP master data 

management empirical framework consisting of use cases, assemblage types, and 

resistance (and accommodation) factors. 

Use Cases 

The section begins with an illustration (figure 3) accompanied by a high-level overview of 

the three use cases (creation, maintenance and collection) derived from an analysis of 

Leximancer concept weightings (refer to section 4.1.2) and interviews associated with 

concepts process and data.  The section will then continue with a detailed discussion of the 

seven identified assemblage types along with associated resistance and accommodation 

factors using interviews and interpretations to further elaborate. 
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Figure 3 Use Cases Derived from Concept Weighting and Interview Interpretation 
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In figure 3, the concept weightings assist with understanding how often two words co-

occur, how often they occur apart, and their general relational state by using elements 

such as concept count and concept co-occurrence count.  For example, data is one of the 

two strongest themes in the Leximancer analysis and here as illustrated, the strongest co-

occurring concept is material.  Taking this a step further, data creation becomes a common 

activity or use case by interpreting the associated concept interview snippets.   

Collection, on the other hand, emerges when examining process and some of its stronger 

concepts including take, look, question, and talk – all of which correspond to an activity 

where information is collected, interpreted and validated through questioning, talking, 

taking, and looking.  Again, investigating and interpreting these interview snippets reveals a 

common pattern for collecting information identified by the collection activity or use case 

associated with theme process.   

Finally, maintenance was found in the process theme where change was a key action - 

while in the data theme change was non-existent.  The result is that the use case 

maintenance is a hybrid between the themes data and process because strong concepts 

emerged in both themes for this use case.  In each of the use cases and in addition to the 

Leximancer concept analysis, interview interpretations supported these use cases and their 

importance in terms of ERP master data management.  Table 11 illustrates use cases 

associated with themes data (creation, maintenance) and process (collection) that 

emerged because of the Leximancer and interpretive analysis.  The table illustrates the 

type of use case and a brief description. 
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Table 11 Use Cases Associated with Themes Data and Process 

Use 

Case 

Description 

C
re

at
io

n
 The data creation use case is simply the manual entry of new master data into an ERP screen by a data entry 

clerk, or by uploading massive amounts of new data using data automation creation tools such as SAP LSMW 

or other 3rd party data automation tools. 

M
ai

n
te

n
an

ce
 The master data maintenance use case takes place where existing master data is updated with more 

relevant and accurate data reflecting business change.  An example here would be the ongoing maintenance 

of pricing data in the system precipitated by seasonal changes or changing competitive market conditions. 

C
o

lle
ct

io
n

 

The process of manually (or automatically) gathering via workflow, master data from a variety of sources, 

researching the data to ensure quality, and interpreting the data in the context of the business process to 

ensure alignment. Validation entails mapping the data against existing ERP system rules and external forms 

rules to ensure data aligns with internal system processing. 

 

Table 12 illustrates quotes describing use cases derived from the interviews and a brief 

interpretation of the quote. 

Table 12 Use Case - Quotes, Interpretations 

Use 

Case 

Quote Interpretation 

C
re

at
io

n
 

MD/JT: Yes, in our company there’s one central person that 

handles the whole material master creation. What we have 

is an Excel spreadsheet that’s circulated across or it’s on a 

shared drive and different departments go in and update 

the spreadsheet and she is the only one that picks up that 

spreadsheet and creates it in SAP. 

MD/JT illustrates how the data creation use is 

described here as the activity of taking a spreadsheet 

with data collected from a variety of department 

stakeholders and automating the upload of that data to 

the ERP system. 
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Assemblage Types 

The assemblage types were determined from the data / content analysis performed by 

Leximancer on the 92 interviews.  The analysis consisted of reviewing all the related 

interviews associated with the theme and concept combinations that were the strongest in 

M
ai

n
te

n
an

ce
 

 MD/BS3: Maintaining of a material master at info records, 

our vendors generally have price changes, one or two times 

a year.  The vendor notifies the purchasing department that 

there will be a price change.  They request that the vendors 

send those price changes in an Excel document.  Our master 

data team will then throw in and create a custom 

transaction that will allow them to extract, download from 

SAP a spreadsheet with a lot of pertinent information 

coming from both the material master and the purchasing 

info record; things like vendors, vendor park numbers, case 

pack formations, all the different costs created, minimums, 

multiples, these types of things.   

 

 

 MD/BS3 describes a series of processes involved in 

updating pricing for materials on a semi-annual basis.  

He describes how pricing updates are entered in the 

system in a timely manner so that customer quotations 

are accurate and related purchase orders reflect the 

correct pricing.  He also describes the volume of pricing 

changes which can literally be in the hundreds of 

thousands for large companies – requiring significant 

accommodation in order to meet the timing resistance 

factor;  The use case  includes vendors (notifying this 

interviewee of impending price changes); the request 

to receive the price changes in an Excel worksheet; a 

buyer approval process; forwarding of the worksheet 

to the master data team who use a custom transaction 

that was programmed by the IT team to extract the 

material associated with the price changes into an Excel 

worksheet.  Then the worksheet has the pricing 

updates performed against it and another custom 

transaction to reload the new pricing changes (after 

buyer approval) to SAP. 

C
o

lle
ct

io
n
 

MD/AH: So, if I need a new customer number set up, I fill 

out my request through this web-based system, and that 

submits all the data to them that they need to have to set 

that up.  And… it (the customer creation) could also run 

through controlling.  Like my group, for instance, handle all 

the invoicing for the companies that we're responsible for.  

A lot of times for the task of requesting those customers 

being setup run through my team.  So, we're filling out the 

request form that then get to be submitted it to these IT 

group.  There’s also the accounts receivable side involved.  

That's a separate group as well because they’re going to be 

the ones who are determining net terms, and credit check, 

and that type of thing… 

MD/AH1 highlights the various agents required to 

accommodate this customer data creation assemblage 

including the requester, accounts receivable 

(determining net terms), credit management team, and 

the customer data steward team.  Each of these 

personas participates in the described customer 

creation and maintenance scenario.  The resistance 

encountered here is the manual collection of the data 

from these personas and the double / manual entry of 

information. 
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this analysis.  Those were data: customer, data: material, and process: workflow.  As those 

interviews then were analyzed, the researcher codified and interpreted each of the 

associated interview snippets, grouping and categorizing these patterns of assemblages 

according to what the interviewee was specifically discussing.  The result of this 

interpretation of interview snippets was 7 basic assemblage types that were prevalent in all 

three of the ERP master data management use cases resulting from the Leximancer data 

analysis. 

Table 13 illustrates assemblage types interpreted from the use cases (creation, 

maintenance and collection) that emerged because of the Leximancer content analysis and 

related interpretation.  This table illustrates the assemblage type, an associated supporting 

interview quote and a brief interpretation of the type in context of the quote (figure 1).  

Table 13 Assemblage Types, Quotes and Interpretation  

Type Quote Interpretation 

P
ro

ce
ss

 in
st

ig
at

io
n

 

(P
i)
 

ERP/SM1: “A request process (Pi).  For example, when a 

vendor client product needs to be delivered, in that there are 

a couple of approval levels in CRM and it will ask, like a 

finance level, invoice raising approvals. Then where the 

approval level comes, that time it will check the org structure 

level, who is the person, who is the manager supposed to 

upload that request.  Like a purchase requisition model, yes, 

like purchase requisition, right.” 

Requesting an action – usually this is a negotiable intake 

process where a request for new data or updating 

existing data is made.  The request can take many forms 

including verbal, written and automated approaches.  

Usually there is an approval process.  The quote 

describes an electronic form-based request process with 

multiple levels of approvals. 

D
at

a 
co

lle
ct

io
n

 

(D
c)

 

MD/RH2: “We created some intelligent Excel forms where you 

basically have all the SAP fields in the forms and you have 

different views based on who enters the data request (Dc).  

I’m not sure, it could be the requester, then it could be a 

product engineer, or it could be someone supply chain.  So, 

the work goes through, the requester takes the Excel form, 

fills it in, attaches it to our ticket system.” 

Collecting data before entry – gathering data through 

verbal, written and or automated approaches.  

Essentially the data is classified and categorized into a 

paper form or an automated collection component (e.g. 

a spreadsheet, word document, or an electronic form).  

The quote describes the use of Excel for data collection.  

Data collection is negotiable and takes on many process 

characteristics in terms of routing, approvals, actors etc. 
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D
at

a 
e

xt
ra

ct
io

n
 

(D
x)

 

RP/TM1“Everything – from a consumer sector perspective, it's 

both for North America I'm speaking. It's used for active data 

governance as well as passive data governance. It does both 

workflow and posting SAP directly, front-end validations as 

well as, from a passive governance perspective. We have 

hundreds of reports (Dx) built to …extract the data from SAP, 

(we) run these reports, and they show us where the data's 

good or bad, well, bad mainly. Then we would trigger in 

proactive fixes to that data. That's consumer now. Where I'm 

at now, MD&D, we don't have anything close to that.” 

Extracting existing data from the ERP system – this 

entails querying and extracting existing data from an ERP 

system for the purposes of conducting maintenance and 

or updates.  It is a relatively non-negotiable, pure 

process that entails a repetitive sequence of 

interactions.  Examples include parts movement 

between warehouses, pricing changes or processing 

customer credit updates.  In this quote, the data 

extraction assemblage type is producing scheduled 

reports for analyzing data quality. 

D
at

a 
re

se
ar

ch
 

(D
r)

 

MD/JB1 “…It’s not the input that’s the problem.  It’s not the 

input into SAP that is minimum to what it is.  It’s defining the 

chemicals; it’s defining the specs, its running pallet tests, 

verifying that it’s being made online. (Dr) If I said it took three 

months, two months and three and a half weeks could be just 

getting definition of what chemical.  I can put it into SAP in 

twenty minutes.”    

Analyzing data before entry – researching collected data 

to ensure that it is properly validated and correctly 

represents the entity it represents (e.g. a part 

description, a price for a part using a parts catalogue). In 

this quote, the interviewee is describing the research 

into the chemical requiring 3 months of defining the 

chemical and 20 minutes to update the ERP system.  

Data research is negotiable, consists of a variety of 

process variances including actors, assessments and 

approvals. 

D
at

a 
in

te
rp

re
ta

ti
o

n
 

(D
i)
 

ERP/TM2: “We’re just using a built-in Access database (and 

just put a bunch of conditions (Di) essentially to show me 

what tasks are released for certain user groups and what’s 

outstanding and what the next step is. So, we add this 

coordinator to these data collection activities too.” 

Manually defining a different context or rule about 

usage – interpreting data, a negotiable interaction, 

entails identifying the context surrounding the data 

activity.  For example, a pricing change may affect only a 

given country location.  In this quote, the interviewee 

describes a method for applying conditions to interpret 

and assign task ownership. 

D
at

a 
va

lid
at

io
n

 (
D

v)
 

MD/HL4: “Our biggest challenge is technically the approvals 

that are required for customer master update. (Dv) Currently, 

we're actually not only maintaining customer master data for 

the US but we’re also doing it for our Europe affiliates, and 

the approvals that have been put in place at our European 

customer’s request involve fourteen different layers of 

approval.” 

Automated data validation using the ERP business rules 

before actual posting to the ERP system – An action 

necessary to ensure the given data entry and or update 

to existing data follows existing business rules. In this 

case, validation occurs at 14 levels of approvers.  Since it 

is a systemic process, data validation is a relatively non-

negotiable interaction. 
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Resistance Factors 

After the assemblage types were determined the researcher codified and interpreted each 

of the associated interview snippets, grouping and categorizing resistance factors according 

to what the interviewee was specifically discussing.  The result of this interpretation of 

assemblage types were 4 basic patterns of resistance factors that surfaced in the use cases.  

Table 14 illustrates resistance factors that emerged because of the Leximancer and 

interpretive analysis – the table illustrates the type of factor and a brief description. 

Table 14 Resistance Factors Associated with Themes Data and Process 

Table 15 highlights interview snippets illustrating the resistance factors in ERP master data 

management.  These factors emerged from interpreting and coding interview snippets 

associated with themes data and process, their associated concepts creation, maintenance, 

D
at

a 
e

n
tr

y 
 

(D
e

) 

ERP/BK1: “These forms are pdf style right now. We receive 

these and we manually enter the data from these forms (De) 

onto sap. Some of the information populates automatically 

but there’s a lot of checks that we need to do to make sure 

that the appropriate data pulls in correctly.” 

Data Entry into the ERP System -  The assemblage here 

deals with “manual” and “automated” data creation into 

the ERP system.  In this assemblage type, the focus is on 

the number of and types of data entry fields and screens 

in a variety of ERP transactions.  This particular 

assemblage is a non-negotiable, pure process or in other 

words, a technology-oriented cluster assemblage where 

there is a consistent sequence of activities repeated and 

must be followed.   For example, the material creation 

transaction consists of a potential 400+ fields that may 

require manual entry of data.  This contrasts to the 

other assemblages or routine oriented clusters where 

there are variable approaches such as data research, 

process instigation.   

Resistance Factor Description 

 (T-) Time The time requirement associated with completing a given assemblage type. 

 (Q+) Quality The data quality requirement associated with completing a given assemblage type. 

 (Vs) Volume Steps The count or volume of data entry screen fields, and screens associated with one single 

data entry into the ERP system.  (E.g. an update to a single part may involve updating data 

100 fields) 

 (Vt) Volume Transactions The count or volume of transactions for a given process.  (E.g. a pricing update may consist 

of 1,000 price changes) 
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workflow and time, and the derived use cases collection, maintenance and creation.  

Examples of Time, Quality, Volume of Steps and Volume of Transactions resistance factors 

follows. 
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Table 15 Resistance Factors - quotes, interpretations 

Factor Quote Interpretation 

Ti
m

e
  

(T
-)

 

MD/HA2 “[This process] is an automated thing, it pulls 

every night and sees if there’s any changes, and if there 

is, it goes ahead and does the update.  That one I do 

once a night… I have a lot of the automated stuff going 

on just because there is such a potential for being able to 

get the user interaction out of SAP, which is slow and 

time consuming and then do something that is much 

faster (T-), especially when the change you need to make 

has to go into the system and the same change in five 

different places.” 

In this quote, Time (T-) is the primary resistance factor 

potentially mitigated by volume (Vs, Vt) factors.  In this 

case, it is not clear whether time is directly affected by the 

number of steps in each transaction and or the overall 

number of transactions.  MD/HA2 describes the resistance 

with “slow and time consuming” nature of the manual data 

entry associated with the user interaction and SAP 

assemblage and the interviewee’s desire to accommodate 

the improvement to the process by automating the 

transaction – especially because the transaction requires 

different entries completed and it is a repetitive process. 

Q
u

al
it

y 
 

(Q
+

) 

MD/PE1 “Well, they set up master data creation views 

like basic one, two, and the MRPs.  They should be 

setting some of those like the purchasing and they can 

induce but those don’t always get set up. (Q+) That’s 

when I get involved.  This is due to staff turnover – thus 

lack of training and maybe they just miss it or sometimes 

when they extend it and it’s already in one plant in 

Mexico and they’re extending it to another plant in 

Mexico, that view may just get missed, but then we go to 

generate the order it says no plant specific data exists for 

that plant or whatever and you find the purchasing views 

missing so we must go back and then create it. 

Unfortunately, this frequently happens.  We’ve seen a lot 

in our Asia sites.  We have them in Suzhou, China, and 

Singapore and I think perhaps Shanghai.” 

Quality (Q+) is the primary resistance factor mitigating 

Time (-) and possibly transaction volume and steps within 

transactions (Vs, Vt).  Data is of high quality if it is fit for 

the intended uses in operations, decision making and 

planning. Alternatively, if data is not of high quality it 

introduces resistance in terms of meeting performance 

expectations.  In this example, the practitioner articulates 

the challenges she has when data entry team’s incorrect 

entry results in no plant specific data.  “So, we have to go 

back…” to ensure data quality is high. 

V
o

lu
m

e
 S

te
p

s 

(V
s)

 

ERP/PG1 “I would say probably about a 150 [fields], (Vs) 

but I haven’t counted them.  When it’s the material view 

we take all the MRP accounting data, whatever, and all 

those fields…this is the minimum data you need to 

initially set up a part.” 

Volume of Steps (Vs) is a resistance factor usually 

associated with many fields to be updated or entered in a 

single ERP transaction.  For example, the material creation 

transaction (MM01) consists of a potential 400+ fields that 

may require manual entry of data – introducing significant 

complexity. The quote describes the number of fields 

required to manually setup a part (material) in the SAP 

system at a major aluminum manufacturer. 
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Accommodation Factors 

After the resistance factors were determined from the assemblage type interview 

interpretations based on the data analysis performed by Leximancer on the 92 interviews, 

the associated interview snippets were evaluated for patterns associated with 

accommodation.  The analysis consisted of reviewing all the related interviews associated 

with the assemblage types as illustrated in table 11.   As those assemblage types then were 

analyzed, the researcher codified and interpreted each of the associated interview 

snippets, grouping and categorizing accommodation factors (much the same as the 

resistance factors) according to what the interviewee was specifically discussing.  The result 

of this interpretation of assemblage types were 4 basic patterns of accommodation factors 

– highlighted here in Table 16 - that were prevalent in all three of the use cases.  Table 17 

highlights interview snippets illustrating the accommodation factors associated with 

assemblage types outlined in table 13 relating to ERP master data management.  Examples 

of Time (+), Quality (-), Resources and Automation accommodation factors as follows. 

 Table 16 Accommodation Factors Associated with Themes Data and Process 

V
o

lu
m

e
 T

ra
n

sa
ct

io
n

s 

(V
t)

 

MD/BS5 “It is a pretty lengthy transaction, what we call 

SAP HR.  It requires so many info-types and so many 

detail level process, and we have to configure at so many 

levels within SAP just because we have to follow 

[company]’s procedures.  It’s hard to do an entire 

transfer action using [data automation].  For example, 

[data automation tool] is the base tool we have come 

across so far to do mass load activities (Vt).  But when 

you do mass load hire, it’s hard because there are so 

many rules and regulations and info-types, which may 

occur only for certain activities you may have.” 

 Volume of Transactions (Vt) The discussion here focuses 

on data automation techniques such as data automation 

for more voluminous transaction processing that address 

HR transactions like mass hire transactions (Vt).  The 

discussion is about accommodating voluminous 

transactions while obtaining the benefits of mass 

maintenance, creations, etc. 

Accommodation Factor Description 

(Am) Automate Automate (Am) as an accommodation factor describes the use of technology as an 

approach for mitigating resistance associated Vs and Vt relating to assemblage types Dc, 

Di, Dr, Dv, De and Dx.   

(Q-) Quality As an accommodation strategy, lessening quality (Q-) as an expectation for assemblage 

types Pi, Dc, Dr, Di, Dv, De, and Dx is an accommodation factor to consider.   
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Table 17 illustrates accommodation factor quotes derived from actual interview snippets 

and the associated interpretation of the quote. 

Table 17 Accommodation Factors - Quotes, Interpretations 

(T+) Time  Time (T+) conversely may be an accommodation factor by increasing the time available 

for each of the assemblage types Pi, Dc, Dr, Di, Dv, De, and Dx. 

 

(Rs) Resource Resource Staffing (Rs).  This accommodation factor describes increasing human agency 

and additional material to accommodate encountered resistance in any of the identified 

assemblage types. 

Factor Quote Interpretation 

A
u

to
m

at
e 

(A
m

) 

MD/HA2 “[This process] is an automated (Am) thing, it 

pulls every night and sees if there’s any changes, and if 

there is, it goes ahead and does the update.  That one I do 

once a night… I have a lot of the automated stuff (Am) 

going on just because there is such a potential for being 

able to get the user interaction out of SAP, which is slow 

and time consuming and then do something that is much 

faster, especially when the change you need to make has 

to go into the system and the same change in five 

different places.” 

Automate (Am) The discussion here focuses on 

“eliminating the user interaction” as a form of 

accommodating ERP master data management.  

Here the resistance is expressed as “time 

consuming” or T- using the established resistance 

factor.  This could be caused by volume of 

transactions or steps in each transaction (“make the 

same change in five different places”). 

Q
u

al
it

y 
 

(Q
-)

 

MD/AC1” We have hundreds of reports built to check data 

quality each night. (Q-) We would extract the data from 

SAP, run these reports, and show us where the data's 

good or bad, well, bad mainly. Then we would trigger in 

proactive fixes to that data.” 

Quality (Q-) In this interview, the discussion centers 

on reducing the amount of incorrect data entries 

propagated by poor data quality “upstream” that 

apparently resulted from an accommodation 

strategy to “allow” poorer levels of data to be 

entered into the ERP system.  It could be argued 

here that there is a combination of accommodation 

factors at play – (Q-) reduced quality upstream 

perhaps to mitigate volume or time resistance and 

(Am) – automation to “fix the quality issue” 

downstream.   
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4.3.2 A Sociomaterial Classification Framework for ERP master data 

management 

The sociomaterial classification framework for ERP master data management was derived 

from an extensive analysis (interviews and case study) of existing practices and experience 

associated with data automation technologies.  The framework, leveraging a sociomaterial 

lens, provides a hierarchical approach to identifying thematic codes associated with ERP 

data management use cases, assemblage types, routine and technology-oriented clusters, 

and existing resistance and accommodation factors.  Figure 4 illustrates how the 

Leximancer key themes (“data” and “process”) along with their significant concepts 

Ti
m

e 
 

(T
+

) 

MD/LY1 “If someone has a request for a new program, 

they come to this council just to say ‘hey, here’s my 

request’ and we sort of discuss is it a good use for [data 

automation tools], is it not a good use for [data 

automation tools], is it a onetime thing that’s going to 

take us more time (T+) to develop the program than it’s 

for you to do it manually, things like that.” 

Time (T+) Accommodation here is illustrated as a 

decision factor - “a one-time thing that takes us 

more time” (T+).  The interviewee recognizes time as 

a potential accommodation strategy but must 

mitigate against resource availability (Rs) as another 

accommodation factor to mitigate manual vs 

automated (Am) processing.  Automation here again 

is another compounding accommodation factor – in 

this case perpetrating the discussion. 

R
es

o
u

rc
e

 

(R
s)

 

MD/PE1 “Well, they set up master data creation views 

like basic one, two, and the MRPs.  They should be setting 

some of those like the purchasing and they can induce but 

those don’t always get set up.  That’s when I get 

involved.(Rs)   This is due to staff turnover (Rs) – thus lack 

of training and maybe they just miss it or sometimes when 

they extend it and it’s already in one plant in Mexico and 

they’re extending it to another plant in Mexico, that view 

may just get missed, but then we go to generate the order 

it says no plant specific data exists for that plant or 

whatever and you find the purchasing views missing so we 

have to go back and then create it. (Rs) Unfortunately this 

frequently happens.  We’ve seen a lot in our Asia sites.  

We have them in Suzhou, China, and Singapore and I think 

perhaps Shanghai.” 

The interviewee highlights the resistance associated 

with master data quality (Q-) and high staff turnover 

(Rs) and lack of training for existing data entry clerks 

and how she mitigates this by intervening with more 

resources (Rs) describing how she must intervene 

(“that’s when I get involved”).  She describes how 

her team accommodates the resistance encountered 

in this assemblage by applying additional resources 

(“so we (Rs) have to go back and then (re)create it.”) 
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(“workflow”, “time”, “creation”, and “maintenance”) coupled with interpreting associated 

interviews with these concepts results in ERP data management use cases (data creation, 

maintenance and collection).  Further interpretation of these ERP data management use 

cases resulted in the identification of seven common data management assemblage types 

observed in both study one validating these types as common assemblages.  Please note 

that figure 4 does not illustrate the associated routine and technology-oriented clusters 

that emerged in study two (see chapter 5 – figure 15).  To be clear some use cases, for 

example, data maintenance, did not have an assemblage type - data collection – since the 

data already exists and therefore collection is not pertinent in that use case.  However, 

more likely than not each of the use cases had most of the assemblage types identified 

through the data analysis (see Section 4.4 for summary of the findings).  

 

 

Figure 4 ERP master data management Classification Framework resulting from Study 1 

As each of the interviews were interpreted and assemblages described by the interviewees, 

patterns of resistance emerged, were coded, classified, and validated in the case study.  
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For resistance, heightened need for quality (Q+), shortage of time (T-), volume of steps in 

each transaction, and volume of transactions were found to be common factors in varying 

combinations and degrees in these interviews and case study. 

Similarly, with accommodation, interviewees expressed several common patterns of 

accommodating resistance in the various assemblage types including automating manual 

processes (Am), decreasing quality expectations (Q-), increasing time (T+) for completion, 

and or increasing resources (Rs) to address the resistance.  Many times, these 

accommodation factors were compounded in use (as illustrated in table 17 – in particular, 

Time (T+)). 

In the literature review the discussion centered on the importance of routines and their 

relationship to human agency; and technology and its relationship to materiality (Leonardi 

2013).  To the researcher, these concepts provided the impetus to discover, analyse and 

find that certain assemblage types could be clustered relative to their human-agency 

domination or their material agency domination.  For example, data collection, research 

and interpretation were usually associated with the routine oriented cluster (not requiring 

ERP system usage) while data validation, entry, and extraction were associated with the 

technology-oriented cluster (requiring ERP system usage).  It could be argued that these 

“clusters” should be combined into a single assemblage type but the research did indicate 

that resistance and accommodation factors for these assemblage types are more unique 

than not.  For example, data collection (Dc) has automation (Am) as an associated 

accommodation factor.  Automation can be applied to data collection as highlighted in 

MD/HA2’s interview. However, at this point in technology, data interpretation (Di) still 

requires human intervention and thus automation is not an applicable accommodation 

factor.  So “clustering” provides a needed classification for assemblage types (e.g. 

technology oriented vs. routine oriented) and hence their associated resistance and 

accommodation factors. 

Further amplifying this, during the 40+ hours of observation evidence gathering in study 

two – both routine and technology-oriented clusters were evidenced in a variety of 

different situations.  For example, John Doe described how he ensured that orders for 
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spare parts were entered correctly, illustrating a leaning towards human agency or routine 

cluster. In his role as the MD Cataloguer he had to ensure that the right part was richly 

described.  If this information was not entered (De – Technology Cluster) correctly, or was 

not descriptive enough, the wrong part could be ordered.  This could result in enormous 

downstream impact to cash flow, business interruption and the ability to avoid production 

downtime due to lack of spare parts.  In fact, herein the researcher determined based on 

these numerous observations that clustering became an important component to the 

classification framework and therefore added as a result of the findings in study two. 

4.3.3 Data Creation Use Case Detail 

In this section, the analysis focuses on the data creation use case where specific 

assemblage types, resistance, and accommodation factors will be analyzed. 

In the data creation use case, a critical operation is the creation of master data.  Master 

data represents the business objects (like material, customer, and vendor data) which are 

agreed on and shared across the enterprise.  Creation of master data typically takes place 

in the ERP system and specifically focuses on product material, customer, vendor, 

employee, and cost / profit center information.  Master data creation is an iterative, 

collaborative process involving many interactions and many individuals with varying 

backgrounds to complete a master data creation transaction.  

Key assemblage types along with resistance and accommodation factors identified in the 

master data creation use case via the interviews were process instigation (Pi), data 

collection (Dc), research (Dr), interpretation (Di), validation (Dv), and entry (De).  Data 

extraction (Dx) as an assemblage type was not found to be associated with the data 

creation use case simply because the data does not exist in the first place in this scenario.  

Finally, resistance factors - volume of transactions (Vt) and steps (Vs), time (T) and quality 

(Q+) along with accommodation factors – automation (Am), resources (Rs), time (T+) and 

quality (Q-) were identified. 

Normally master data creation manual entry involves many fields and screens to create one 

single master data material, customer, employee, and financial cost center or vendor 
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transaction.  Creation of master data may also be an automated process consisting of 

hundreds, thousands, or millions of transactions using non-manual, batch automation 

processes.  Additionally, creation of data may result from other systems providing direct 

inputs – e.g. a product lifecycle management system separate from the ERP system may 

create detailed product data as its output which is then automatically created in the ERP 

system. 

Table 18 illustrates data creation as a use case in detail by highlighting quotes and 

interpretations of quotes that were manually coded for all instances of data identified by 

this use case via Leximancer. 
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Table 18 Data Creation Use Case - Detailed Analysis 
 INTERVIEWEE QUOTES INTERPRETATION 

P
i, 

D
c 

/ 
V

s 

MD/CT1:  There are two processes involving the (master 

data creation) responsibility as I mentioned; who knows 

it and when do they know it, who do they have to 

inform. Then, what are the requirements of filling out 

that information right. (Dc) If somebody knows about a 

new customer, things that are important to tell about 

the new customer is where they’re being supported in 

terms of our distribution centers. (Dc) If we know all 

that, then we’re ready to (request / initiate) (Pi) do data 

input for the master data. 

MD/CT1 describes the requirements or resistance for 

requesting (Pi) and collection (Dc) the data for a given 

customer master data creation.  The interviewee 

describes it in terms of who knows and when do they 

know along with who they must inform as well as 

understanding the requirements for completing the 

transaction correctly.  This is a complex, multi-step 

process introducing resistance in the form of (Vs). 

D
v,

 D
e

 /
 Q

 +
 -

, R
s 

 

MD/PE1:  Well, they set up master data creation views 

like basic one, two, and the MRPs.  They should be 

setting some of those like the purchasing and they can 

induce but those don’t always get set up. (Q-) That’s 

when I get involved (Rs).  This is due to staff turnover 

(Rs) – thus lack of training and maybe they just miss it or 

sometimes when they extend it and it’s already in one 

plant in Mexico and they’re extending it to another plant 

in Mexico, that view may just get missed (Q+), but then 

we go to generate the order it says no plant specific data 

exists for that plant (Dv) or whatever and you find the 

purchasing views missing (Q+) so we have to go back 

and then recreate (extract from system and redo) it. 

Unfortunately, this frequently happens.  We’ve seen a lot 

in our Asia sites.  We have them in Suzhou, China, and 

Singapore and I think perhaps Shanghai. 

MD/PE1 describes the complexity of multiple 

contributors establishing the various views for material 

requirements planning.  This interviewee highlights the 

resistance associated with validating and finding missing 

master data (Q-) and thus master data quality 

expectations (Dv) (Q+); along with high staff turnover 

and lack of training for existing data entry clerks (Rs); 

and the resistance associated with missing the master 

data quality expectation (Q+) and managing various 

geographically dispersed data management entry teams.  

In this case the interviewee begins to describe how she 

must intervene (“that’s when I get involved”).  She 

describes how her team accommodates (Rs) the 

resistance encountered in this assemblage (including 

high turnover and lack of training) by stating (“so we 

have to go back and then (re)create it.”) 
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 INTERVIEWEE QUOTES INTERPRETATION 
D

r,
 D

i, 
D

v 
/ 

V
t,

 T
 +

 -
, Q

+
 

MD/JB1:  It’s not the input that’s the problem.  It’s not 

the input into SAP that is minimum to what it is.  It’s 

defining the chemicals (Dr, Di) (Vs), it’s defining the 

specs (Vs), its running pallet tests (Vs), verifying (Dv) that 

it’s being made online.  If I said it took three months, two 

months and three and a half weeks could be just getting 

definition of what chemical (T+).  I can put it into SAP in 

twenty minutes (T-). That is my view to the process of 

“Here’s what we really want.” (Pi) They may change the 

chemical four or five times, they may change the volume 

of the chemical, they may change the spec, and all that’s 

running through pallets before we ever even get it. (Vt) 

Here is the product that we want to put on the market. 

(Q+) 

MD/JB1 describes the timing involved as resistance 

relating to defining (Dr, Di) the products, the 

specifications (Vs), the chemicals (Vs), running product 

testing as opposed to the time (T + -) involved in 

entering the data about the products once analyzed and 

collected into SAP.  This is a focused perspective from a 

product development user rather than an ERP data 

entry clerk user point of view.  The interviewee goes on 

to describe further resistance - the number of changes 

(Vt, Vs) made to the chemical in the creation process (4-

5 times) so effectively there is more maintenance taking 

place with the chemical requiring reentry of data into 

the SAP via the complex multi-screen entry process.  

Instigating (Pi), collecting (Dc), analyzing (Dr), and 

updating data (De) is a recurring process (Vt) and this 

requires ongoing updates and navigation in the ERP 

system.  

 

Routine Oriented Cluster – Pi, Dc, Dr, Di Assemblage Types – Data Creation Use 

Cases 

This section goes into detail regarding the process instigation, data collection, research and 

interpretation assemblage types in the context of the data creation use case.  These 

assemblage types are grouped as “Routine Oriented” – meaning they do not require usage 

of the ERP system.  This means that the collection, research and interpretation – in addition 

to process instigation - assemblage types typically engage knowledge workers working 

outside of the ERP system itself when creating ERP data. 

Process Instigation (Pi) Assemblage Type 

Pi is an assemblage type dealing with the initiating event of a master data creation request. 

Examples of Pi assemblage type within the data creation use case may be:  request to 

create a new spare part (interviewee NM); create a variant of a chemical to meet a new 

process standard (copied from an existing chemical record) (Interviewee HL); request for a 
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new customer contract; new vendor identified with better terms; corporate merger of 

customer contracts.  

Resistance & Accommodation Factors associated with Pi 

Resistance factors related to (Pi) discovered in the interview analysis ranged from the levels 

of (Pi) approvals required, the type and disparity of methods to document and process a 

(Pi), the frequency of (Pi) requests, the time requirements surrounding the (Pi) request and 

the level of importance of the (Pi) request. 

An accommodation scenario for (Pi) may include replacing paper form completion with an 

automated (Am) workflow material creation form solution (e.g. K2, Innowera).  Another 

accommodation scenario is to simply “live with the current situation”.  Using a help desk 

ticketing system could be a potential accommodation factor (e.g. Service Now or Remedy 

help desk automation software). The following interview snippet highlights (Pi) and related 

resistance and accommodation factors.  

ERP/SM: “A request process.  For example, when a vendor client product needs to be 

delivered, in that there are a couple of approval levels in CRM and it will ask, like a finance 

level, invoice raising approvals. Then where the approval level comes, that time it will check 

the org structure level, who is the person, who is the manager supposed to upload that 

request.  Like a purchase requisition model, yes, like a purchase requisition, right.” 

Data Collection (Dc) Assemblage Type 

Once a process is instigated (Pi), data needs to be collected from various sources.  An 

example of the data collection (Dc) assemblage type occurs when information is gathered 

verbally, by paper, electronically (e.g. PDF, Word, Excel) and normally requires a lengthy 

manual process to convert to a form that either results in a manual entry or rekeying of 

data or is collected in an array of some kind that is then codified, and programmatically 

uploaded to the ERP system. 

Resistance Factors associated with Dc 

Resistance with Dc occurs with the manual nature of collecting data and converting it to 

machine readable format.  For example, in table 15 interviewee MD/HA described how, in 

a merger or acquisition, the acquiring company’s data steward team encounters resistance 
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(Vs, Vt, T-, Q+) relating to collecting (Dc) customer data in the form of paper or Adobe PDF 

reports, Excel worksheets, database formats and manually converted to a format usable for 

research and interpretation assemblages.   

Data Research (Dr) Assemblage Type 

Data research (Dr) usually involves working with various online databases, print 

catalogues, and other reference materials to identify and verify accuracy of the collected 

data and or identify new attributes about the master data object.  Data interpretation (Di) 

as an assemblage type usually takes place along with the data collection and research 

assemblages where the data collected and researched requires interpretation and 

contextual background before it can be approved for further processing. 

Resistance associated with Dr 

Interviewee MD/HA, table 13 describes how, in a merger or acquisition, the acquiring 

company’s data steward team encounters resistance (Vs, Vt, T-, Q+) relating to collecting 

(Dc) customer data in the form of paper or Adobe PDF reports, Excel worksheets, database 

formats and manually converted to a format usable for research and interpretation 

assemblages.   

MD/HA goes on to explain that after the data is collected, the data needs to be researched 

using online reference material and interpreted with various subject matter experts.   

Interviewee MD/HA anecdotes reveal that master data creation instigation, collection, 

research and interpretation phases may require expert resources (Rs) from accounting, 

finance, pricing, material resource planning, product management, engineering, and 

procurement / purchasing before the actual data may be entered in the ERP system which 

introduces potential Time (T-) and Quality (Q+) resistance.  Additionally, research and 

interpretation assemblage types may entail leveraging third party data classification 

catalogues for standardized product coding schemes to be used in the material naming 

process involving rekeying of data introducing (Q+) and (T-) resistance along with 

complexity in terms of (Vs).  
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Data Interpretation (Di) Assemblage Type – Resistance Factors 

Finally, MD/HA, describes how data interpretation deals with clarifying what the data 

represents, the context for the update or creation, and an agreement with data usage 

stakeholders as to a standard format that the data should use that is consistent with the 

business requirements. (T-), (Q+), (Vs), and (Vt) are all potential resistance factors that can 

occur with this example of assemblage type (Di). 

Accommodation Scenarios (Dc, Dr, Di) – Routine Cluster – Data Creation Use Case 

Accommodation scenarios MD/HA considers for (Dc) may include using a shared Excel or 

Google Sheets spreadsheet for automating collection of the data (Am).  Additionally, using 

a collaboration technology (software) like Lotus Notes or Microsoft Excel (Am) may be 

programmed to provide the necessary collection (Dc) along with the routing for additional 

updates and approvals of the data collected.  Finally, accommodation scenarios for 

improving (Dr) and (Di) may require additional resource accommodation (Rs).   

Technology Oriented Cluster – Dv, De Assemblage Types – Data Creation Use Case 

This section goes into detail regarding the data validation, and entry assemblage types.  

These assemblage types are grouped or clustered as “Technology Oriented” (unlike section 

4.3.3 Routine Oriented)– meaning they require interaction with the ERP system.  This 

means that the validation, and entry assemblage types typically engage knowledge workers 

working directly with the ERP system itself in the creation of ERP data.   

Validation and entry usually take place after the process instigation, data collection, 

research, and interpretation assemblage types in the data creation use case.  In the case of 

data extraction (Dx), this is not an applicable assemblage type associated with the data 

creation use case as the data in the data creation process does not exist at all in the ERP 

system and thus cannot be extracted to be created.  

Resistance & Accommodation Factors associated with (Dv, and De) 

Resistance factors associated with data validation and data entry assemblage types may 

consist of any combination of resistance factors (Q+), (T-), (Vs) and (Vt) while being 

mitigated with any combination of accommodation factors (Am), (T+), (Q-) and (Rs).    
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During the data creation use case resistance is encountered when the data is validated 

against system business rules either at the point of entry or maintained in the ERP system.  

The data could be rejected as not a prescribed quality (Q+) standard (e.g. a social security 

number format, a postal code format, and or a state prefix format are simple examples).  

Data validation resistance and accommodation factors are also associated with approval 

processes (Vs) where various personas involved with the transaction would review and 

approve the transaction before it is finally OK’d for entry into the system.   

Data entry represents another assemblage type within the data creation use case.  Data 

entry typically requires careful manual entry into the ERP system user interface or could 

entail an automated upload that creates the master data records with no errors along with 

notifications to stakeholders that the data has been successfully created.   Data entry 

assemblage type resistance, like data validation, usually may consist of any combination of 

resistance factors (Q+), (T-), (Vs) and (Vt) while being mitigated with any combination of 

accommodation factors (Am), (T+), (Q-) and (Rs). 

 MD/HL4 “Our biggest challenge is technically the approvals (Vs) that are required for 

customer master creates (Q+).  Currently, we're not only entering new customer master 

data for the US but we’re also doing it for our Europe affiliates (Vt), and the approvals that 

have been put in place at our European customer’s request involve fourteen (Vs) different 

layers of approval. (Q+)”.  (note: the resistance factor codes were added.) 

The prior quote illustrates resistance associated with data validation and data entry in 

terms of the data creation use case – in this case transaction requiring 14 layers of 

approval.  This quote however does not reveal what else may have transpired prior to 

validating the data before running through the validation approval phase – which could be 

validating against existing business rules in the ERP system.  (Q-) perhaps is an 

accommodation factor here in terms of lessening the approvals although it could mitigate 

quality. Another potential accommodation factor is increasing the time expectation (T+) for 

these approvals to occur.   
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4.3.4 Data Maintenance Use Case Detail 

In this section, the analysis will center on the data maintenance use case where specific 

assemblage types, resistance, and accommodation factors will be analyzed.  The 

assemblage type introduced in this use case is data extraction (Dx) which as previously 

mentioned includes extracting data sets and updating data offline and reentering updated 

data into the ERP system.  Because of (Dx)’s actions that include reentering updated data, 

the assemblage type (De) is not associated with the data maintenance use case.  

Additionally, data collection (Dc) is not associated with the data maintenance use case 

because the data already exists in the ERP system. 

Table 19 as follows, represents quotes and interpretations of quotes that illustrate the 

relevant instances of data maintenance. 
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Table 19 Data Maintenance Use Case - Detailed Analysis 
 INTERVIEWEE QUOTES INTERPRETATION 

P
i, 

D
r,

 D
i, 

D
x,

 D
v 

/ 
T-

, V
t,

 V
s,

 A
m

 

MD/BS3: Maintaining of a material master info records, 

our vendors generally have price changes, one or two 

times a year (T-).  The vendor notifies (Pi) the purchasing 

department that there will be a price change.  They 

request that the vendors send those price changes (Vt) in 

an Excel document.  Our master data team will then 

throw in and create a custom transaction that will allow 

them to extract (Dx), download from SAP a spreadsheet 

with a lot of pertinent information coming from both the 

material master and the purchasing info record; things 

like vendors, vendor part numbers, case pack 

formations, all the different costs created, minimums, 

multiples, these types of things (Vs).   

 

The master data person then takes what the new pricing 

that they got from the vendor and the extraction from 

SAP and compares, cut and pastes, updates the master 

spreadsheet with new costs effective for this vendor.  

They will add in an effective date; it may happen in the 

beginning of this week.  It may be something that's 

ongoing, that’s in effect for another month, they'll add 

that date.  It could be approved by the buyer (Dr, Di).  All 

things have been checked and done (Dv).  There is again 

the same custom transaction that allows them to upload 

(reenter) that new data into SAP with an effective date 

(Dx).  It pretty much creates a new record within the 

purchasing info record stating the price goes into effect 

on a certain date. 

MD/BS3 describes a series of processes involved in 

updating pricing for materials on a semi-annual basis.  

The resistance here that is encountered is ensuring that 

pricing updates are entered in the system in a timely 

manner (T-) so that customer quotations are accurate 

and related purchase orders reflect the correct pricing.  

Another resistance factor has to do with the number of 

pricing changes which can literally be in the hundreds of 

thousands (Vt) for large companies – this requires 

significant accommodation in terms of automation (Am) 

and additional resources (Rs) for data reentry (Dx) in 

order to meet the timing resistance factor (T-);  The 

assemblage includes vendors (notifying this interviewee 

of impending price changes); the request (Pi) to receive 

the price changes in an Excel worksheet; a buyer 

approval process (Dr, Di); forwarding of the worksheet 

to the master data team who use a custom transaction 

that was programmed by the IT team to extract (Dx) the 

material associated with the price changes into an Excel 

worksheet.  Then the worksheet has the pricing updates 

performed against it and another custom transaction to 

reload (Dv, Dx) the new pricing changes (after buyer 

approval) to SAP. 

 

Routine Oriented Cluster – Pi, Dr, Di – Data Maintenance Assemblage Types  

This section goes into detail regarding the process instigation, data research, and 

interpretation assemblage types evolving from the data maintenance use case.  These 

assemblage types are grouped as “Routine Oriented”. 
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Process Instigation (Pi) Assemblage Type 

Process instigation as an assemblage type describes the initiating event of a master data 

maintenance request. (Pi) may be a request to update spare part pricing; or (Pi) may be a 

request to update a variant of a chemical to meet a new process standard.   

Resistance Factors associated with Pi 

Resistance related to Pi ranges from the type and disparity of methods to document and 

process the Pi maintenance requests (Vs), the frequency of Pi maintenance requests (Vt), 

the time (T-) and quality (Q+) requirements surrounding the Pi maintenance request and 

the level of importance of the Pi maintenance request (T-). 

Data Research (Dr) Assemblage Type 

Data research (Dr) involves referencing various online databases, print catalogues, and 

other reference materials to identify and verify accuracy of the extracted data and or 

identify new attributes needed to update the master data object.   

Resistance Factors associated with Dr 

Resistance related to Dr ranges from the type and disparity of methods to research the 

maintenance requests (Vs), the frequency of maintenance research requests (Vt), the time 

(T-) and quality (Q+) requirements surrounding the research request and the level of 

importance of the overall data maintenance request (T-). 

Data Interpretation (Di) Assemblage Type 

Data interpretation (Di) as an assemblage type is activated when subject matter expert 

interpretation and contextual background is needed to further confirm data accuracy and 

compliance before it can be approved for update (Dx). 

Resistance Factors associated with Di 

Resistance related to Di encompasses the number of steps in the interpretation process to 

resolve a research issue raised (Vs), the volume of data interpretation requests (Vt), the 

time (T-) and quality (Q+) requirements relating to the urgency of the data interpretation 

process and the overall level of importance of the data maintenance request in terms of 

enforced deadlines (T-). 
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Accommodation Scenarios (Pi, Dr, Di) – Routine Cluster – Data Maintenance Use 

Case 

Accommodation scenarios for data maintenance process instigation assemblage types 

could include an automated review process (Am) for more streamlined approval, use of 

additional employees and contractors (Rs) to manually process the requested data 

requiring updating.  Another accommodation strategy is to institute data governance 

policies in terms of minimally acceptable levels of service (Q-) and (T+) depending upon 

priority thus establishing reasonable expectations thus lessening resistance buildup.   

The following interview snippet describes an accommodation factor associated with a 

maintenance request theme: notification processes associated with the request and 

automating the population of the data in a spreadsheet with related approval and 

uploading processes associated. 

ERP/TM4 “We would receive the request and clarify that with them if need be and then 

create either one or several notifications to manage people as they complete those tests. 

So, they would then go in and populate information on a spreadsheet and it will be 

approved and uploaded.”   

Technology Oriented Cluster – Dv, De – Data Maintenance Assemblage Types 

This section goes into detail regarding the data validation, and entry assemblage types.  

These assemblage types are grouped or clustered as “Technology Oriented” (unlike section 

4.3.3 Routine Oriented)– meaning they require interaction with the ERP system.  This 

means that the validation, and entry assemblage types typically engage knowledge workers 

working directly with the ERP system itself (see section 4.3.2). 

Validation and entry usually takes place after the process instigation, data collection, 

research, and interpretation assemblage types.  In the case of extraction, this is not 

applicable to the data creation use case as this data does not exist at all in the ERP system 

and thus cannot be extracted.  

Validation is a process in the ERP system where data is checked against existing business 

rules for accuracy and compliance with data governance rules.  Quality standards, available 
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time for processing, volume of steps involved in the number of data attributes per 

transaction being validated and overall volume of transactions to be validated may all 

contribute to resistance and accommodation factors within this assemblage type.  So, data 

validation assemblage type resistance usually may consist of any combination of resistance 

factors (Q+), (T-), (Vs) and (Vt) while being mitigated with any combination of 

accommodation factors (Am), (T+), (Q-) and (Rs).    

Data Validation (Dv) Assemblage Type 

As the updated master data is researched and interpreted, it needs to be validated (Dv) 

and updated into the ERP system.   

Resistance Factors associated with Dv 

MD/BS3 describes large scale pricing changes (Vt), where the final set of updates may 

involve several levels (Vs) of accounting, finance, customer service and other departments 

review and approval.  Additionally, the pricing changes being market driven are extremely 

time-sensitive (T-) and correlating to revenue quality and accuracy is of the highest concern 

(Q+).   

Data Extraction (Dx) Assemblage Type 

Once a maintenance process is instigated (Pi), either data is extracted (Dx) from the ERP 

system or the data is just updated in real time.  More often, data maintenance updates 

need to be further researched and interpreted to continue to ensure accuracy and 

compliance with data standards.  This was substantiated in the case study (chapter 5).   

Resistance Factors associated with Dx 

Resistance related to Dx ranges from the type and disparity maintenance extract 

processing steps (Vs), the volume of Dx requests (Vt), the time (T-) and quality (Q+) 

requirements surrounding the data extracts and the level of importance of the overall data 

maintenance request (T-).  These factors drive the need to be validated against existing ERP 

business rules before being finally updated (Dx). Interview anecdotes (see Table 17) reveal 

that the pricing maintenance validation phase may require additional resources (Rs) to 

accommodate the validation process from accounting, finance, pricing, material resource 
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planning, product management, engineering, and procurement/purchasing before in this 

example, the actual pricing updates may be entered into the ERP system. 

4.3.5 Process Collection Use Case Detail  

In this section, the analysis will center on the process collection use case where specific 

assemblage types, resistance, and accommodation factors will be analyzed.  As previously 

described assemblage types (Pi), (Dc), (Dr), and (Di) represent the routine oriented 

assemblage cluster while (Dx), (De), and (Dv) represent the technology-oriented 

assemblage cluster.  Again, the reason to not combine into a single assemblage type is the 

occurrence of unique resistance and accommodation factors associated with each of these 

assemblage types. 

Process collection is a use case where data collection in previous sections is an assemblage 

type.  In the case of process collection, it developed as a use case because it was derived 

from the theme “process” in the Leximancer analysis.  It is the second most profound 

theme in the analysis – second to “data”.   

Figure 5 illustrates how the critical concepts, workflow and time, are the strongest 

concepts associated with process.  Other strong concepts include “take”, “work”, “looking”, 

“order”, “question”, “things” and “talking” which action or process are very oriented.  

These concepts are in stark contrast to data concepts that included “material”, “customer”, 

“group”, “team”, and “vendor” which are more descriptive of entities that strongly relate 

to the data theme. 

Coupling these strong concepts with reviews of interviews associated with the theme 

“process” indicated that the core activity of theme Process and it associated concepts was 

“collecting” as a verb or “collection” as an entity or noun. 
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Figure 5 Process Collection - Actions vs. Entities 
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Process collection relates to assemblage types that deal with temporally collecting, 

researching and interpreting data prior to the process of validating and entering or 

updating the ERP system.  Collecting data normally is done using a variety of tools ranging 

from verbal conversation, to hand written notes, to spreadsheet tools, to automated forms 

and workflow solutions designed to capture elements of the transaction and context 

surround the transaction / data meaning.  Research associated with collection entails 

further investigating sources, quality standards, and 3rd party references – to ensure the 

collected data is most accurate.  At times, data in the collection may also have to be 

interpreted for specific business policy, organization mores, etc.  

Process Collection, like the data creation and data maintenance use cases has its own set of 

assemblage types and associated resistance and accommodation factors that were 

identified in the process collection use case via the interviews.  The clusters, assemblage 

types, resistance and accommodation factors were mostly similar in nature to the data 

creation and data maintenance use cases.  However, several variants in terms of mapping 

factors to types in the collection use case include – no automation accommodation for 

assemblage types research (Dr), and interpretation (Di), for obvious reasons that these 

activities still require human intervention.  (Vt) was also found not to be a factor relating to 

type (Pi) since instigating a collection process doesn’t directly involve the actual transaction 

volume processing at that stage.   

Table 20 as follows, represents quotes and interpretations of quotes that were manually 

coded for the relevant instances of data identified via Leximancer. 
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Table 20 Process Collection Use Case - Detailed Analysis 
 INTERVIEWEE QUOTES INTERPRETATION 

i, 
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MD/RH2:  Right now, it’s a manual process (Vs, Vt) since 

we don’t have our end-stage system.  We’re using our IT 

ticket system (Pi).  We created some intelligent Excel forms 

where you basically have all the SAP fields in the forms and 

you have different views based on who enters the data 

(De).  I’m not sure, it could the requester, then it could be a 

product engineer, it could be supply chain.  So, the work 

goes through, the requester takes the Excel form, fills it in, 

attaches it to our ticket system.  Then it gets routed (Dc) 

depending on what type of material it is, what plan it is for, 

it gets routed to a pre-defined workflow where you have 

for example the product engineer review (Dr, Di) the part, 

agrees that they’re going to manufacture it, fill out (De) 

certain manufacturing-related information.  Then we 

attach the form, send it to supply chain, (De) they fill out 

their portion of the form (Dr, Di) and then it gets to the 

master data team.  We would enter the part then we put it 

in for costing.  Accounting gets it, they cost the part (De), 

and then it comes back to us.  And then the material would 

be released for usage.  And there are variances in there if 

it’s a spare part (De), if it’s a semi-finished product (De) or 

whatever and so on. Also, if there are any other things that 

would need be created, like if you create a finish product, 

you process the finished product, research the missing 

BOMs (Dr) for routing a semi-finished product.  Then either 

the product engineer or somebody within the queue with 

inside knowledge (Dr, Di) would kind of add the additional 

requests on there and then add it to the route for entering 

by the master data team. 

 

When it gets down to the master data team this Excel form 

is all filled out (Dc), and then the master data team takes 

all the information and reenters (De) it into the SAP GUI to 

execute the actual material creation. 

MD/RH2’s extensive description of process / workflow 

relating to data collection begins with accommodation that 

deals with a “manual” system using an existing IT ticket 

system for process instigation (Pi). The manual system entails 

use of Excel and here resistance (Q+) is encountered in terms 

of how the data is collected (either creating or extracting – 

(Dx) - from existing systems) in the workflow “depending on 

who enters the data”. 

The workflow process for data collection continues with the 

system automating (Am) the decision as to how and who will 

research (Dr), interpret (Di) and validate (Dv) the collected 

data for the initial product creation. 

The process then continues with more resistance encountered 

due to the number of data handlers (e.g. Supply, Accounting) 

(Vs) and the apparent number of transactions (Vt).  Additional 

resistance (Vs) is articulated here by MD/RH2 in terms of 

variance in product type plus the need for potentially more 

steps (Vs) relating to updating (Dx) parts in related bill of 

materials. 

Once the data has been collected, researched, interpreted, 

validated in the Excel forms, then transactions are routed to 

the data entry team to “reenter” (De) into the ERP system 

where additional system level validation is performed (Dv). 

An overarching resistance going largely unnamed in MD/RH2’s 

interview is Time (T).  The normal time for a part to be created 

can span from a few days to a month depending on levels of 

Time urgency, Vs, Vt and Q expectations.  These stages in the 

process are required for an ERP master data transaction 

because the data that makes up the transaction is needed 

from a variety of departmental subject matter experts (e.g. 

accounting, MRP, product teams). 
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Routine Oriented Cluster – Pi, Dc, Dr, Di – Process Collection Assemblage Types 

This section goes into detail regarding the process instigation, data collection, research, 

and interpretation assemblage types evolving from the process collection use case.  These 

assemblage types are grouped as “Routine Oriented”– meaning they do not require usage 

of the ERP system.  This means that the instigation, collection, research and interpretation 

assemblage types typically engage knowledge workers working outside of the ERP system 

itself (see section 4.3.2). 

A process collection instigation (Pi) may be a request called in from a services team to a 

dispatcher about the need for a set of spare parts; which necessitates the dispatcher to 

collect as much information as possible about the assembly, the associated bill of 

materials, and specific part attributes (e.g. model #, part #, description, version).  

Additional data collection in the initiation may include collecting scanned images of the 

part from the requester – either taken as a photo or scanned. Resistance articulated in the 

interviews ranged from the amount of data collected required (Vs, Vt), the type and 

disparity in the format of the request (e.g. paper, phone, fax, email) (Q+), the frequency of 

requests (Vt), the time (T-) and volume requirements surrounding the request and the level 

of importance of the data collection request (Q+). 

Once a collection is instigated (Pi), either data is extracted (Dx) from the ERP.  Data 

research (Dr) involves referencing various online databases, print catalogues, and other 

reference materials to identify and verify accuracy of the data collection and or to identify 

new attributes needed to update the collection.  Data interpretation (Di) as an assemblage 

type is activated when subject matter expert interpretation and contextual background is 

needed to further confirm collection accuracy and compliance before it can be approved 

for update (Dx, De). 

Resistance & Accommodation Factors associated with Pi, Dr, and Di 

Resistance related to Pi, Dr, and Di ranges from the type and disparity of methods to 

document and process the Pi collection requests (Vs), the frequency of Dr and Di collection 

requests (Vt), the time (T-) and quality (Q+) requirements surrounding the Pi collection 

request and the level of importance of the Pi collection request (T-). 
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Accommodation scenarios would focus on optimizing people, process and technology to 

overcome process instigation. The following interview snippets describe the initiation 

resistance factor and the relative resistance encountered at this initial step in the 

relationship. 

MD/RH2 “We created some intelligent Excel forms where you basically have all the SAP 

fields in the forms and you have different views based on who enters the data request (DC).  

I’m not sure, it could be the requester, then it could be a product engineer, or it could be 

someone supply chain.  So, the work goes through, the requester takes the Excel form, fills it 

in, attaches it to our ticket system.”   

Resistance here (and associated accommodation) deals with initiating the request for the 

collection – and as highlighted – can be a variety of different personas within an 

organization – each with various technical, business, and experience levels.  These varying 

backgrounds make the initiation request collection process challenging as each will have a 

different view of what data is needed, why it is needed etc.  The following quote illustrates 

the resistance (accommodation) associated with the “number of steps” (Vs) in terms of 

closing work orders relating to a plant maintenance process (workflow) collection 

assemblage. 

CJM2 “Where workflow introduces problems for us is when we process the work orders, 

especially after the job is done, closing of them, the multiple screens that the clerks have to 

go through to confirm each of the work orders, to code each of the work orders and each of 

the work orders, that’s so cumbersome.” 

As the collection request is processed, various personas involved in the process will need to 

revert to the original requester for more context, and clarification as to the request itself.  

Here’s where the Leximancer concepts associated with theme process come into play: 

“take”, “work”, “looking”, “order”, “question”, “things” and “talking” – all action words 

describe the ongoing interplay in the collection process. 

The following quote illustrates a collection transaction involving a massive (Vt) amount of 

data to be collected, researched and interpreted.  Automation (Am) as an accommodation 
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factor, here is illustrated by the “predefined” workflow that routes according to function 

and role. 

MD/RH2 “Then it gets routed (Am) depending on what type of material it is, what plan it is 

for, it gets routed to a pre-defined workflow where you have for example the product 

engineer review (Dr, Di) the part, agrees that they’re going to manufacture it, fill out (De) 

certain manufacturing-related information.” 

In addition to the routine oriented cluster of assemblage types, the collection use case and 

its related technology-oriented Cluster – Dv, De, and Dx - contain a variety of other 

resistance and accommodation factors.   

Technology Oriented Cluster – Dv, De, Dx – Process Collection Assemblage Types 

This section goes into detail regarding the process collection validation, entry and 

extraction assemblage types.  These assemblage types are grouped or clustered as 

“technology-oriented cluster” (unlike section 4.3.3 routine oriented) as they are technology 

oriented in nature – meaning they require interaction with the ERP system.  This means 

that the validation, and entry assemblage types typically engage knowledge workers 

working directly with the ERP system itself (see section 4.3.2). 

Validation, extraction and entry usually takes place after the process instigation, data 

collection, research, and interpretation assemblage types.  In the case of extraction, this is 

not applicable to the data creation use case as this data does not exist at all in the ERP 

system and thus cannot be extracted.  

Validation is a process in the ERP system where the collected data is checked against 

existing business rules for accuracy and compliance with data governance rules before the 

actual entry (De) or reentry (Dx) of the collected data.  Quality standards (Q+ -), available 

time for processing, volume of steps (Vs) involved in the number of data attributes per 

transaction being validated and overall volume of transactions to be validated may all 

contribute to resistance and accommodation factors within this assemblage type.  So, 

process collection validation assemblage type resistance may consist of any combination of 
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resistance factors (Q+), (T-), (Vs) and (Vt) while being mitigated with any combination of 

accommodation factors (Am), (T+), (Q-) and (Rs).    

Resistance & Accommodation Factors associated with Dv, De, and Dx 

As the collection is researched and interpreted, it needs to be validated (Dv) and updated 

(Dx) or entered (De) into the ERP system.  Referring to table 20, MD/RH2 describes in detail 

Vt, Vs, T- and Q+ resistance factors associated with managing large collections of master 

data.  The sheer complexity of steps (Vs) involved in the collection process coupled with 

the intelligence required to conditionally route the data demonstrates how these 

assemblages are deeply entangled.   

Magnifying this, MD/RH2 quotes in table 20 do not give Time (T - +) much voice but simply 

interpreting the time associated with this process collection and the impact that not having 

the data available until it passes through all the various approvals directly impacts that 

organization’s ability to manufacture and deliver the product that this data represents.  The 

fact is the amount of time it takes to instigate, collect, research, interpret, validate and 

enter the data with the myriad of key stakeholders far exceeds the actual time it takes to 

manufacture the product.  This can be trebled by additional Time (T-) resistance that 

product orders are seasonal in nature and are required within a given timeframe – costly 

when considering it takes longer to enter data in the ERP system than it does to create the 

product itself. 

4.4 Chapter Conclusion 

These assemblage types – creation, maintenance and collection – and their associated 

resistance and accommodation associated with ERP master data management emerged via 

the Leximancer solution and the related interview analysis.  In summary, table 21 provides 

a detailed inventory of the various sociomaterial elements related to data creation, 

maintenance and collection by providing a matrix of assemblage types, and their related 

accommodation and resistance factors.  The table also shows the non-applicability of data 

collection and data entry assemblage types to the data maintenance use case while 

showing the non-application of data extraction to the data creation assemblage type.  In 

more minute detail, automation as an accommodation factor is also eliminated from data 
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research and data interpretation.  Additionally, resistance associated with volume of 

transactions is not normally found in process instigation assemblage types while volume of 

steps is usually not a resistance factor in data research. 

Table 21 also uses the blue color to highlight “Routine Oriented” clusters where the ERP 

system is not directly integral to the materiality of the assemblage type while the green 

color illustrates those assemblage types that do directly engage with the ERP system (e.g. 

“Technology Oriented”).  For clarification, table 21 serves as an abstraction of the data 

collection, and interpretation associated with study one and two, encapsulating key 

themes, concepts relating to a sociomaterial perspective of ERP data management that 

provides the foundation for the ERP data management classification framework discussed 

initially in chapter 4 and more fully in the discussion chapter (6). 

Table 21 Use cases associated with assemblage types, resistance and accommodation factors 
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Chapter 5 Results and Analysis of the MineAus Case Study 

5.1 Introduction – Case Description 

The purpose of the case study was to serve as a second stage of data collection to further 

validate the insights and analysis discussed in chapter four.  The results of the data analysis 

conducted on the case study revealed resistance and accommodation scenarios 

experienced by the MineAus (not the real company name) data management team.  

MineAus is a globally diversified producer of gold with eight operating mines in Australia 

(4), Ghana (2), Peru (1) and South Africa (1). Managing annual gold production of 

approximately 2.0M ounces, MineAus had mineral reserves of around 46M ounces and 

mineral resources of 102M ounces.  The company’s mission was to be the global leader in 

sustainable gold mining.  In 2012, the company announced a significant restructuring plan 

in response to growing investor pressure for better financial performance that included 

both operating adjustments to existing infrastructure and resources and plans for 

accelerating growth through acquisition.   In response to these strategic objectives, the 

company acquired three mines in the Australasia region in 2013 and merged them into 

existing operations in less than one year.  

The three mining acquisitions created stress for the information technology group, and 

particularly the data management team, because acquired firm ERP systems were based on 

Oracle and J.D. Edwards technology platforms, while MineAus used SAP.   There was an 

urgent need for high quality data conversion in a short period of time to amalgamate 

mining operations on the SAP system.  In 2014, the results of these efforts resulted in a 

notable turnaround in its financial performance with over $200M in positive cash inflow as 

compared to the equivalent in negative outflow in 2013.   

Overall, The MineAus Data Management (DM) team’s key focus was primarily in the 

management of Plant Maintenance, Material, Pricing, Customer and Vendor Master Data 

within their SAP ERP System.  For context, MineAus had implemented the SAP finance, 

plant maintenance, material management and sales distribution modules.  MineAus Plant 

Operations were complex business processes (assemblages) involving many people, 
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machines/components, business processes and information systems.  Effective 

prescription, planning, execution and control of people, process and technology depended 

on knowing what had to be maintained down to the part level, what the characteristics of 

the components/parts were, and most importantly, on being able to quickly and accurately 

access information pertaining to the people, processes and plants.  Managing this data 

alone in SAP was a time consuming and complex process. Migrating data from other 

systems, in different formats, with different data interpretations required yet another level 

of complexity in terms of data collection, research, interpretation, validation, and data 

entry for the DM team.   

The MineAus SAP system was very important to the business as it recorded all the data 

related to mining operations.  It consisted of three main components: 

• An inventory or all plant items including the equipment, components, and parts 

• A catalogue of important supplier data on the equipment, components, and parts 

• A hierarchy code which uniquely identified each plant, location, equipment, and 

component. 

It was essential the Master Data for this area of the SAP system was maintained and 

managed accurately so the business could access and analyse information on all its plant 

and equipment.   

5.2 Methodology / Case Study Observational Evidence Gathering Process 

The data collection process consisted of detailed observations of work environment and 

interactive face to face interviews with the MineAus data management team members, 

including the Master Data Cataloguer, the Business Analyst responsible for plant 

maintenance data management processes and the Director of Data Management, 

responsible not only for the overall team deliverables but for the hands on management 

processes related to pricing and vendor data.  The sessions were recorded and transcribed 

while special note was made of surroundings, including artifacts such as catalogues, data 

dictionaries, process definition documentation and other supporting materials including 

sticky notes and handwritten reminders.   
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The observational approach to this case study approximated 40 hours of onsite monitoring 

of three major functional areas that engage with an extended set of internal and external 

stakeholders.  These functional areas included the master data cataloging and profiling 

organisation, the data management and governance team, and the ERP system 

administration team.  The 40+ hours of observation added new dimensions for 

understanding the sociomaterial context of the ERP data management assemblage 

phenomenon being studied.  These observational sources of data provided the researcher 

with detailed evidence in a way that allowed the researcher to examine the knowledge, 

behavior and artifacts that the case study participants share and use in their daily work 

with ERP systems.   

The interviews were conducted in the ERP professional’s working environment - a typical 

in-doors corporate working environment.  All the MineAus interviews were face to face.  

The participants were all full-time MineAus employees with anywhere from 5-20 years' 

experience working at MineAus.  All discussions were during regular business hours.   

The influence of the data sources on the research was to provide real-world insight for this 

researcher into the challenges of managing master data in a dynamic setting.  The real-

world context supplied into how these master data assemblages, resistance, and 

accommodation factors revealed themselves via the sociomaterial lens.  Additionally, 

insights surrounding the timing or temporal nature of the ERP master data management 

assemblage were helpful to explaining the overall processes leading to potentially more 

optimal solutions for dealing with ERP master data management. This interview scenario 

included analysing what software they use on their computers, describing their reference 

books, reading their handwritten cheat sheets and post it notes.  Mainly identifying any 

material used in their working processes used to conduct their daily work and recording 

these identifications. 

The following section describes each of these interviews and relating observations.  The 

analysis of the observations is reported and reviewed in chapter 3 results and analysis and 

in chapter 6 discussion. 
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5.3 Background – MineAus Data Management Team 

5.3.1 John Doe, Central Material Master Cataloguer, MineAus – Interviewed 

March 18, 2015 

 

Figure 6 John Doe, MineAus, Central Master Cataloguer 

Backgrounder 

John’s role as Central Material Master Cataloguer (figure 6) was to create and maintain 

materials in the MineAus SAP system, primarily taking requests for materials from the 

MineAus mining sites and properly attributing a variety of key data elements so that the 

materials could be correctly be provisioned from their suppliers.  Production downtime due 

to lack of spare parts or extended ordering delays could affect overall production and have 

an impact on MineAus operations and ultimate profitability in the order of $150K USD per 

day per site – calculated total revenues divided by sites divided by 365 days. 
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Central Master Data Cataloguing 

Central Master Data Cataloguing is a critical data collection, research, interpretation, 

validation and entry process. It consisted of processing requests for materials from 

MineAus mining sites by analysing, researching and updating SAP with correct the correct 

codes relating to the materials.  Error free material master data is a key goal for a Central 

Master Cataloguing Analyst. 

The reason that centralised and standardised master data was such a critical function at 

MineAus was the relationship between high quality material data and efficient mining 

operations.  In short, the right part or component needed to be ordered from the most 

efficient and inexpensive supplier and received on site within a predictable timeframe.   

MineAus Australia Region operations generated $121M in positive cash flow for the first 

half of FY 2016.  One incorrectly ordered part costing less than $100 for a key piece of 

mining machinery or processing facility could result in a two-day site shutdown, causing 

over $300K of unrealised production capacity during that period.    Entering error free and 

contextually rich data eliminates these issues. 

Process Overview - The cataloguing process at MineAus began with the Application for 

New Stock Item (ANSI), a spreadsheet-based form that the mining operators completed to 

order a specific part(s) or stock item(s) from a supplier.  During this interview, John was 

processing 18 ANSI requests he had recently received, resulting in a total of 249 material 

creation requests originating from one of the four Australia based MineAus mining site(s).  

The process was to take about 4.5 hours, given a stated budget allotment of 15 minutes 

processing time for each ANSI request.  The background for this process is highlighted as 

follows: 

Step 1 - The Central Material Master Cataloguer (CMMC) received ANSI Requests from 

both Australian and West Africa MineAus mining sites (Pi).   

Step 2 - This form (an Excel worksheet), typically completed on a laptop PC at the mining 

site by a relatively proficient data entry clerk, had 115 columns (Vs) associated with the SAP 

material master creation transaction (MM01).   
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Step 3 - Each column had a descriptor and was color coded to indicate whether the mine 

site Material Manager needed to complete the column (mandatory or green) or the Master 

Cataloguer needed to complete it (recommended or yellow or orange). 

Step 4 - Upon receipt of the ANSI, the CMMC checked for compliance, duplicate items on 

the request and for items already in the system by using part number and description as 

search criteria.  Figure 7 illustrates the Excel worksheet where the CMMC performed 

routine checks for data quality. (Am) 

 

Figure 7 ANSI request from MineAus Mining Site 

Step 5 - Request descriptions (figure 8) were then formatted using an industry standard for 

cataloguing. In this case, the Oniqua Standard Dictionary was used as the naming standard 

(Dr).   

Step 6 - Additionally, NSC (NATO Supply Class) and UNSPSC (United Nations Standard 

Products and Services Code) reference material was triangulated and recorded to ensure 

fully descriptive and accurate master data creation in SAP (Dr, Dv).   

Step 7 - Other resource materials used to confirm specific part information included the 

Emerson Product Catalog highlighted here in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Page from Emerson Product Catalog 

Step 8 - After researching the request description and identifying the item INC (Oniqua 

Item Name Classification), NSC, and UNSPSC item descriptors, the CMMC initiated a 

manual entry of the material creation into SAP using the MM01 (master data material 

creation) transaction (De).  

Step 9 - The initial SAP material creation screen shot is highlighted here in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 SAP Material Creation (MM01) Basic Data 1 entry screen 

Step 10 - The basic data was replicated from a previous material creation, saving time 

rekeying redundant data. (Am) 

Step 11 - The protocol for the data entered the part description field was:  
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noun, modifier_1, modifier_2, modifier_n, vendor vendor_part_number 

Resistance and Accommodation 

Resistance associated with leveraging data automation technology to streamline the entry 

of these 249 material creation requests included a 40-character limit on short text and 

further lack of support for long text, an important capability of the ERP system not 

supported by the data automation accommodation solution.  

John mentioned tools that had been developed (e.g. BHP SXDA – an automation solution 

for managing material text descriptions) as a potential solution (Am) to accommodate the 

challenge of associating the correct text description with the material create request. 

New data entered was material group, unit of measure, updated description information 

(Plug 16 Socket was replaced with Plug 10 Socket in four different locations).  A new part 

number was also created.  If the part was close to the same as the replicated part 

information (Di), then the rest of the part information just had to be manually checked to 

assure accuracy. (Dv) 

Characteristics were put in order, with the most important first.  (e.g. Battery Storage, 12V, 

Dimensional Data, x.x – vendor and vendor part number).  Figure 10 highlights how the 

information had to be sequentially entered for correct data recording. 

 

Figure 10 SAP Material Characteristics entry screen 

Additionally, the INC, NSC and UNSPSC information was added to the classifications, along 

with colloquial descriptors.  Material used in earlier mining material creation was 
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historically archived and available for reference if needed for ongoing ANSI requests.  

When requests for material creation were completed, the worksheet was sent back to the 

designated inventory officer – this workflow is highlighted in figure 11 – as noted there is 

an approval process for the Australian mining locations and a second approval process for 

the Ghana approval chain.  Each process (assemblage) is instigated (Pi) with a request 

which is routed for both department head (business) approval (Dc) followed by a cost 

(finance) approval (Dc) and a supply and site review (Dr, Di) and approval (Dc).  The 

cataloguer then processes the request (Dv, De) (see above), completes and forward the 

part transaction details to the chain, purchasing and inventory.  This represents one of 

many observed processes during the 40+ hours of observation evidence gathering.       

 

Figure 11 ANSI approval workflow 

Other environmental observations 

Sticky notes were attached to computer monitors for quick reminders about information 

(e.g. log in information, phone numbers, log in codes, reminders) see Figure 6 and 12 for 

photographic illustrations.  John (CMMC) demonstrated a tremendous amount of tribal 

knowledge (e.g. knowledge associated with suppliers, parts, processes for ordering 

material).  When queried on whether these insights were documented for other DM team 

members he said no. 

Other physical artifacts and resources for material knowledge included the Emerson 

Product Catalog (Figure 12), Australian Supply Classifications Groups and Classes January 
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2004 edition, Oniqua/NATO Supply Classification Groups and Classes February 2011, 

Oniqua online resource and maps on the walls depicting various gold mines in Australia and 

Africa (Dr). 

 

Figure 12 Desktop Materiality – catalogues, post it notes, scrap paper, cheat sheets 

5.3.2 Robert Bloggs, Business Applications Specialist (SAP), MineAus – 

Interviewed April 19th, 2015 

Backgrounder 

Robert’s role was to create and maintain plant maintenance master data in the MineAus 

SAP system.  His title was Business Applications Specialist (SAP).  The primary function for 

Robert’s role was to take requests (Pi, Dc) for plant maintenance activities such as service 

notifications, equipment movements, plant updates from the MineAus mining sites and 

properly attribute (Dr, Di) a variety of key data elements so that the materials could be 

correctly updated (Dv, De, Dx) in the SAP system.   

The importance of creating and maintaining these materials accurately in SAP had to do 

with ensuring that the correct type and levels of inventory for facilities and personnel 

management, spare parts for equipment maintenance (e.g. heavy equipment, 

automobiles) and overall general operations were always available (Q+).  Robert expressed 

wariness about production downtime caused by incorrectly entered work order requests 

and redundant functional location and structural indicators (Q+). Additionally, he expressed 

even more stress resulting from recently acquired mine sites with different systems and 

technology bases than the MineAus SAP system (Vt, Vs).   He demonstrated how he used 
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technology to automate data entry (Am), and how he created documents that described 

how data should be managed. 

Three master data management scenarios that Robert described are covered in the 

following sections: 

• Work Order Maintenance 

• Methods – Tools for Data Management 

• Equipment Maintenance 

Work Order Maintenance 

This business process consisted of processing work order requests (Pi, Dc) for equipment 

maintenance at MineAus resource processing sites.  A MineAus work order is an internal 

document used by project management, mining, processing and distribution divisions 

within the MineAus organisation (Pi, Dc). A work order may have been for products and/or 

services. In the MineAus resources environment, a work order was used to signal the start 

of a service process and was generally linked to a bill of material. Examples of a work order 

are the following: 

• Identification of the equipment to be serviced; 

• Quantity of identified equipment to be serviced, manufactured, built or fabricated; 

• Amount of service material to be used, its price and amount; 

• Types of services, material and labor required, rate (per hour or per unit) and 

amount; and 

• Equipment utilisation for each machine during the servicing process, its rate and 

amount (e.g. odometer readings for vehicles).   

At the time of this interview, one of the employees at a mining site incorrectly entered a 

meter reading for a specific truck (Q+).  The entries were done in terms of hours and the 

employee entered 20,000 hours instead of 200 hours (missed decimal point).  The effect of 

this was to create 200 work orders instead of two work orders.     In normal situations, 

correction of this error would involve a Data Entry Clerk opening each of the work orders 

and deleting them one at a time (Vt).  
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Tools for Data Management 

In this section, Robert described how processes such as moving equipment from a 

traditional MineAus site to one of the newly acquired sites was conducted. 

The MineAus master data team used a document describing the master data attributes 

(e.g. object types - code N007 which was a light vehicle).   

Step 1 - The document described the light vehicle object type (Dr, Di) and the SAP systems 

prevented the user from entering data about that light vehicle equipment without an 

object type correctly entered thus accelerating resistance here (Vs, Q+).   

Step 2 - The document itself was an Excel worksheet named GFA ANSI Request Form 

Version 9.0   21-7-2014.xlsx.  This document describes how to create a function location 

(De), how to query and then how a user would go through all the levels and complete all 

the necessary function locations (Vs, Vt).   Additionally, the document contained an 

appendix for business area codes. (Dr)  

Equipment Maintenance 

This business process consisted of processing requests for updating 400 equipment 

changes (Vt).  The critical issue here was the time required to manually enter 400 

equipment updates into SAP (T-).  At the interview it was stated that it took two days to 

work out how to use the data automation accommodation scenario.   

“Well, I just kept knocking through because I wasn’t going to do it one by one – I think it 

was about a 400-line entry process.”  

This quote is indicative of the resistance encountered with Vs – the interviewee clearly was 

not going to put in the effort to do this manually one row at a time.  The Data Creation use 

case and in this case the data entry (De) assemblage type clearly illustrates the resistance 

and accommodation associated here in ERP master data management.  

During this portion of the interview, the interviewee described in detail the step by step 

process he went through to create the data automation script by describing other artifacts 

that were critical to getting the data correct, including the description of the equipment 

and related material from the MineAus master data manual. 
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“Now description which again I will get out of the spreadsheet. There's the description 

there which we got out of our master data manual.”  

5.3.3 Mary Wilson IS Data Governance Manager – Interviewed April 21st, 2015 

Backgrounder 

Mary is the Information Services Data Governance Manager, and her team creates and 

maintains pricing, vendor and catalogue master data in the MineAus SAP system including:  

vendor pricing updates (Dx); vendor part information updates; and managing goods and 

inventory receipt transactions. Additionally, Mary manages creation of new, and renewal of 

existing, vendor contracts while ensuring that all MineAus procurement processes were 

fully compliant and supported the company’s data governance standards. 

Creating and maintaining vendor contracts, pricing and parts data updates are critical to 

ensure that the correct type and levels of inventory for facilities and personnel 

management were maintained.   Two important processes surfaced during this interview. 

The first was managing the availability (Q+) of the correct spare parts for equipment 

maintenance (e.g. heavy equipment, automobiles). The second was ensuring that correct 

descriptions (availability) and related pricing for vendor provided supplies were accurate 

(Q+), Both were essential to ongoing site operations. A final key process that emerged 

during this discussion was the importance of providing a consistent audit trail of all 

transaction activity for goods receipts and invoices received.  

5.4 Analysis 

In this section, discussion centers on the various use cases, assemblage types, routine and 

technology clusters, resistance and accommodations factors brought out in chapter 4 and 

herein described in the MineAus interviews with John, Robert and Mary, where data 

creation and maintenance use cases were identified along with the data collection and 

research assemblage types correlated to these use cases.   
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5.4.1 John Doe Interview Analysis 

Table 22 illustrates John Doe’s assemblages, the associated use case, related assemblage 

types and resistance/accommodation factors (Use case: Assemblage Type: RAF) resulting 

from the interview. 

Table 22 John Doe Assemblages (Use case, Type, Factors) 

Assemblage  Use Case Cluster / 

Assemblage 

Type 

Resistance Vt, 

Vs, T-, Q+ 

/ 

Accommodation 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 

Factor 

Short and Long Text 

Entry 

Creation Technology / 

Data Entry 

Q+ 

 

Request volume 

coupled with 

variable descriptions 

Collection, 

Creation & 

Maintenance 

Routine / Data 

collection, 

research, 

interpretation, 

validation 

Technology 

/extraction, 

entry 

Vt, Vs, T-, Q+ 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 

 

Manual versus 

automated data 

entry 

Collection & 

Creation 

Routine / Data 

collection, 

research, 

interpretation 

Technology / 

validation, 

extraction, 

Vt, Vs, T-, Q+ 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 
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entry 

 

John Doe - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Data Quality short and long text 

entry; related support with data automation tools 

In this case, John described how he ensured that orders for spare parts were entered 

correctly (Q+) illustrating a leaning towards human agency or routine cluster. The 

Centralized Master Data Cataloguer had to ensure that the right part was richly described 

(e.g. using short text descriptions of 40 characters in addition to lines of long text 69 

characters for each line in length).  If this information was not entered – De (technology 

cluster) correctly, or was not descriptive enough, the wrong part could be ordered. This 

could result in enormous downstream impact to cash flow, business interruption and the 

ability to avoid production downtime due to lack of spare parts. 

The resistance encountered was based on the data automation tools not being able to 

easily support long text entry without training for John (Vs, Vt).  The tools had no clear 

instructions for him and he required support to overcome the resistance.   

John Doe - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Request volume coupled with 

description variability 

In this case, John described the rate of material creation and maintenance requests, which 

were based on a (Vt) of 15-20K materials per mining site.  The resistance encountered was 

partly due to the inbound volume of material requests (Routine Cluster – Process 

Instigation, Data Collection) from the field managers, coupled with the variability 

associated with the accuracy and completeness (Q+) of the ANSI form per request.  

Additionally, the expectation was that John would be able to collect, research, interpret 

(these 3 leaning towards human agency or routine cluster), and validate, extract and enter 

each request within an average of 15 minutes (T-) (these 3 leaning towards material agency 

or technology cluster).  In fact, as a benchmark, the data management team allocated an 

estimated 15 minutes per material create to budget time and rationalised whether to 

consider automation or manual entry as a key performance indicator. 
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John Doe - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Manual Entry versus Data 

Automation Decision 

In this case, John described how he decided when to use material creation automation 

tools or when to use manual data entry for master data creation and maintenance 

transactions to maintain data entry timing expectations and key performance indicators.  

Firstly, he visually reviewed the material creation and/or maintenance submission ANSI 

request to identify repetitive data, incorrect descriptions and other issues related to the 

(Q+) of each data submission request (data research, data interpretation – routine cluster – 

leaning towards human agency).  He then assessed the overall number of item requests – 

or (Vt, Vs).  Depending on how much long text was required, he then determined whether 

the automation software (data entry – technology cluster – leaning towards material 

agency) was or was not able to handle long text carriage returns which allowed for rich 

descriptive information about a material.  This shortcoming affecting (Q+) prevented more 

extensive use of automation software.   

Depending on long text decision, the CMMC proceeded with manual entry.  After 

researching the request description and identifying the item INC, NSC, and UNSPSC item 

descriptors, the CMMC initiated a manual entry of the material creation into SAP using the 

MM01 (master data material creation (De) – transaction; technology cluster – leaning 

towards material agency).  A typical MM01 (material creation transaction) could consist of 

upwards of 25-30 screens and over 400 fields or steps (Vs).  In this example he processed a 

request for 249 material creation transactions (Vt). This could consist of over 400 steps or a 

potential of 99,600 steps or fields of data entry underscoring volume, both transactions 

and steps, as a key resistance factor. 

“I’ve got a system that works for me – using my knowledge of suppliers and working 

with a couple of catalogues I can pretty much take any request from one of our sites, 

research and source it, interpret and enter it – usually within 15 minutes.  I do pity 

whomever gets this role after I retire though as most of this is not documented or 

tracked in any manner.” 
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5.4.2 Robert Bloggs Interview Analysis 

The following table described the interviewee’s assemblage, the associated use case, 

related assemblage types and resistance/accommodation factors (Use case: Assemblage 

Type: RAF) resulting from the interview with Robert Bloggs. 

Table 23 Robert Bloggs Assemblages (Use case, Type, Factors) 

Assemblage 

Description 

Use case Cluster / 

Assemblage Type 

Resistance Vt, Vs, T-

, Q+ 

/ Accommodation 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 

Factor 

Work Order 

Maintenance 

Maintenance Technology / Data 

Entry 

T- 

Am 

 

Methods – Tools 

for Data 

Management 

Collection Routine / Data 

Collection, 

Research, 

Interpretation 

Vt, Vs 

Am 

 

Equipment 

Relocation 

Maintenance Technology / Data 

Entry 

Vt 

Am 

 

New Equipment 

Creation 

Creation Technology / Data 

Entry 

Vt, Vs, T- 

Am 

 

Robert Bloggs - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Work Order Maintenance 

In this case, Robert described how he faced this resistance of manually updating these 

records which would easily have taken six to eight hours – (T-) - by using data automation 

tools to overcome this problem in less than an hour (Data Entry – Technology Cluster – 
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leaning towards material agency).  However, the automation tools did require a level of 

additional resistance to overcome (e.g. licensing, training and ongoing research). The 

interviewee described other accommodation scenarios, including using SAP’s Legacy 

Systems Migration Workbench (LSMW), but described that if LSMW encountered one error 

in the data as checked by SAP upon entry, the script will stop processing.  He preferred 

other data automation solutions that continued to process the script even when 

encountering data entry errors. 

Robert Bloggs - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Methods-Tools for Data 

Management 

Significant resistance was encountered here because MineAus had two different 

appendices for newly acquired mining sites.  At some stage, due to the significant 

inefficiency and time waste, the MineAus master data team would have had to merge 

them to make one master data directory. 

“This is our appendix for business area codes. When we bought out the mines, the person 

who was in this chair before me they wanted to go down this BHP path, how they had 

theirs. The description for their areas and then their one pit could be open floor or 

whatever. So now we’ve got 2 different appendices for area codes so site 1 and site 2 

have got one set and site 3 has another. So, at some stage we’re going to have to merge 

them and make one.” 

Robert Bloggs - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Equipment Relocation 

MineAus had two different functional locations (due to the two different sites) so the 

structural indicator in the function location had to be updated for a piece of equipment to 

be moved from one site to the next. The Master Data Steward (Robert in this case) couldn’t 

just move one machine to another site because the structural indicator was different.  If 

there were hundreds of pieces of equipment – (Vt) - that needed to be moved, the 

structural indicator needed to be manually updated for each piece of equipment, taking 

literally 4-5 working days – (T-) - to complete the data update.  The accommodation in this 

case was to use technology to overcome the challenge.  Data automation required new 
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learning, installation, training and implementation but this was offset by cutting the 

updating of structural indicator from days to minutes. 

Robert Bloggs - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Equipment Maintenance 

The resistance associated with this in terms of time was offset by the time involved to work 

out how to use an accommodation method (data automation in this case) to overcome the 

timing issue.  The key takeaway with regards to resistance encountered relates to field 

personnel at the mine sites providing data update requests with slight variations in the 

form of how the requests and data were received each time. For the interviewee to use 

preexisting templates was almost as much work as to create it from scratch. And if the 

interviewee created it from scratch, the process or assemblage began with creating new 

columns, as opposed to realigning existing columns from the old ones. Going with a new 

data automation scripts, although time consuming, still involved less resistance (less 

confusion) than using a preexisting data automation template and much less resistance 

than using traditional manual data entry. 

“For someone to go through and create a piece of equipment, have all the right fields and 

everything, it would take them 10 minutes. And I've just done 200 in 20 minutes (Am).  

Interviewer: So basically that's 2,000 minutes or 33 hours manually if you will.” – (Vt) - 

5.4.3 Mary Wilson Interview Analysis 

The following table describes the interviewee’s assemblage, the associated use case, 

related assemblage types and resistance/accommodation factors (Use case: Assemblage 

Type: RAF) resulting from the interview with Mary Wilson. 

Table 24 Mary Wilson Assemblages (Use case, Type, Factors) 

Assemblage Description Use case Cluster / 

Assemblage 

Type 

Resistance Vt, 

Vs, T-, Q+ 

/ 

Accommodation 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 

Factor 
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Vendor contracts & 

pricing changes 

Creation & 

Maintenance 

Routine / 

Process 

instigation, 

research, 

interpretation, 

Technology / 

data 

extraction, 

collection, 

validation, 

entry 

Vt, T-, Q+ 

Am, Rs 

 

Vendor & parts master 

data 

Collection & 

Maintenance 

Routine / Data 

research, 

interpretation 

Technology 

/extraction, 

validation, 

entry 

Vt, T- 

Am, Rs, T+, Q- 

 

Goods receipts & invoices 

received 

Collection, 

Creation & 

Maintenance 

Routine / 

Process 

instigation, 

research, 

interpretation 

Technology / 

data 

extraction, 

collection, 

validation, 

Vt, Vs, T-, Q+ 

 

 

Rs 
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entry 

 

Resistance encountered with this role was the management of price changes, especially 

due to the idiosyncrasies of the SAP ERP system. Additionally, resistance scenarios included 

managing parts information changes and managing the matching of goods receipts and 

invoices received, while ensuring that all transactions included a fully documented audit 

trail. Accommodation scenarios included processing manually (putting up with manual data 

entry) and automating data entry where feasible. 

Mary Wilson - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Vendor contracts & pricing 

changes 

In this case, Mary described how she created new contracts for existing vendors and 

associated new materials and pricing for these vendors.  Essentially, she accommodated 

the resistance encountered here by manually creating the new contracts and updating the 

pricing to reduce the time required for the completion of these vendor updates and the 

volume of transactions and steps. This involved cutting and pasting 10-15 materials at a 

time from an overall base of 5,000 materials (Vt) for an existing vendor contract, which 

took eight hours or one day to complete (T-) (data entry – technology cluster – leaning 

towards material agency).  Mary stated “because there is a purchasing info record that 

exists between the material and the vendor, this is SAP standard practice. Then, I must cut 

and paste again and load the pricing again. So, I would hit enter, let it all update and then 

load the price again.” 

In this case, Mary realised that the amount of manual work could not overcome the 

magnitude of vendor contracts and related pricing updates that occurred several times a 

year per vendor.  She further accommodated by escalating to consulting experts who 

created an automated script at the cost of 80 hours of coding or approximately $20KUSD 

(data entry, technology cluster, leaning towards material agency).  This accommodation 

worked very well until the overall SAP system was updated with a new service pack (this 

occurred one or twice a year with SAP).  The update negated the custom fix for Mary and 
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she was relegated back to manual entry until the custom fix could be updated to map to 

the SAP updates. 

Mary’s description of the resistance she encountered and how she accommodated the 

situation was: “I have actually got to go through and create an outline agreement. Take 

screen captures. Send it to them. Ask them to have a look at it for me and see why it is 

happening. They will then spend time reviewing it, and then trying to re-create the process 

themselves. That could take a week to two weeks to three weeks to four weeks, depending 

on the priority of the message. Then they will come back and say, ‘Yes. It is SAP standard 

that it does that.’ – (Q+) - And that is what it is. And I said, can we not turn that off? Is it 

possible to turn the purchasing information records off, so they won’t override? How have 

other companies dealt with this issue?” 

Mary Wilson - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Vendor & parts master data 

In this case, Mary described how she had to manually process each vendor part update on 

a line per line basis.  The resistance in terms of (Vt) came when a large parts vendor 

provided a quarterly parts update which could consist of several thousand parts updates.  

An average vendor update could take anywhere from 4-16 hours – (T-) - to complete one 

parts update.  MineAus has several hundred vendors of varying sizes.   

Mary states “Again, this is not an easy process, because you have got to go through each 

individual line. So, if I was to execute that one. In this case, this is a ‘XYZ Vendor’ part 

number update, this will take four and a half hours to update. So, for me to update the 

description, I still need to physically go through. I can’t import on this transaction. I have to 

physically go through and change it if I want it to be done accurately – which it has to be!”  

Mary Wilson - Assemblage (Resistance – Accommodation) Goods receipts & invoices 

received (GRIR) 

In this case, Mary describes the resistance encountered when managing goods receipts and 

invoices received (GRIR, also referred to as “clearing payments”).  The process to clear a 

payment was accomplished using an SAP transaction (MR11SHOW) which was effectively 

used to view the document transaction. As part of the process there was an option to 

reverse or clear the payment. 
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The resistance encountered has to do with (T-).  The challenge was that goods may have 

been received and, yet months elapsed before an invoice for the goods was received by 

MineAus procurement (data research – routine cluster – leaning towards human agency).  

The issue here was that MineAus has an audit requirement that the invoice had to be 

cleared within four months (T-).  

A related resistance occurred, as this process cleared the payment to the vendor but did 

not adjust the stock.  Because the stock was not adjusted it then affected the average 

moving price.  Additionally, more resistance was encountered when the decision was made 

to clear all the purchase orders with one clearing document and then the vendor finally 

received an invoice for one of the purchase orders.  Because one clearing document was 

used to clear multiple purchase orders the invoicing team couldn’t reverse the document.  

This then required the analyst to reverse the single clearing document to create separate 

purchase orders, so the single purchase order could be cleared. 

If the goods had already come into the store and been issued out, the SAP data governance 

team then had to reverse the issued stock back into stock, do the SAP Transaction called 

MIRO and post the invoice. Also, when the analyst cleared stock purchase orders using 

MR11, this transaction required the team to then adjust the moving average price of the 

material, which was yet another step that needed to happen after MR11. This adjustment 

required an SAP transaction (MR21) to adjust the price back to what it was before the 

clearing was run.  The only accommodation applied here was Rs as automation, time and 

quality were not options. 

5.5 Interpretation, Discussion, Conclusion 

Using a sociomaterial lens the case study operationalized these deeper insights into the 

patterns developed from study one interviews and is discussed further in the following 

paragraphs.  Section 4.3.2 discusses in fact how the case study amplified the insights 

especially related to routine and technology-oriented clusters, literally raising the 

importance of including these two concepts into the classification framework illustrated in 

Table 21.  Finally, the case study revealed that many of the same use cases, routine and 
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technology clusters, resistance and accommodation factors and assemblage types 

identified in the interviews recurred with the MineAus SAP data management team.  These 

insights then fed further revelations into the interviews, as this became an iterative process 

of analysing the observational data and applying that to the interview content analysis.  

One answer to the question “why master data is critical to business operations and what is 

the distinct benefit of adopting a sociomaterial lens and the associated significance of 

assemblage types, routine and technology clusters and resistance and accommodation 

associated with master data” can be illustrated as follows.  John’s central role as Master 

Data Cataloguer for the four mining sites in Australia essentially puts him in the position of 

managing upwards of 80K materials per year.  As highlighted in his interview, he was 

responsible for identifying the right part from the right supplier to be delivered at the right 

time.  He had to collect, research, interpret – technology clustered assemblage types and 

then apply routine clustered assemblage types - validate, extract and enter these materials 

create and maintenance transactions within an average of 15 minutes per transaction.  If 

for any reason he inadvertently entered an incorrect data attribute (upwards of over 100 

attributes per transaction) this could result in an incorrect order and the potential for 

mining process to be delayed until the correct part was received and in production.  Each 

hour of delay at one single site cost an average of $1K USD per hour ($168,000 per site 

divided by 24 hours and again divided by seven days for a 24x7 mining operation site).  A 

single day delay would cost $24K. 

Dirty data - Incorrect or incomplete data - can close a mine site, resulting in significant and 

negative financial results.  There is a direct impact if equipment is sidelined due to incorrect 

work order descriptions or incorrect data related to the equipment. If a week is required 

for data to be updated before the equipment can be repaired, there is a direct impact on 

production and resulting site revenue and profitability.  The case study illustrates the 

benefit of the sociomaterial lens because it allowed for the holistic understanding of 

overcoming the imbrication of resistance associated with work orders and equipment using 

routine or technology-oriented accommodation scenarios such as more resources (routine 

– leaning toward human agency) or LSMW and other data automation techniques 
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(technology clusters – leaning toward material agency) was worth the resistance associated 

with them (e.g. licensing, training, managing updates) due to the enormous breakthrough 

in data entry timing and quality with the data at time of entry. 

Significant resistance (and frustration) with vendor contract and pricing management was 

experienced during the interviews with the data management team responsible for that 

ERP function area.  Manually updating thousands of part pricing updates from hundreds of 

vendors was an extremely inefficient process.   Attempts to accommodate the time and 

quality resistance encountered by automating were undermined by updates to the 

underlying ERP system.  Each time an update was applied to the ERP system, the code 

changes affected the customisations that had been implemented.  To add to this 

frustration were the time and cost associated with identifying customisation requirements. 

With respect to GRIR, there appeared to be a significant amount of accounting entry, 

reversals, reentry, reversals and entry again in terms of matching invoices to goods 

received.  Couple these accounting transaction challenges with resistance in terms of time 

(e.g. once the four-month time frame for an audit arrived) it appears that significant 

numbers of invoices needed to be written off (or at least reversed again), to age the 

invoices and have the reflecting inventory value correctly reported.  Matching goods 

receipts and invoices received encompassed all forms of assemblage types ranging from 

the routine-oriented cluster assemblage types - process instigation, data collection, 

research, interpretation, to the technology-oriented cluster assemblage types - extraction, 

validation and entry.   Significant resistance factors were associated with the volume of 

transactions and related steps, coupled with time and quality pressures. Remedies or 

accommodations such as data automation solutions tended to help improve the 

efficiencies but often introduced a new set of resistance factors associated with time, 

quality, and volume. 

. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion of Findings and Contribution to Knowledge 

As highlighted in chapter one, you need not look further than a recently completed audit of 

a (November 2017) multi-year ERP system installation with the State of New South Wales 

Department of Justice that will cost Australian taxpayers $25M AUD to fix, to understand 

the critical nature of ERP master data management and process workflow (Boyd 2017). 

Given a formalized classification relating to data management this research now argues 

that examples of failed ERP systems may be mitigated by reducing the complexities 

associated with ERP master data management and enhance focus on quality management 

of data.  

This research does this by providing both practitioners and theorists with a Classification of 

ERP master data management assemblage types that when applied to managing ERP 

master data processes may reduce the complexity and related costs associated with master 

data management.  In this chapter, the researcher proposes theoretical and managerial 

frameworks for answering the research questions related to identifying and classifying ERP 

master data management use cases, clusters, assemblage types, and resistance and 

accommodation factors by bringing together the key issues and insights from interviews 

and a case study conducted with ERP practitioners.  The research describes an approach 

using a sociomaterial lens that provides a framework for both theorists and practitioners to 

simplify and thus better manage ERP master data business processes.     

The literature review reveals that there is minimal empirical research pertaining to 

sociomateriality and ERP master data management assemblages, resistance and 

accommodation as evidenced by searching for the key terms ERP and Sociomateriality cited 

literature from April 2014 to December 2017.   Furthermore, several social theorists go as 

far as to call out the highly philosophical nature of sociomateriality and the need for more 

practical relevance. “If discussions of sociomateriality have not yet reached a high enough 

philosophical plane to satisfy those who would see the field of IS become more theoretical, 

the latest machinations of authors with this perspective should not disappoint” (Leonardi 

2013, p.3).  All of this points to academics calling for more practical relevance in 

sociomaterial research (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014).  The following research questions 
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address this need for practical relevance and thus the basis for the discussion and the 

research contributions. 

The imbrication of ERP data management business processes - involving many actors and 

related material infrastructure warranted a significant investment in content analysis (e.g. 

high volume of interviews) in order to discern patterns of assemblages, resistance and 

accommodation scenarios.  This drove the need to automate the analysis of high volumes 

of content to develop patterns for classifying sociomaterial components.  Essentially this 

process addressed the need to be able to scope the breadth of patterns which then could 

be further analysed using a case study for deeper analysis and understanding.   

Once these patterns were identified then the basis existed to deepen the understanding of 

these assemblages by conducting an in-depth case study using a sociomaterial lens, if you 

will, to further tease out the actors and materiality in given patterns of ERP data 

management evolving from study one.  The value of the sociomaterial lens in this case 

study resulted in key observations, analysis and interpretations of all the human agency 

and materiality imbricated in these patterns of ERP master data management assemblages.  

And furthermore, provided even deeper insights into development of new constructs such 

as routine and technology-oriented clusters.   

Without a sociomaterial approach, the observations of a master data cataloguer struggling 

to research and interpret a material creation request – referencing catalogues, post it 

notes, and other material, working with constraints such as time and quality, to ultimately 

create a new part for a given piece of mining equipment – simply does not provide the 

scope and or understanding of this ERP data management scenario and thus would not 

lead to any insights into optimizing this process for better data quality, faster resolution of 

requests and or better decision making. 

 

6.1 Research Position relating to Assemblages  

The philosophy of classification and its associated value lies in the reduction of ambiguity 

associated with complex concepts – making those concepts more readily understood 
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across groups, disciplines and in the case of ERP master data management – organizations 

(Szostak 2015).  This research applies this need for classification using a sociomaterial lens 

to develop a classification for practitioners and theorists, especially those associated with 

ERP master data management.  Therefore, the key research questions discussed here in 

section 6.1 and 6.2 are: 

• How can sociomaterial concepts be used to describe and classify ERP master data 

management use cases? 

• How can the sociomateriality concepts such as resistance and accommodation be 

used to further classify ERP master data management resistance and 

accommodation?   

6.1.1 Assemblage Types 

There exists a debate in sociomaterial literature about whether social and material entities 

preexist or only exist in and through relations (Leonardi 2013).  “We must be mindful that 

the ways in which those agencies are weaved together produce empirically distinct 

figurations” (Latour 2005, p.53).  Cecez-Kecmanovic (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014) and 

others write that sociomaterial research somehow needs to be conducted in a manner that 

identifies entities and attributes of sociomateriality yet remains mindful of decisions on 

which entities and attributes to focus.   The major contribution of this research is the 

definition, identification, classification and use of assemblage types in ERP master data 

management.  The assemblage types identified in this research, were developed from an 

analysis of the interviews resulting in empirically distinct classifications.  This research 

question seeks to identify entities within given use cases along with what the research 

defines as assemblage types and associated attributes – e.g. cluster orientation.  Figure 13 

illustrates research question 1’s focus area:     
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Figure 13 Use Cases, Assemblage Types, and Clusters 

This research indicates patterns of human and material agency, especially highly repeatable 

patterns that inform assemblages. This provides the key foundation for this researcher to 

notice that these highly repeatable patterns can be classified into groupings or types of 

assemblages – or in short, assemblage types associated with given use cases.  It is 

important to note, that assemblage type classification is aligned on their associated use 

case.  For example, data extraction is not an assemblage type in the data creation use case 

at all (you cannot extract new data – there is nothing to extract from the ERP system).  

Another example of this is that in both the data maintenance and process collection use 

cases, data collection was not an assemblage type and similarly neither was data entry 

(data maintenance deals with existing data). 

Continuing, the research states this classification framework is needed - “an imbrication 

perspective must provide a language to explain how activities in the past condition (as 

opposed to cause) future human-material sequencing” (Leonardi 2011, p.152).  The 

approach to this research squarely fixates on providing a language or classification 

framework that focuses on ERP master data management.  In so doing research question 

one focuses on mapping sociomateriality theory, especially that certain types of 

assemblage’s cluster towards human agency then material agency (as highlighted in the 

following quote) and in fact the reverse – other types of assemblages tend to cluster 
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closely to material agency than towards human agency.  This interviewee is drawing on his 

“human agency” or “experience” as he is expressing what it takes to reprogram (redesign – 

redevelop) an SAP workflow for an “improved” data collection assemblage type (Dc) – a 

routine oriented cluster – where the emphasis is more on the human agency – redesign, 

redevelop processes, then on a specific technology.  Redesigning and redeveloping involve 

interviewing, drafting, drawing, focus groups and other more human and less technology-

oriented activities.  The interviewee here is providing an “informed” estimate of two weeks 

to develop an SAP workflow.   

The research question asks how the data is classified and clustered.  Themes and concepts 

developed from Leximancer provided the basis for the researcher to interpret common and 

repeatable assemblage patterns resulting in seven assemblage types emerging from the 

ERP master data management use cases (e.g. data creation, data maintenance and process 

collection).   The research zooms in to a specific case study where these assemblage types 

were further validated with onsite observations, recordings, and photos.  By interpreting 

the results and codifying the interviews, the researcher was able to identify key assemblage 

types (7) and map them to clusters.  The cluster mapping was based on the relative 

strength of human agency (or routine orientation) aspects of the assemblage type versus 

the material agency (or technology orientation) aspects.   

6.1.2 Technology Oriented Clusters  

In this research the technology-oriented clusters had more direct technology interactions 

to the assemblage.  For example, assemblage types with direct ERP system interaction 

(technologies) are more heavily oriented towards material agency as opposed to human 

agency.  The following interview snippet describe how all three assemblage types mapping 

to the technology-oriented cluster (data extraction, data validation and data entry) are 

ERP/TM1 - Everything – It does both workflow and posting (De) SAP directly, front-end 

validations (Dv) as well as, from a passive governance perspective. We have hundreds of 

reports built to check data quality each night (Am). We would extract the data from SAP (Dx), 

run these reports, and show us where the data's good or bad, well, bad mainly. Then we 

would trigger in proactive fixes to that data. That's consumer now. Where I'm at now, MD&D, 

we don't have anything close to that. 
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involved in this ERP data governance automation discussion.   

This quote illustrates how in this assemblage leans heavily towards a technology 

orientation cluster because of the critical use of material agency.  For example, in the data 

extraction assemblage there are elements including preexisting data queries (Dx), report 

templates used to display the results from the queries (Dx), computer code in the queries 

that simplify the execution of the query, so the user doesn’t have to write SQL or assembly 

language code to obtain results.  Data validation (Dv) is found here when the reports are 

tested before running in full production.  Other elements of material agency in this 

assemblage include documents describing how to schedule and run the, short cuts posted 

around the monitor of the computer with user identification information and report 

distribution directives from upper management.  Finally, data entry as an assemblage is 

very important because although the queries and report templates remain the same, the 

whole point of the exercise is to obtain new insights from data entered during the past 

interval – to then help to identify trends, selected insights based on time intervals, etc.  

These three technology-oriented assemblage types and the examples of how they manifest 

themselves in ERP master data management demonstrate how they lean heavily on 

material agency and thus are grouped according in the technology-oriented cluster. 

6.1.3 Routine Oriented Clusters  

The data analysis also resulted in the identification of routine oriented cluster assemblage 

types where the emphasis is leans more toward human agency and less towards material 

agency.  These assemblage types include process instigation (Pi), collection (Dc), research 

(Dr), and interpretation (Di). For example, process instigation (Pi) leans toward human 

agency in that dialogue and interactive communication (e.g. text, instant messaging, face 

to face meetings) are the human to human methods for discussing the request or 

instigation.  This is because the nature of these interactions is not some robotic one-way 

requests but in fact require give and take, 2 way or bi-directional human reasoning, 

questioning and decision making to discussing and analyzing ideas and creating some 

action recommendation from the give and take.  Data collection (Dc) is another example of 

a routine cluster assemblage type – more dependent on human agency while less 
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dependent on material agency.  The assemblage here is applying human insight and logic 

to determining representations of the data, retaining that data – either in paper or 

electronic form, merging relevant and purging non-relevant data. 

In the above interview snippet, we read how the interviewee describes human interactivity 

“we use phone, mail, it’s completely manual” and of course the frustration with the 

sustainability of this approach – along with a perceived affordance “we could save a lot of 

time, energy by harmonizing all that.” In the context of a routine cluster it is not about a 

technology-based accommodation but harmonizing the human agency aspect of this ERP 

process. 

Although machine learning and artificial intelligence is a current trend in the making, the 

notion that data research and the related assemblage type data interpretation may be fully 

automated is just not a practical reality as of this research writing.  Data research requires 

human intuition and experience to validate the accuracy of data especially in the overall 

context of the assemblage.  For example, a price change, may be made based on intuitions 

associated with market experience.  Even though material costs may be used to predict 

prices, a mining company may implement a price change based on negotiated practices 

between organisations (e.g. contracts).  Because of the negotiated practice, this type of 

assemblage is more dependent on human agency – not material agency.  

Both clusters are bounded to use cases as derived from the research -  ERP master data 

management creation, maintenance and collection.  The importance of this technique to 

classifying sociomaterial concepts with empirical evidence is clearly stated as follows: 

/ERP/PN1 – For the moment it’s very manual, it’s a real pain, it’s a real nightmare because 

we are using sometimes old Outlook forms that are not convenient anymore. We use 

phone, we use mails, Excel, it’s completely manual… we have processes that are no longer 

sustainable, and we have a feeling that we could save a lot of time, energy and money by 

harmonizing all that. 
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“Ignoring how the past and future are present in the present undermines our ability to 

account sufficiently for what we find in our data.” (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014, p.18).  

This research illustrates and acknowledges how the past informs – or is present in - the 

present through experiences and insights derived from ERP practitioners.  These insights 

provide an informed framework for future practitioners where insights and templates 

resulting from the research through classification principles simplify the practice of ERP 

master data management. 

This approach relating to classifying assemblages and clusters is a critical gap as illustrated 

in the literature review and overall, in current sociomateriality research.  This approach for 

empirically classifying sociomaterial concepts like clusters and assemblage types provides 

theorists and practitioners an important theoretical contribution.   

6.2 Research Position relating to Resistance and Accommodation 

This research identifies the gap and applies the need for classification of resistance and 

accommodation factors associated with assemblage types and clusters.  Relating to this 

research position and illustrated in figure 14, the concept of resistance and 

accommodation factors have not been discussed or articulated in prior research.  The 

research question discussed here are: 

• How can the sociomateriality concepts such as resistance and accommodation 

be used to further classify ERP master data management resistance and 

accommodation?   
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Figure 14 Resistance and Accommodation Factors 

 

6.2.1 Resistance and Accommodation - Beginnings  

The need for understanding resistance and accommodation factors and classifications 

begins with Pickering (Pickering 1993). Pickering’s view of the mangle of practice 

introduces an important theoretical contribution about the entanglement of human and 

material agency along with the notions of resistance and accommodation.  However, 

Pickering’s concepts related to the entanglement and the resistance and accommodation 

as integral to entanglement, left open the nature of figuration – the process by which 

assemblages and related resistance and accommodation factors take on observable 

properties and patterns.  Are entanglements informed by observable properties and 

patterns?  Pickering indicates they exist in the here and now but he doesn’t venture forth 

to determine if they have observable properties and thus may be classified (Pickering 

1993).  

Seventeen years later, Wagner explores resistance (and accommodation) and how it is 

manifested in ERP research.  “Given misalignments between the best practices 

underpinning the (ERP) software package and legacy practices (associated) achieved 

through the previous sociomaterial assemblage, there is likely to be resistance at rollout, 
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and for the project to survive, this resistance must be accommodated “(Wagner et al. 2010, 

p.277).   Yet even here with Wagner, the level of discussion is at the use case level with 

minimal in-depth analysis of the resistance associated with assemblages (entanglements) – 

e.g. how were they informed, how do they serve to inform future assemblages.  

Additionally, Wagner’s analysis does not illustrate how resistance and or accommodation 

may be classified. 

6.2.2 Constraints & Affordance – Resistance & Accommodation Factors 

 “Affordances are not exclusively properties of people or of artifacts; they are constituted 

in relationships between people and the materiality of the things with which they come in 

contact” (Leonardi 2011, p.153).  In the case of human agency where goal seeking is the 

primary driver – affordances emerge - designed to enable or realize a goal.   

In this research, affordances or accommodation factors emerged in patterns relating to 

automation, increased resource utilization, increased time and or decrease quality 

standards for most assemblage types associated with routine and technology-oriented 

clusters.  For example, automation as an identified accommodation factor is similar in 

nature to Leonardi’s definition of affordance in that “technologies afford different 

possibilities for action based on the contexts in which they are used” (Leonardi 2011, 

p.153).  This research views automation as a technology enabler or again, an 

accommodation factor, in that it has significant material agency and can respond to a 

variety of ERP master data management assemblage types and mitigate associated 

resistance factors (e.g. data extraction – volume of transactions, validation – quality (-), 

entry - volume of steps). 

Now here and somewhat contrary to the perspective of Leonardi - these accommodation 

factors were - in most of the cases - applicable to both routine oriented clustered 

assemblage types (Pi, Dc, Dr, Di) and the technology oriented clustered assemblage types 

(Dv, De, and Dx). 

Minor exceptions to this do exist as illustrated in table 25 below.  For example, automation 

as an accommodation factor, is not generally associated with the assemblage types data 
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research (Dr) and data interpretation (Di).  Another example here is how the volume of 

transactions (Vt) is not generally associated with process instigation (Pi) in the data 

maintenance use case.  This is primarily due to instigating the process which is not so much 

about managing a volume of transactions as it has to do with a specific request.  The 

volume of transaction (Vt) resistance here is encountered at the data collection (Dc) 

assemblage type in the given data maintenance use case. 

6.2.3 Resistance and Accommodation Factors Relationship to Assemblage Types 

This research takes into strong consideration figuration (section 2.3.3) as originally 

articulated in both (Latour 2005; Leonardi 2011).  Figuration is a critical aspect for providing 

the foundation for the collection, research and most importantly interpretation of the data 

to classify common and repeatable processes.  Figuration is a key concept for this research 

question, which is what resistance and accommodation factors emerge.   These patterns 

associated with resistance and accommodation were classified in the same manner as 

assemblage types because they take on observable patterns of properties and thereby 

distinct figurations.  Addressing research question two, the following is a discussion of 

figuration and how observable properties serve as a basis for classifying resistance and 

accommodation factors.   

In the following quote, the interviewee uses observable patterns to inform his view on how 

 

/MD/AS2: “… the history of it a bit is that we got several plants in several different locations 

in North America.  Each location or plant has its own controlling team responsible for that 

entity. Each plant also has its own company code within our controlling area in SAP. So, 

years ago before we transitioned to this centralized master data setup, each controlling 

team could go in and maintain their own customers, vendors, cost centers, accounts, and 

kind of had access to do that themselves. Of course, that led over the years to a lot of 

duplicates, that type of thing.” 
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to accommodate (in this case automation Am) resistance associated with data quality (Q+) 

(issues with data duplication). 

Here we observe how the interviewee describes the resistance associated with the physical 

aspects of their plants location in North America and how those plants controlled their 

operations.  This introduces a lot of duplication in both processes and data.  When it comes 

to setting up vendors and customers (De) they reverted to a more centralized approach to 

their master data – accommodating the resistance introduced by individually controlled 

master data for the plants and overcoming the issues surrounding duplication of data using 

automation (Am) as an accommodation strategy.  To further this accommodation now any 

updates to master data must be approved leveraging the routine oriented cluster - 

collection, interpretation and research routines (more dependent on human agency and 

less dependency on technology) (Dc, Di, Dr) before the actual data creation process, where 

technology cluster assemblage types – data validation and entry (Dv, De) - are 

accommodated by data automation processes - by the IT team.   

This illustrates how observing properties in each figuration or assemblage provides the 

basis to identify patterns of resistance and accommodation factors while associating these 

factors based on their human or material agency and thus relationship to a given cluster. 

6.2.4 Resistance and Accommodation Factors Relationship to Clusters 

In this research on ERP master data management via the sociomaterial lens, resistance and 

accommodation factors are associated with both clusters (routines oriented/human agency 

and technology oriented/material agency) are Time (+ -), Quality (+ -), Automation (Am) 

and Resources (Rs), Volume of Steps (Vs) and Volume of Transactions (Vt).  These 

associations with clusters and associated assemblage types are detailed here in table 25. 
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Table 25 Resistance and accommodation factors associated with Clusters & Assemblage Types 

 Assemblage Types / Resistance and Accommodation Factors 
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Table 25 illustrates the non-applicability of data collection and data entry assemblage types 

to the data maintenance use case while showing the non-application of data extraction to 

the data creation assemblage type.  In more minute detail, automation as an 

accommodation factor is also eliminated from data research and data interpretation.  

Additionally, resistance associated with volume of transactions is not normally found in 
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process instigation assemblage types while volume of steps is usually not a resistance 

factor in data research.  Further discussing the relevance of resistance and accommodation 

factors to clusters, the research indicates that constraints as defined by (Leonardi 2013), or 

resistance factors were prevalent in both routine and technology-oriented clusters as well 

as affordance or accommodation factors.  This is somewhat contrary to (Leonardi 2013) in 

the sense that given a routine clustered assemblage type (not requiring ERP system access) 

automation as an accommodation factor could be a potential affordance (e.g. using Google 

search for data research).  This research finds that the identified resistance and 

accommodation factors mostly identified within these assemblage types associates with 

both cluster types (routine and technology orientation) except for these exceptions. 

6.3 Contribution – A Sociomaterial Classification for ERP master data 

management 

As illustrated in Figure 15, distinct ERP master data management assemblage patterns have 

been identified and through this classification demonstrate a reduction in complexity.  

Several examples of assemblages and associated types were given illustrating how they 

lean towards or leverage technology or material agency while others are routine oriented 

leaning more heavily on human agency.  Interestingly it was also shown that indeed 

classification can extend not only from clusters and assemblage types but to the various 

accommodation and resistance factors that are encountered in a temporally emerging ERP 

master data management assemblage.  And finally, these factors gravitated towards 

common assemblage types and that most of the resistance and accommodation factors 

were associated with all the seven identified assemblage types (exceptions noted above). 

The contribution herein is that the framework provides the key components for describing 

and classifying ERP master data management use cases and related clusters, resistance and 

accommodation factors.  Data managers may use the ERP master data management 

Sociomaterial Classification Framework (figure 15) as a tool and process for identifying new 

or optimizing existing ERP master data management processes.  The framework was 

derived from an extensive analysis (interviews and case study) of existing practices and 

experience associated with data automation technologies.  The framework, leveraging a 
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sociomaterial lens, provides a hierarchical approach to identifying use cases, assemblage 

types, routine and technology-oriented clusters, and existing resistance and 

accommodation factors and proposed factors for further master data management process 

optimizations.  Classifying use cases using Assemblage Types as a tool to ensure all aspects 

of the use case are being considered provides the manager with a holistic view of most key 

types that should be encountered in an ERP assemblage frame work.  The advice is to 

carefully consider the assemblage as consisting of one or more of these assemblage types.  

An example of this is when Pi and Dc may be co-located in an assemblage where a process 

is instigated for collecting data.    

Delving into Resistance and Accommodation Factors, the advice here is to use the existing 

factors to determine what is either hindering and or optimizing the existing assemblage 

instance.  With these identified factors and the understanding gained from the role they 

are playing in the instance, the advice here to the manager is then look at leveraging 

various combinations of factors to lessen resistance or enhance accommodation.  In the 

previous example a high expectation for data quality in terms of collection is in place and 

thus appears as a resistance factor to the practitioner.  To optimize or accommodate the 

process so the quality requirements to do not impact the time requirements, perhaps an 

accommodation factor related to either increasing resources or automating the process 

should be considered. 

Furthermore, relating to both time and quality, the practitioner needs to consider tradeoffs 

that require business decisions.  In a data entry process, pricing changes are generally time 

sensitive so accommodation factors such as quality, automation, and resources may all be 

considered but need to be evaluated in context of time and available resources – in this 

case either available human resources and or budget resources.  Quality could possibly be 

considered but do to the extremely critical importance of pricing data accuracy should be a 

last resort.  Automation is another option but if either tools and or practices are not readily 

available timing could prevent automation as an accommodation strategy.  Probably the 

most likely approach to accommodating pricing changes would be the application of more 

resources – in terms of more data entry clerks.  Again, though consideration must be given 
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to the highly manual nature of this accommodation and the greater opportunity for manual 

data entry errors and possible inconsistency that comes with multiple agents involved in 

each process.  This discussion is but one-use case amongst many and provides an 

illustration how the tradeoffs that practitioners must make as they evaluate 

accommodation strategies relating to ERP data and process management.   

 

Figure 15 ERP master data management Classification Framework 

 

6.4 Methodological Contribution – New Approaches 

This research represents a significantly new and innovative approach to analyze qualitative 

data and ultimately derive insights into use cases.  Cecez-Kecmanovic (Cecez-Kecmanovic 

et al. 2014) posits that identifying new approaches for sociomaterial research are needed.  

There is a need to identify new ways to study the flows of social and material 
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entanglement, especially using methods that do not rely solely on social actors to account 

for how the technology is acting in complex assemblages.  

While this research began with a traditional qualitative approach to collecting data on 

sociomaterial assemblages, the approach used to process the interview data took a 

decidedly different turn by using a software tool designed to automate the analysis of the 

interview results.  After the automated analysis was complete, a case study was conducted 

about two years later with a company where insights gained relating to assemblage types, 

routine and technology-oriented clusters and resistance and accommodation factors were 

reviewed with an ERP data operations team for a large multinational mining resources 

company.   

The software automated analysis too - Leximancer - provides a mapping schema allowing 

researchers to consider themes and concepts derived from analyzing converted text from 

qualitative interviews or in the case of this research, interviews associated with ERP data 

and process topics (Purchase et al. 2016; Makkonen et al. 2012).  Leximancer employs 

proximity values for text mining and artificial learning (Smith & Humphreys 2006) resulting 

in the identification of key themes and related concepts. This capability was critical in the 

research to determine key use cases data maintenance, data creation and process 

collection.   

Using word frequency and co-occurrence data, Leximancer identifies patterns of terms that 

appear together in the text. This approach differs from traditional content analysis in that 

Leximancer identifies what concepts exist in a set of texts, allowing concepts to be 

automatically coded. In this research, the key concepts included data creation, data 

maintenance and process collection providing a basis for interpreting the interview text. 

Using the concept map, this researcher rank-ordered concept lists and text query options, 

and then analyzed instances of specific concepts to understand their relationships. The 

concept map visually represents the strength of association between concepts and thus 

provided the overview of the semantic structure of the data gathered from the 92 

interviews.   
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For this study, Leximancer was used to analyze the entire data set consisting of 92 

interviews. In our analysis of the entire data set, we asked Leximancer to identify where 

each decade was situated relative to the overall semantic landscape of the data set.  A 

feature of Leximancer’s analysis is its reliability, assessed in two ways: stability and 

reproducibility.  

After running 25 iterations of the conceptual map, it was determined that themes data and 

process were clearly dominant.  This conclusion was determined using this technique:  

With each iteration, the data was aggregated into a data pivot table where all the statistics 

for each iteration where gathered.  Several different pivot analyses were conducted on the 

resulting data to further refine and understand the various theme concept relationships 

and their associated data.  There is potential for future research here in relating to 

additional statistical analysis that could be performed on data results generated from 

Leximancer analyses e.g. theme – concept relationships especially pertaining to the top 4-5 

themes.   

6.3.2 Practical Contribution 

Throughout the literature review process with over 200 citations of varying references to 

sociomateriality theory, with an exception in the cases of E. Wagner’s research (Wagner et 

al. 2010) of ERP, management accounting practices and sociomateriality and W. 

Orlikowski’s coverage of a Lotus Notes implementation (Orlikowski 1995) and 

sociomateriality – there was relatively no practical IS discussion pertaining to 

sociomateriality, let alone methods and tools that could be used by IS practitioners 

available as a result of the discussion.  In (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014)   the authors 

assert that one of the important directions that research with respect to sociomateriality 

must deal with being practically relevant.  This research argues that the focus on the 

epistemological and ontological aspects of a sociomaterial lens has arguably produced a 

body of literature that is even less accessible and relevant to the everyday person than is 

much of our academic literature (which is in any case criticized for not having practical 

and/or societal relevance or impact).  
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From a practitioner perspective – the thesis provides value in terms of framing potential 

assemblage types, routine and technology-oriented clusters, and resistance and 

accommodation factors that could be encountered in an ERP system, process optimization 

and or upgrade.  In addition to framing types and factors, the research provides insights 

into the temporal nature of assemblages.  Again, the prior research in this area does not 

delve into the empirical nature of assemblage temporality and how the figurations of these 

clusters, types and factors provide the practitioner with templates for evaluating ERP 

business processes.   

In another assessment relating to the lack of pragmatic and managerial relevance to works 

in sociomateriality, Desouza (Desouza et al. 2007; Desouza et al. 2006) posits that given the 

roots of sociomateriality in a practice perspective, combined with its focus on the everyday 

lived experience, it is perhaps ironic that it has, to date, very little to offer the practitioner.  

The original contribution of assemblage types for ERP master data management in 

combination with routine and technology-oriented clusters, and resistance and 

accommodation factors associated with these types provides IS practitioners - particularly 

those involved with data management - a holistic set of verifiable types and factors to 

frame data quality initiatives.  These initiatives may include but are not limited to new 

business process optimizations, data automation scenarios for collecting and research data 

and other common solutions.  All of which ensures high quality information and thus 

critically important decision making based on that level of quality. 

6.3.3 Practical Contribution - An organizational policy template for managing 

master data decision making processes 

The following policy template is designed for the practitioner to identify instances 

associated with assemblage types in ERP master data management.  It is critical to note 

that the classification process as deployed and used in the development of the templates 

significantly reduces the complexity of analysis for the practitioner.  In other words, the 

template and ERP master data management classification framework provide the 

practitioner with a framework to track and capture information related to associated 

resistance and accommodation factors and more importantly provides a placeholder for 
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identifying potential resistance and accommodation factors designed to enhance given 

assemblage instances.  The following steps illustrate this process: 

Step 1:  The initial process is to identify the specific use case and related assemblage type. 

(figure 16) 

Step 2:  This is then followed by describing the various instances of the assemblage in 

terms of material, agency and the temporal nature of those instances.  (figure 17) 

Step 3:  The next two steps are designed to identify the resistance and accommodation 

factors associate with the assemblages.  (figure 18, 19) 

Step 4:  The final step in the framework is to then provide a template for capturing 

optimizations that may be imbricated into the assemblage instances for either lessening 

resistance factors such as volume of steps and or transactions while enhancing automation 

factors such as automating the process or increasing the time associated with the 

assemblage. (figure 20)  The templates are illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 16 Practitioner Policy Template - Use Case to Assemblage Type Classification Determination  
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Figure 17 Practitioner Policy Template – Assemblage Type to Assemblage Classification Determination 
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Figure 18 Practitioner Policy Template – Assemblage to Resistance Factor Classification Determination 
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Figure 19 Practitioner Policy Template – Assemblage to Accommodation Factor Classification Determination 
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Figure 20 Practitioner Policy Template – Assemblage Accommodation Optimization Classification Determination 



 1  
  

 

Chapter 7 Conclusion, Summary, Limitations, Future Research and 

Citations  

“Given the roots of sociomateriality in a practice perspective, with its focus on the 

everyday lived experience, it is perhaps ironic that it has, to date, very little to offer the 

practitioner. We need to identify new ways to study the flows of social and material 

entanglement. We advocate spending more time and energy on identifying the practical 

implications associated with understanding the co-constitution of the social and the 

material and the performative role of technologies developed and implemented” (Cecez-

Kecmanovic et al. 2014, p.18).  

The goal of this research was to provide an ERP master data management empirical 

framework for professionals and academics that classifies common use cases, 

assemblages, and resistance and accommodation associated with ERP master data 

management.  What emerged in this research was an application of sociomateriality to 

ERP master data management and through this application process, the results are 

contributions not only to sociomateriality theory but to ERP master data management 

methods, and practices.   

7.1 Root Cause – Data Quality or Dirty master data 

It cannot be overstated the depth and breadth of dependency modern commerce has 

on enterprise resource planning technology.  And it also cannot be overstated that 

depth and breadth of resistance associated with bad or dirty master data that is 

foundational to the execution of ERP systems.  ERP systems have been deployed at 

companies around the world since the mid 1990’s.  During this same period an 

emerging social theory – sociomateriality – has arrived on the scene essentially derived 

from hundreds of years of social theory development.  This coincidence in terms of both 

ERP deployment and sociomateriality as a theory taking hold, provided a unique prism 

for this research.  Companies worldwide spend over $200 billion a year on ERP systems 

and supporting infrastructure.   
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As you have read in this dissertation, this technology is rife with usability and data 

quality issues that introduces challenging situations for companies deploying ERP to 

manage their business operations.  As highlighted in the preface, there is a unique need 

here in 2018 (driven by the billions spent per annum and the ongoing related data 

management resistance) to provide pragmatic and data driven insights sociomateriality 

concepts in action.  Additionally, there is a need for better methods to perform content 

analysis.  Finally, practitioners who’ve essentially been left aside in the development of 

sociomateriality, are finally being recognized in terms of their needs being met by this 

new approach to analyzing the social order. 

7.2 Conclusion 

This dissertation provided insights into how we arrived here today from a social theory 

historical perspective, what the essential insights for ERP master data management that 

are gained by taking a sociomaterial perspective, demonstrating this applicability with a 

comprehensive set of data analysis and discussion.  As discussed, there is relatively no 

practical IS discussion pertaining to sociomateriality, let alone methods and tools that 

could be used by IS practitioners available because of the discussion.  This research 

presents a practical IS discussion leveraging sociomateriality as a lens that practitioners 

can use in day to day ERP master data management operations. 

Further, new concepts associated with routine and technology-oriented clusters, 

assemblage types, use cases, and resistance and accommodation factors have broad 

applicability to a wide range of IT and general business processes.  This research 

provides a language for which theorists and practitioners can evolve to their unique 

areas of organizational analysis and theory.  Finally, leveraging automation in qualitative 

analysis is an exciting area of opportunity for applying statistical rigor to an otherwise 

interpretive approach to data analysis.  Leveraging automated content analysis 

algorithms to qualitative data represents a vast area of research opportunity.  This 

research in its own way represents some of the pioneering work in this new approach 

to qualitative analysis.  
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7.3 Limitations 

Time and Space Boundary – the research was limited to information and data 

gathered in 2012 and 2015 the two timeframes associated with the interviews 

conducted and the case study completed.  Additionally, the limitations in this 

research are that the interviewees (see appendix for demographics) were largely 

limited to working for multi-national corporations based in North America.  The 

practitioners also dealt with ERP systems developed and supported by SAP.  There 

were no other ERP systems evaluated in these interviews.  The software was 

primarily Enterprise Resource Planning – ECC 6.0; the software was not focused on 

other types of enterprise solutions such as supply chain software, customer 

relationship management software or other types of computerized software 

systems. 

Personal Interpretation and Bias – The researcher has 20+ years’ experience in 

enterprise computer software product management and marketing.  Experience 

includes enterprise resource planning software, customer relationship management 

software and financial / expense management software solutions.  This experience 

and background in enterprise customer market research provides unique and 

limited insights into usability and challenges associated with global, multinational 

implementation and deployment of technology to automate manual business 

processes.  The researcher’s bias towards data automation solutions was enhanced 

due to his employment during the research period with an SAP data automation 

software company.  

7.4 Future Research 

There are good opportunities for research expansion and further refinement of 

concepts relating to routine and technology-oriented clusters, assemblage types 

and resistance and accommodation factors associated with other technology 

platforms (e.g. SCM, Human Capital Management or HR systems, Customer 

Relationship Management or CRM systems, Work Management (Smartsheet), and 

Knowledge Management).   

Additionally, good opportunities for further expansion of and further refinement of 

concepts relating to routine and technology-oriented clusters, assemblage types, 
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and resistance and accommodation factors concepts associated with other ERP 

market segments (e.g. cultures – China vs. United States, other geospatial regions – 

Asia Pacific, Europe, and other market segments e.g. SMB – small to medium sized 

businesses) 
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Appendix 

8.1 Overview – Terms, Examples, Interview Details 

8.1.1 Key Terms 

Table 26 Key Terms 

Term Definition 

Accommodation 

(Wagner 2010, 

p.287) 

Accommodation amounts, to a greater or lesser extent, to revisions of plans and 

goals, as well as the intentional structure and restructuring of the human agency. It 

is the active human strategy of responding to resistance in the form of material 

constraints, agency limitations (or restraints) resulting in modifications to the 

assemblage. 

Accommodation 

Factors 

Factors commonly associated with accommodation associated with assemblages. 

  

Assemblage (Cecez-

Kecmanovic 2014, 

p.4) 

The term assemblage just means the imbrication or interweaving of human 

(agency) and material (infrastructure).  Additionally, the assemblage is temporal 

consisting of resistance and accommodation factors.  These factors provide the ebb 

and flow of the assemblage. 

Assemblage Type Types of assemblages associated with a given business process, e.g., data collection 
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is an assemblage type related to ERP master data creation and maintenance. 

  

CRUD Matrix 

(Zittrain 2006) 

In computing, the CRUD matrix represents the four basic functions of data 

management. The four functions are 1. create, 2. read, 3. update and 4. delete. 

Create refers to creating data while read is simply reading data from storage.  

Update pertains to data maintenance or changes while delete is about eliminating 

data from the system.  CRUD also describes user interface conventions that 

facilitate viewing, searching, and changing information; often using computer-

based forms and reports. 

ERP – Enterprise 

Resource Planning 

Enterprise Resource Planning provides an integrated and a real-time view of 

business processes using a shared database. The system shares data across various 

departments like operations, supply chain, finance and human resources. ERP is like 

a traffic cop directing information flow between all business functions while 

managing reports and connections with external stakeholders. 

Imbrication The term assemblage only means the imbrication or interweaving of human 

(agency) and material (infrastructure) encompassing ERP workflow and master data 

business processes.  Leonardi (Leonardi et al., 2012) defines imbrication as the 

gradual overlapping and interlocking of distinct elements into a stable ecosystem – 

a useful way to think about the process by which the social and the material 

become the sociomaterial. 

Mangle of Practice 

(Pickering 1993) 

The dialectic of resistance and accommodation is what Pickering referred to as the 

mangle of practice (Pickering 1993). This description provides a useful way to look 

at performativity, which Pickering describes as a dialectic process of resistance and 

accommodation that produces unpredictable transformations in the sociomaterial 

assemblage (or mangle).  In this research, the author will refrain as much as 

possible to refer to the mangle of practice and instead refer to assemblage(s). 

Master Data In ERP systems master data is a type of data that is foundational to a business 

implementation.  Material, customer, and vendor data are types of master data 

compared to transactional data, an example of which is order transactions, and or 

vendor requests. 

Resistance (Pickering 

1993) 

Resistance is at the heart of the sociomaterial assemblage between the human and 

material realms, interactively restructured concerning the other (Pickering 1993). 

Resistance is friction associated with completing a given task or project.  Pickering 

describes resistance as "the occurrence of a block on the path to some goal," 

adding that "resistances are central to the (assemblage) mangle – from a 

nonhuman agency perspective, they situate in amongst human purposes, goals, 

and plans." (Pickering 1993, p.569) Typical resistance factors in organizations 

include material constraints, agency limitations or restraints, time, quality, resource 

availability, and caliber. 

Sociomateriality Sociomateriality has emerged from several key organizational theories, including 
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(Orlikowski 2007) structuration, actor-network and sociotechnical theories. Where it departs is that 

rather than examining the agency and material as distinct entities, as in these other 

theories, sociomateriality views them as a holistic entity that continually evolves 

with the ebb and flow of resistance and accommodation temporal practices. 

8.1.2 An Example ERP master data management Sociomaterial Assemblage 

In the case of a pricing update, table 27 illustrates an example of an assemblage may be 

conducting research on pricing data extracted from an ERP system.  This assemblage 

would associate more directly with research as principally human agency and therefore 

this research classifies it within a routine oriented cluster of assemblages – as opposed 

to a technology routine where there is a stronger association with technology as 

material agency.  The research assemblage may consist of searching online databases 

for competitive insights, formulating pricing models in a spreadsheet, referring to print 

catalogues for updated costing information.  In this case – online databases, 

spreadsheet models, and print catalogues are examples of materiality that the pricing 

analyst – as the agency in this assemblage – is relationally entangled.   Resistance in this 

pricing research assemblage may be the fact that there are 100,000 pricing updates that 

need to be made in less than 8 hours.  Accommodation may be to request additional 

resources to assist with the research of the pricing information to meet the expected 

deadline. 

Table 27 ERP master data management – A Sociomaterial Example – Pricing Research 

Agency Material Practices, Routines - 

Assemblages 

Resistance & 

Accommodation 

Instead of locating agency in 

humans, or in technologies, 

agency is seen as the 

“enactment of iterative 

changes to particular 

practices through the 

dynamics of intra-activity.” 

(Barad 2003, p.827) 

“Strictly speaking, it is not 

materiality of technology 

but materiality of composite 

assemblages of technology, 

people, work and organizing 

in ongoing intra-action.” 

(Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 

2014, p.4) 

“Posthumanist 

performativity instead 

recognizes composite 

assemblages of humans and 

technologies as 

ontologically inseparable 

components.” (Cecez-

Kecmanovic et al. 2014, 

p.12)  As technology moves 

to wearable computers, as 

in Google glasses, we may 

“become our data” in ways 

that provide new 

opportunities for 

Obstacles encountered in a 

given assemblage and how 

they are managed or 

accommodated – Pickering’s 

view of the “mangle” 

(material) resistance and 

(human) accommodation; 

Leonardi’s “imbrication” 

distinguishing between 

material affordances and 

social adaptations; 

Orlikowski’s 

“entanglement” all in 

context of performative 
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sociomaterial scholars to 

consider assemblages. (Yoo 

2013, p.231) 

accomplishments rather 

than preexisting entities.  

(Cecez-Kecmanovic et al., 

2014) 

Pricing Analyst Online databases, 

spreadsheet models, print 

catalogues, ERP user 

interface code  

Routine oriented cluster 

where human agency 

prevails over material 

agency – in this case 

research is principally 

conducted with human 

intervention, less reliant on 

technology. 

Pricing Update Maintenance 

Assemblage - Pricing analyst 

and marketing manager 

evaluating competitive 

pricing, together 

formulating pricing models 

and their effect on revenue 

models. 

Resistance encountered in 

the case of the pricing 

update assemblage is due to 

100K pricing updates 

needed in 8 hours 

accommodated by the 

application of more 

resources 

 

The research focus is about applying sociomateriality principles and concepts to ERP 

master data management and methods to better understand how people deal with ERP 

systems - particularly usage resistance and related accommodation scenarios within 

given ERP master data management assemblages. Improved awareness, better visibility 

and a clear understanding of ERP master data management resistance and 

accommodation situations may lead to higher levels of data quality and better 

information for optimal business decision-making.  This knowledge may improve ERP 

user acceptance, ERP system efficiencies – and thus enable better business  

8.1.3 Data Analysis – Interview Interpretations 

This document contains the analysis of the themes, concepts, interview snippets and 

interpretations from the data analysis.  The document consists of 165 pages and 41,254 

words of interpreted results.  This is the link to the document store on Google Drive. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DWwLjJrppryADXaHa8zFtylWRk0FX1u0
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8.2 Attitude-Behavior Theory 

The general measure of user satisfaction may be theoretically grounded in the attitude-

behavior theory of Fishbein and Ajzen (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975). Attitude-Behavior 

Theory postulates that beliefs about an object lead to an attitude about it.  This attitude 

leads to behavioral intentions regarding the object. These intentions, in turn, affect the 

actual behaviors toward the object. Finally, there is a feedback loop in which behavioral 

experiences can modify the beliefs about the object. 

Melone (Melone 1990) defined a user attitude as a predisposition to respond favorably 

(satisfaction) or unfavorably (unsatisfied) to a computer system, application, system 

staff member, or a process related to the use of the system or application. She 

proposed that end-user satisfaction, defined as an attitude, can be theoretically 

justified in Fishbein and Ajzen’s theory of reasoned action. Melone asserted that the 

theory of reasoned action provides a theoretical basis for concluding that an individual’s 

perceptions (attitude toward the behavioral action, or behavioral intention (BI)) are 

highly correlated to the actual behavior of a computer system and related activities and 

are predictive of the success of the computer system.   

A shortcoming with this theory is that it focuses on the individual, while essentially 

downplaying the role and, more importantly, the interaction with the system or 

technology infrastructure. Both this theory and the descendant theories that follow 

focus on the individual or the system but downplay any suggested interplay between 

the two, while attempting to understand how the two accommodate each other to 

complete a process or achieve a goal.  Since the ERP MDCM process engages a myriad 

of agents and infrastructure to perform a task, focusing only on an individual’s attitude 

toward the process is very limiting to understanding the entire assemblage of routines 

made up of the engaged agents and infrastructure.  

8.2.1 Theory of Reasoned Action  

Somewhat like the Attitude-Behavior Theory, the theory of reasoned action (TRA) has 

important implications for computer use. TRA focuses on the human agent aspect of 

the assemblage, while again downplaying the assemblage. The view here is less on the 

agency perception and more on the agency satisfaction. Again, however, the focus is on 
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the individual, leaving the role of resistance and accommodation and the temporal 

nature of the assemblage in limbo. 

The theory suggests that user satisfaction affects users’ behavioral intentions toward 

computers, which in turn affect users’ actual usage of computers. Because computer 

use is critically important in knowledge work, user satisfaction becomes an important 

construct that must be understood and measured. A general measure for user 

satisfaction is necessary to allow for diversity among users and diversity in the 

computer tasks they perform.  

8.2.2 End User Computing Satisfaction Instrument 

Early research of user satisfaction developed measurement instruments that focused on 

general user satisfaction (Bailey & Pearson 1983). However, several subsequent studies 

pointed out weaknesses in these instruments (Galletta & Lederer 1989). Consequently, 

the user-satisfaction construct has often been used as a surrogate for information 

systems (IS) success, or IS effectiveness (Doll & Torkzadeh 1988). In response to the 

perceived weaknesses in prior instruments, Doll and Torkzadeh developed a 12-item 

End User Computing Satisfaction Instrument (EUCSI). This instrument was designed to 

measure user satisfaction with specific applications and was sent to major users in 44 

organizations.  

Harrison and Allison (Harrison & Allison 1996) employed the EUCSI as a general 

measure of user satisfaction in their study. Instead of focusing on a single application as 

the source for EUCSI, they asked respondents to assess their satisfaction across all 

applications. In other words, the unit of analysis in the study was the individual, rather 

than the application, leaving the assemblage in the background. The findings supported 

the EUCSI validity and reliability when used as a general measure of user satisfaction. 

This study also investigated the relationship of user satisfaction and computer attitudes, 

computer anxiety, computer skill, and computer usage to contribute to the nomological 

network of the user satisfaction construct. 

8.2.3 Technology Acceptance Model  

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), introduced by (Davis 1985) is an adaptation 

of TRA specifically tailored to modeling user acceptance of information systems. 
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However, a key difference with TRA is that TAM views BI as being jointly determined by 

the person’s attitude toward using the system (A) and perceived usefulness (U).  

According to this model, BI = A + U. 

 

Figure 21 Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1985) 

The goal of TAM (figure 21) is to provide an explanation of the determinants of 

computer acceptance that is general and capable of explaining user behavior across a 

broad range of end-user computing technologies and user populations, while being 

both parsimonious and theoretically justified at the same time. Ideally, one would like a 

model that is helpful not only for prediction, but also for explanation, so that 

researchers and practitioners can identify why a system may be unacceptable and 

pursue appropriate corrective steps. A key purpose of TAM, therefore, is to provide a 

basis for tracing the impact of external factors on internal beliefs, attitudes and 

intentions.  

TAM positions two key beliefs, perceived usefulness (U) and perceived ease of use 

(EOU), as primary drivers for computer system acceptance behaviors (Davis 1989; Davis 

et al. 1989). While these are important factors for assessing an individual’s perception, 

the whole notion of an assemblage is to provide a platform (or a lens) to better 

understand the human-computer interaction in such a manner that this understanding 

provides a perspective that readily teases the resistance and accommodation practices 

out of the assemblage. Only after the resistance and accommodation practices are 

viewed and understood can work begin to improve the practices, to make the system 

more efficient and increase the user’s capacity enablement to be able to perform tasks 

that are less manual, redundant and overbearing. 

TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis 2000) incorporates additional theoretical constructs, 

spanning social influence processes (subjective norm, voluntariness, and image) and 
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cognitive instrumental processes (job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability, 

and perceived ease of use), which are additional factors to consider when viewing only 

the individual’s perspective of the process in question. 

8.2.4 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 

2003) merges eight theories of acceptance into a single framework, in which four 

constructs play a significant role as direct determinants of user acceptance and usage 

behavior:  performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating 

conditions. The key moderators include gender, age, voluntariness and experience, thus 

providing the basis for the hypothesis.   

The variance noted by (Venkatesh et al. 2003) as it relates to UTAUT is quite high for 

behavioral research; however, the authors point out that further work should attempt 

to identify and test additional conditions of the model to provide a richer understanding 

of technology adoption and usage behavior. This might take the form of additional, 

theoretically motivated moderating influences, different technologies (e.g., 

collaborative systems, e-commerce applications), different user groups (e.g., individuals 

in different functional areas), and other organizational contexts (e.g., public or 

government institutions).  

8.2.5 Theory of Planned Behavior  

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) extends the TRA by adding the construct of 

perceived behavioral control (Ajzen 1991). In TPB, perceived behavioral control is 

theorized to be an additional determinant of intention and behavior.  TPB has been 

successfully applied to the understanding of individual acceptance and usage of many 

different technologies.  Perceived behavioral control is defined as the perceived ease or 

difficulty of performing the behavior (Ajzen 1991).  

8.2.6 Summary: User Satisfaction and Usability of ERP Systems  

Essentially TRA, TAM, TPB and UTAUT are variants on user satisfaction theories that are 

agent or user centric as each focus on the individual’s positive or negative feelings 

about performing the target behavior (e.g., dealing with ERP systems).  These theories 
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consider the person’s perception of whether people who are important to him think 

that he should or should not perform the behavior in question (subjective norm).   

At issue here is that there is minimal analysis of the materiality of the assemblage.  

These theories zero in on the individual’s acceptance of the environment but neglect 

the infrastructure e.g., the impact that the material has on the overall assemblage.  In 

the case of ERP systems, and master data creation and maintenance, user satisfaction 

theory seems to also ignore the impact of macro edicts, resistance and accommodation, 

and the various personas interests and roles in the assemblage.  The scope is too 

narrow to develop an overall understanding of the existing assemblage and without this 

as a basis, any opportunity to address resistance with the system would be very difficult 

to overcome.  A more collaborative theory and approach is called for – one that begins 

to examine the assemblage – or the holistic view – of the ERP practice surrounding 

master data creation and maintenance. 

8.3 User Satisfaction and Collaboration Method 

8.3.1 User Satisfaction Metrics 

There is a myriad of approaches to measure ERP usability, with decades of research 

dedicated to evolving these metrics for analyzing user satisfaction, usability, behavioral 

intent and the effect of attitude. The following table illustrates a sampling of the range 

of metrics that are considered standards for evaluating ERP usability. 

Table 28. Usability Metrics (Straub et al., 2002) 

CONSTRUCT – (WHEELER 2002) POSSIBLE MEASURES 

EXECUTING BUSINESS INNOVATION FOR GROWTH Rapid implementation – measure speed 

CONVEYING NEW IT INSIGHTS Evolving IT standards – survey effectiveness 

ASSESSING CUSTOMER VALUE Financial, perceptual, and behavioral metrics 

 

CONSTRUCT – (PALMER 2002) POSSIBLE MEASURES 

NAVIGABILITY Organization, sequence, arrangement 

layout 

INFORMATION CONTENT Quantity, variety 
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DOWNLOAD DELAY Access speed, display rate 

INTERACTIVITY RESPONSIVENESS Customization interactivity, feedback 

 

CONSTRUCT – (AGARWAL & 

VENKATESH 2002) 

POSSIBLE MEASURES 

CONTENT Relevance, media use (e.g., devices), 

current and timely information 

EASE OF USE Structure 

OMNIBUS USABILITY Overall usability, overall design, overall 

experience 

 

CONSTRUCT – (KOUFARIS 2002) POSSIBLE MEASURES BLE MEASURES 

SEARCH MECHANISM USE Number of value and non-value-added 

search mechanisms used in single 

session 

CONCENTRATION Absorption 

PERCEIVED CONTROL Confusion, calmness, control, frustration 

WEB SKILLS  Perception of skill in using the Web, 

perception of ability to find what one 

wants, perception of knowing more 

about using the Web than most users 

8.3.2 Collaboration Method – From Interaction to Collaboration 

Some of the recent ERP usability research has set out to develop design principles for 

improving the collaborative capabilities of ERP systems. Many usability problems can be 

addressed by designing ERP systems that are capable of collaborating with human 

users. (Grosz & Kraus 1996) and (Shieber 1996) first proposed a paradigm shift from 

human-computer interaction to human-computer collaboration, with collaboration 

being defined as a process in which two or more agents work together to achieve 

shared goals (Terveen 1995).  
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In system-user collaboration, the system partners with the user by being aware of the 

context of their interaction. Both are aware of the overall goal and share knowledge of 

how the goal can be achieved through their interaction. This new paradigm is rooted in 

both philosophical and computational models of collaboration (Bratman 1992; Grosz & 

Kraus 1996). In these models, collaboration is conceptualized as shared cooperative 

activity (SCA) and is thought of as having three features: 

• Commitment to the Joint Activity (CJA): Each party in the interaction commits to the 

joint activity and is aware of the context surrounding their collaboration. The parties 

may commit for different reasons (i.e., they are dealing with different ultimate goals), 

but they are committed to collaborating in the activity. Without intending to cooperate, 

the two parties might interact, but it would not be a shared cooperative activity 

(Bratman 1992). 

• Mutual Responsiveness (MR): In a shared cooperative activity, each party responds 

to the intentions and actions of the other by adjusting his own behavior based on the 

behavior of the other party. Without such responsiveness, the interaction might be 

what Bratman refers to as prepackaged cooperation (Bratman 1992), but it is not SCA. 

• Commitment to Mutual Support (CMS): Each party is committed to supporting the 

efforts of the other when that party needs help and will recognize the need and provide 

assistance.   Bratman (1992) thinks of this as If I know a partner is having trouble with 

performing their part and I am able to provide help in a way that does not jeopardize 

my individual responsibilities regarding the collective action, I must offer help. 

CJA, MR and CMS are beginning to surface the collaboration aspect of the human-

computer interaction. CJA is based on an interaction commitment, which is something 

that is either contracted or specified in some manner, so that there is a way to fall back 

on the commitment if it is not met for some reason. The reality is, however, that ERP 

master data creation processing, as well as any other ERP process, is so varied in terms 

of participants, practices and technologies in practice that to administer a commitment 

for any component of the system would require some form of automation at a 

minimum. In other words, this is not practical. 
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8.3.3 Collaboration Method - Usability and Human–Machine Interaction 

Usability is defined as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to 

achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified 

context of use (Babaian et al. 2012). If a user’s objective is to create a new material, 

effectiveness relates to the extent to which the material or part accurately represents 

the intended item, value, cost, price, inventory availability, etc.; efficiency represents 

the quantity of parts or materials created within a unit of time; and satisfaction relates 

to the user’s ability to complete the task without discomfort and with an overall 

positive attitude (user satisfaction) as an outcome of using the system.  

This idea of usability expressed as the efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction between 

human and machine were illustrated as significant in terms of nine design principles for 

human–machine collaboration by (Polson & Lewis 1990). The nine design principles 

were: 

1. Visibility of system status: provide users with feedback regarding the status and 

progress in task performance. 

2. Match between the system and the real world: use the vocabulary of terms and 

follow the conventions with which users are familiar. 

3. User control and freedom: allow users to redo or undo actions; do not limit the 

actions that users can take at a specific time. 

4. Consistency and standards: define and present the same things in the same way 

across the system. 

5. Error prevention: reduce the opportunities for users to make mistakes. 

6. Recognition rather than recall: make objects and options available and visible of 

action (such as shortcuts). 

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: allow experienced users to use accelerators of action 

(such as shortcuts). 

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: include only relevant information in dialogs. 

9. Help user recognize, diagnose and recover from errors, be able to detect errors, 

identify their sources and provide constructive solutions. 

It’s important to note that this approach tends to define this process in terms of a user’s 

objective (e.g., efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction) – a lopsided view of the 
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holistic process. While these design principles are valid as user interface practices, this 

is a bit like placing the cart before the horse, since it is critical to know and understand 

the present state of the process assemblage – including all the various resistance and 

accommodation practices and how they emerge and subside – before one can begin to 

prioritize these practices. Only when the entire process assemblage – the human 

agency aspect and the technology infrastructure – is examined and understood can the 

assemblage be improved or innovated upon. 

8.3.4 Collaboration Method – Shared Cooperative Activity 

Here the ERP User-System Interaction is viewed via a collaborative lens (Topi 2010).  

This theory starts to provide a limited window to the key properties from a system’s 

perspective. However, this collaborative theory still has a wide gap in terms of 

understanding the full extent of a holistic ERP master data creation or maintenance 

process.  The focus is about a one to one (human machine) perspective as contrasted to 

a multi-agent, multi-task – all-encompassing assemblage perspective.  For instance, the 

system design principles (e.g., the product life cycle) and its impact on the users’ ability, 

motivation and willingness to act collaboratively in their interactions with the ERP 

system as it relates to the product life cycle and, in some cases, to even using the 

system at all – appears to be somewhat neglected.  

Topi (Topi 2010) indicates a strong conceptual model exists that forms a foundation for 

a more sophisticated understanding of the relationships between the core collaboration 

properties and their specific linkages to system usability. Orlikowski (Orlikowski 1993; 

Orlikowski 2000) and others have taken this further, in terms of exploring the temporal 

nature of the resistance and accommodation factors set forth by Pickering (Pickering 

1993) and expanded the scope of agency and materiality. However, no two ERP MDCM 

process assemblages are the same, thus limiting the research findings. Each assemblage 

is constrained by time, quality, and volume factors relating to resistance, 

accommodation and the fluctuations of market, process, infrastructure (materiality) 

and user (agency).  The human-computer collaboration perspective appeals to a notion 

that UIs and the individuals using them are fully intertwined in terms of their effects on 

one another and should therefore be closely examined together (Orlikowski 2007). 
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It is the intent of this research to close the distance between Topi’s (Topi 2010) outline 

of the collaboration method and exploring the viability of sociomateriality as a lens for 

grappling with understanding the full context of the ERP MDCM assemblage. 

8.4 Interviewee Table 

Table 29 Interviewee Demographics (April, October 2012 interviews) 

Date Industry Title – Gender (m/f) Employee # Revenue 

8-Mar Food & Beverages Dir – m 33,577 $14.8B (2014) 

8-Mar Life Sciences Consultant - m 15,000 4.74B EU (2015) 

8-Mar Construction IT Analyst - m 190,000 40.1B EU (2016) 

8-Mar Food & Beverages IT Analyst - m 2,500 $625M (2016) 

8-Mar Food & Beverages VP - m 1,500 $207M (est. 2016) 

8-Mar Oil & Gas SAP Analyst - m 150,000 $107.2B (2016) 

9-Mar Aerospace and Defense SAP Integration Architect - m 18,103 $5.9 B (2016) 

12-Mar Government Administration Senior SAP Consultant - f 584 $0.54B (2016) 

12-Mar Aerospace and Defense SAP Business Development Manager - m 18,103 $5.9 B (2016) 

12-Mar Construction Senior IM Analyst - m 9,193 $9.34B (2016) 

12-Mar Consumer Goods Dir. of Financial Controls - f 367 $0.22B (2016) 

12-Mar Food & Beverage Sr. Systems Analyst 279 $0.06B (2016) 

12-Mar Hospital and Healthcare Senior SAP Consultant - f 127,100 $71.90B (2016) 

12-Mar Packaging & Container SAP Business Development Manager - m 6,803 $1.11B (2016) 

13-Mar Telecommunications Sr. SAP Financial Modules Specialists - f 145,659 $6.69B (2016) 

13-Mar Semiconductors Dr. Information Technology/ CIO - m 1,400 $0.54B (2016) 

13-Mar Commercial Real Estate Manager Custer/ Vendor Master - m 11,097 $8.87B (2016) 

13-Mar Consumer Goods Sr. SAP Financial Modules Specialists - f 10,626 $1.63B (2016) 

13-Mar Pharmaceutical Customer Insight Director - m 80,446 $7.64B (2016) 

14-Mar Whole Sales SAP Business Development Manager - m 1,099 $0.37B (2016) 

14-Mar Hospital & Healthcare Business Process Analyst - m 69,968 $10.78B (2016) 

14-Mar Hospital & Healthcare Remote Service Engineer, DXR Modality Lead - m 69,968 $10.78B (2016) 

14-Mar IT & Services Senior IM Analyst - m 60,430 $25B (2016) 

15-Mar Government Administration Manager, Web Development - f 990 $0.15B (2016) 

15-Mar Textile Manager Custer/ Vendor Master - m 103 $0.03B (2016) 
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Date Industry Title – Gender (m/f) Employee # Revenue 

15-Mar Packaging & Container Sales Administration Manager - m 6,803 $1.11B (2016) 

16-Mar Logistics and Supply Chain Master Data Management Architect - f 157 $0.12B (2016) 

16-Mar Higher Education Director of System HCM - m 142 $2.03B (2016) 

16-Mar Retail Accounting Analyst - f 2,595 $0.58B (2016) 

19-Mar Luxury Goods & Jewelry VP Information Technology - m 7,802 $3.82B (2016) 

19-Mar Chemicals SAP Master Data Technician - f 18,000 $9.1B (2016) 

19-Mar Consumer Goods Master Data Management Architect - f 6,122 $3.44B (2016) 

19-Mar Packaging Head of Controlling & IT - m 6,803 $1.11B (2016) 

19-Mar Cosmetics Finance Manager - m 54,923 $28.6B (2016) 

21-Mar Aviation & Aerospace e-HR BI Team Leader - m 41,112 $52.18B (2016) 

21-Mar Consumer Goods Master Data Management Architect - f 979 $0.86B (2016) 

22-Mar Biotechnology SAP QM Applications Coordinator - f 6,403 $3.88B (2016) 

23-Mar IT and Services Manager, Trade Compliance and Systems - m 16,192 $43.03B (2016) 

26-Mar Chemicals Head of Controlling & IT - m 7,406 $8.90B (2016) 

26-Mar Financial Services Sr. SAP Financial Modules Specialists - f 302 2.39 Euro B (2016) 

27-Mar Food Production Facilities Planner / Certified Machinist - m 40,032 $3.00B (2016) 

28-Mar Building Materials Head of Controlling & IT - m 607 $0.44B (2016) 

28-Mar Pharmaceutical Manager - m 57,844 $16.6B (2016) 

28-Mar Financial Services Sr. SAP Financial Modules Specialists - f 64,761 $5.20B (2016) 

30-Mar Education Management Senior IM Analyst - m 350 $0.07B (2016) 

3-Apr Education Management Deputy Chief Information Officer - m 31,541 $5.17B (2016) 

4-Apr Mining & Metals Payroll Accounting Coordinator - m 11,497 $3.53B (2016) 

5-Apr Semiconductors Engineering Staff Adviser - m 14,993 $10.83B (2016) 

1-Oct Life Sciences Data Entry - f 19,000 $3.28B (2016) 

1-Oct Aerospace & Defense Senior Project Manager - m 11,400 $2.53B (2016) 

1-Oct Chemicals SAP Business Systems Lead - m 6,000 $3.28B (2016) 

1-Oct Furniture Senior SAP SD/MM Analyst - f 137 $0.08B (2016) 

1-Oct Machinery SAP Analyst II - f 478 $0.32B (2016) 

1-Oct Chemicals Business Analyst/ Programmer - m 531 $0.15B (2016) 

1-Oct Aerospace & Defense SAP Business Systems Lead - m 19,000 1$2.53B (2016) 
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Date Industry Title – Gender (m/f) Employee # Revenue 

1-Oct Chemicals Senior Director – Global HRIS - f 47,145 $13.00B (2016) 

1-Oct Marketing and Advertising Senior Project Manager - m 49,200 $7.80B (2016) 

1-Oct Consumer Goods VP- Information Technology - m 11,400 $2.53B (2016) 

2-Oct Chemicals HRIS Analyst - f 47,145 $13.00B (2016) 

2-Oct Consumer Goods Sr. Dir. Logistics Service - m 33,577 $13.00B (2016) 

2-Oct Consumer Goods SAP Business Applications Manager - m 1,043 $2.06B (2016) 

2-Oct Apparel & Fashion Senior Reporting Specialist - f 13,200 $4.55B (2016) 

2-Oct Automotive Senior Sales Specialist - m 285,810 $169.50B (2016) 

2-Oct Chemicals SAP FICO Consultant - m 1,979 $2.14B (2016) 

2-Oct Public Safety HRIS Analyst - f 631 $0.13B (2016) 

2-Oct Chemicals Financial Analyst - f 47,145 $13.00B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive Head of Controlling (BEC) - m 306 $13.52B (2016) 

3-Oct Food & Beverages Financial Analyst - f 691 $0.11B (2016) 

3-Oct E-Learning SAP SCM Functional Analyst - f 3,300 $1.37B (2016) 

3-Oct Food Production SAP Business Analyst - m 1,066 $0.36B (2016) 

3-Oct Entertainment Org Management Manager - m   

 195,000 $54.90B (2016)   

3-Oct Retail SAP SCM Functional Analyst - f 10,916 $1.96B (2016) 

3-Oct Hospital & Healthcare Manager IT Quality and Compliance - m 74,000 $20.90B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive Regional Category Manager - m 66,000 $15.20B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive SAP SCM Functional Analyst - f 136,057 $16.70B (2016) 

3-Oct Container & Packaging Sr. Director, Integrated Business Partner - m 12,522 $3.71B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive Team Manager - m 3,000 $1.52B (2016) 

3-Oct Civic & Social Organization Management Analyst II - f 5,027 $0.58B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive Sr. Business Systems Analyst - f 7,300 $3.10B (2016) 

3-Oct Automotive Sr. Business Systems Analyst - f 10,916 $1.96B (2016) 

4-Oct Hospital & Healthcare Senior Director, ESP North America PMO Lead - m 127,100 $71.90B (2016) 

4-Oct Medical Devices Sr. IT Business Analyst - m 92,500 $29.40B (2016) 

4-Oct Aviation & Aerospace Manager, Financial Projects - m 549 $0.06B (2016) 

4-Oct Consumer Electronics Manager, Enterprise Data Management - m 12,518 $3.65B (2016) 
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Date Industry Title – Gender (m/f) Employee # Revenue 

4-Oct Retail Sr. Manager, Merchandising Solutions - m 10,916 $1.96B (2016) 

4-Oct Biotechnology Senior IT Specialist - m 8,600 $1.36B (2016) 

4-Oct Electrical/ Electronic 

Manufacturing 

SAP Master Data Analyst - f 351,000 $88.40B (2016) 

4-Oct Mining & Metals Global Data Governance Lead - m 11,970 $9.87B (2016) 

4-Oct Telecommunications Professional Data Analyst - f 281,000 $163.79B (2016) 

5-Oct Wholesale Director Business Technology - m 8,685 $6.29B (2016) 

5-Oct Restaurants Business Analyst SAP - m 2,609 $0.66B (2016) 

5-Oct Semiconductors Analytics Manager - m 7,500 $6.40B (2016) 

5-Oct Wholesale IT Manager - m 5,635 $2.75B (2016) 

5-Oct Medical Devices Business Analyst, Service - m 2,400 $0.69B (2016) 

5-Oct Music Senior SAP Business Intelligence Analyst - f 300 $0.18B (2016) 

5-Oct Food & Beverages SAP Security Analyst - m 73,312 $74.91B (2016) 

5-Oct Utilities IT Principal Program Manager - m 13,690 $11.90B (2016) 

 

8.5 Interview Questions, Example Interview Protocol 

Interview questions for both the individual 1-1 interviews and the participants in the 

case study generally were centered around the following themed questions: 

1. Describe your roles and responsibilities as they relate to your ERP environment. 

2. How is your ERP technology infrastructure currently implemented regarding 

modules installed, versions, and overall configuration? 

3. Where are you now experiencing ERP master data management resistance (or 

master data management resistance) as they relate to your organization? 

4. What are current ERP business process data managements (or master data 

usability improvements) that you are now engaged in implementing, updating, or 

evaluating for enhancement? 

Interview with Pascal Nouvellon, Smurfit Kappa, 0600AM PDT, 3.15.2012.docxInterview 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cVcEogcpEjneRgMX01e9NjSK-UV72b8-
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8.6 Research Milestones, Timeline 

Research Timeline and Milestones 

Timeline Milestone 

October 11 2009 Enrolled in PhD Programme 

February 1 2011 Completed Research Proposal 

November 1 2011 Ethics Approval 

April 1 2012 Initial Round of Interviews Completed 

October 1 2012 Second Round of Interviews Completed 

April 1 2016 Case Study Completed 

November 11 2017 Initial Draft of Dissertation Completed 

June 7 2018 Dissertation Submitted 

November 21 2018 Examiners Pass Dissertation 

December 31 2018 Submitted Revised Dissertation for Supervisor Review 

The researcher’s part time PhD programme enrollment initiated in October 2009.  

Following the enrollment, the research focus and proposal submitted and approved in 

February 2011 focused on Measuring ERP Usability leveraging various social theories 

including User Satisfaction and Collaboration Method as a basis for the research. The 

intent of this research was to analyse the basis for dirty as it relates to ERP master data 

management through the sociomateriality lens.   After obtaining ethics approval in 

November 2011, two rounds of interviews were completed in 2012 and during the 

interval between 2012 and 2014 the interviews were analyzed using automated content 

analysis tools, in this case Leximancer.  In early 2016, an in-depth case study was 

completed and during this timeframe the idea relating to the development of an ERP 

master data management Empirical framework including use cases, assemblage types, 

and resistance and accommodation factors emerged developing into a theory 

contribution as described in chapter 6. 




